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An Engineer with many
years'

experience

in

the

work

is

available

for

consultation and practical
assistance on all aspects of
DRAWING

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT
H.F.

ELECTRIC

FURNACES

the subject of suppression
on land or sea, either at
the source of interference
or at the receiver.

SPECTROGRAPH
ANALYSIS

EQUIPMENT

Interference created by above is
suppressed by H.F. mains filters
and screened rooms.
•
We supply screened rooms of any
dimensions and H.F. mains filters
15 and 300 amperes maximum
loadings.

LIT
AERIAL
DESIGNED &

SYSTEMS
INSTALLED

A Typical
H.F. Filter

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE

ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX

depett

them

AVO " Electrical Testing Instruments are actively engaged on the fighting and factory fronts,
sharing agreat responsibility with aproud sense
of duty

and

high

confidence

in

the future.

It will therefore be appreciated by our numerous trade
friends that we can now only accept orders which bear a
Government Contract Number and Priority Rating.
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Lasso Identification Tape will solve all
your marking problems and save pounds in
time and labour.
Lasso provides neat
filmic markers which can be applied quickly
and easily at any point without disconnecting the leads.
No tools are needed to
attach it, and it is durable and legible,
impervious to heat and fluids.

Cent
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Unaffected by heat.

ROAD,
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GARDEN

CITY
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How HY-MEG overcomes Impregnation Problems
Overheating, whether due to protracted working or to tropical
temperatures, can play havoc with ordinary varnish impregnations—but
nott w i th HY-MEG.
th ere is nothing ordinary about HY-MEG as you can readily under\
stand by reading the recently published booklet, " STABILITY IN
INSULATION." When you learn also that HY-MEG needs less stoving
\ time, gives mechanical rigidity, improves the electrical properties of
,i v‘indings, resists moisture, oils, acids and alkalis, ( besides being unaffected
.-1 by heat), then the reasons why it is being more and more widely used by
/ 6
leading impregnators become apparent.
HY-MEG, the successful
outcome of the call for positive stability, has banished such faults as
I
softening of wire enamel, breaking of wires, etc. More detailed informai
tion on these important matters is given in the booklet. Please apply for
your copy on Business Heading or Card, enclosing 2d. to comply with
the Control of Paper (No. 48) Order, 1942.
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HY-MEG
IMPIO;GN tTING

SEND FOR
YOUR COPY

v. 693 1. Made speciall
for enamelled wire-windings; but is equally suitable
for Rayon and Glass.
covered wire.
CONSULT
OUR DRAMS TRUST'
The 11V-MEG '
Brains
Trust ' is always in session,
ready to deal with questions
relating to insulation. Any
special problem put to it
brings helpful response.

TODAY

BERGER

PIPELINES

CABLES

CABLE ASSEMBLIES LTD.
(Subsidiary of Herts Pharmaceuticals

LEWIS

z

\0-e

Supplies of Lasso Tape are available only for
high priority work owing to restrictions on raw
materials.
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Ifyour set is fitted with Mazda Valves

Remember, it's cheaper — and saves

that do not as yet reveal the

man-power— to have your old set put

e

signs'

and portents of old age — that's fine.

right again'.

But should hard use, grim

overtime',

Your Dealer has all details of available

shocks, jolts and jars have interfered

types,. but in case of difficulty please

at long last with their functioning,

write direct to us.

you'll be glad to know the Government
have made available, in spite of heavy
Services'

demands,

more

MAZDA

Valves (of many types), viewing the
maintenance of broadcast news as an

MAZDA,

essential service.

RADIO VALVES

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,

155, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2.
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She manoeuvres for position
to attack ... eyes are fixed
on the Commander as he
gives the enemy's bearing,
range, course, speed.
He
orders the torpedoes to be

gtaegbauu

fired ... Once more Masterradio electrical equipment
has helped to keep our sea

STATIC TWO - DIMENSIONAL

lanes clear.

visual delineation of any recurrent
law.

if(d5tetadiO'
VIBRATORPACKS

RELATIVE TIMING OF EVENTS
and other comparative measurements with extreme accuracy.
•
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING

As supplied to the WAR OFFICE AIR MINISTRY,
POST OFFICE and other GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
MASTERMIND LTD. VIBRANT WORKS • WATFORD

HERTS

of transient phenomena.
•
SIMULTANEOUS INDICATION
of two variables on a common
time axis.
INDUSTRIAL INDICATING and TESTING afford increasing scope for the Cathode Ray Tube as the only
device with the above inherent features, of which the
last is unique in the Cossor DOUBLE BEAM Tube.
The Model 339 Cossor Oscillograph thus equipped
is invaluable on all problems of research, production
or operational testing, when the effect examined is
applied as a voltage. When recurrent the traces are
studied visually and when transient are recorded
photographically, using Model 427 camera.

A . C.COSSOR LT11..
INSTRUMENT

DEPT.

Cossor House, London, N.5

You look to the newspapers
every day for information and
entertainment . . . and the
newspapermen don't fall down
on the job . .. the machinery of
the Press is sure to function .. .

In the
same way
you can
depend on

'Phone : CANonbury 1234 ( 33 Unes).
'Grams: Amplifiers Phone London.

Quality Sound Equipment
Reliability is the most important factor with Sound Equipment too— you can take Tris for
granted in this respect. For the
present. supplies are restricted
to priority orders.
•

•

•

•

1-5 MAPLE PLACE•TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD • LONDON, Wi
tale/no.

MIAINO. V111500. LOW.
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• LINAGLOW LIMITED •
LI

ERTY

6-VALVE CONSTRUCTORS'
KIT
ALL- WAVE
16-50,

200-560,

SPECIAL

SIX

1,000-2,000 m.

Brief Specification: Frequency
Changer with two valves, separate
oscillator, SIX TUNED CIRCUIT,
465 KC Iron Cored I.F.s. Separate
tone and volume controls, 5-watt
output, 8in. P.M. speaker with
baffle and output transformer,
all valves, chassis, Practical and
Theoretical diagrams, Parts List,
Nuts, Bolts and Wire, ready to
assemble, 200/250 volts
A.C. Including P. Tax' £
16.16.6

OFFERS

50

AT BARGAIN PRICES
Many

below

pre-war

CATHODE

CATHODE

trade

prices.

ONLY
RAY

OSCILLOSCOPES
Built by prominent Radio Engin-

RAY

TUBES

eer.

Ideal for Radio Servicemen's
and Engineers' Workshops.

Brand new in Manufacturers'
Cartons.
MAZDA 9 in. Type CRM/9i. Heater
Volts 2. Normal Anode Volts 5,000.
Max. Anode Volts 6,000. Neg. Grid
Bias for zero beam current
38 ...
£1 . 1 .

MAZDA-7in. Heater Volts

2.
Normal
Anode Volts 3,500. Max. Anode Volts
4,000. Neg. Grid Bias for zero
beam current 26...
15 0

MULLARD gin. Type MW22-3. Heater

Volts 2. Normal Anode VoltThe above is a really sensitive and age 5,000£ .1 . 0
selective receiver,
built to pre-war
standards and designed by a prominent mULLARD 7in. Type MINI 8-2.' Heater Alleparts supplied-theoretical wirVolts 2.
Normal Anode Voltage ing diagram, parts list and' full
Radio Engineer.
4,000•
Max. Anode Volts

AMERICAN. MIDGET
RADIOS
Most types in stock.

Send for details.

SERVICE KITS
SKI. ' I] 8.mfd. 400,500 v. Aluminium Can Electrolytic,:
6 each Silver Mica Condensers, Resisten and Trimmers.
12/9.
SEE. 1 32.m/cf. 325 V. Aluminium Can Electrolytic;
6 each Silver Mica Condensers, Resistors, Trimmers and
Tubular Paper Condensera, 15/9.
SEE. 1 32- mid. 325 v. Aluminium Can; 1 8o16 mid.
850/450 v. Aluminium Can Electrolytic, ; 6 each Silver
Mica Condensers. Resistors and Trimmer,. Um.
Mt I 8-mid. 400/300 v. Aluminium Can ; 1 808 mid.
500 v. Tubular;
1 24-mid. 250 V. Block Electro.
lei.; 6 each Silver Mica Condensers. Trimmers and
Tubular Paper Condensers. 35/..
SET. I So 16 - mid. 950/450 v. Aluminium Can ; 1 32mid. 325 v. Aluminium Can; 116 x16 mid. 350v. Aluminium
Can; 6each Trimmers. Silver Mica Condensers and Tubular
Paper Condenaers, 27/6.
2417. 1 8 mid. 400 v. Aluminium Can; 1 8o5 told.
500 v. Tubular;
1 16016 mid. 350 y. Aluminium
Can; 1 1608 mid. 330/450 v. Aluminium Can; 1 32-mid.
325 v. Aluminium Can; 1 24-mid. 250 v. Block; 1 40red. 250 V. Block; 25 each Trimmers, Silver Mica Con.
densers and Tubular Paper Condensers,

RADIO MECHANICS' KIT

3 Spanners, 3 Screwdriver", 1 coil Insulating Tape, 12
cards Fuse Wire, 3 length* Sydeflex, 1 Instrument Teat
Lead with clips and plugs. 1 Universal voltage Dropper
Residence, 1 465 KO. IF. Transformer, Iron Cored, 1 eel
of Aerial and Oscillator Colis Litz Wound. 16/2,000 metre,.
1 6- mid. 400/500 v. Aluminium Can; 1 8x16 mid. 350/
450 v. Aluminium Can; 1 8x8-mid. 500 v. Tubular;
132- mid. 325 v. Aluminium Can; 1 40 mid. 250 a. Block;
1 24-mid. 250 v. Block; 50 amorted Tubular Paper Condensers. 50 bursted Silver Mica Condensers. 50 assorted
Resistors, 6 assorted Volume Controls ( wire wound).

AU

Clan & Tubular Elretrolytio supplied with
mounting slips.

WIRE END CARBON RESISTORS. new, ex-television
4. 4. 1 and 2- watt. Assorted parcel of 100, 140/...

•

CALLERS

to

Show

Rooms,

5,000
FUSE WIRE, a 10 and 15 amp., assorted, on cards, 911.
per dozen card;.
PIEZO CRYSTAL MICROPHONES, 60 D.B. below 1 volt304,000 cps.
List price 6 g.., offered at &Ong. New,
unused, chrome finish.:
PIREO CRYSTAL MICROPHONES, 60 D.B. at output
level. High impedance, fed direct, no output transformer
necessary. 45/-.
FLAT FLEX, 9- way 14/36, 18/201t. coils,

•

5,000v.

2/6

£22.17.6

Further details on application.

each.

3-PIN MAINS RADIO PLUGS and Sockets, 2/3:each.

WINDINGS

1-WATT CARBON RESISTORS; Manufacturers'
type.
value, unmarked but ranging 20,000 ohms to 2 tmeg.
Unique opportunity, 7/- per 100.

We are in a position to

TEST INSTRUMENT LEADS, suitable for Avo•Taylor.
etc. 8ft, long, fitted large plugs and crocodile dire. 4/6
each.

wind all [types of Mains
Transformers,
Auto-

11009 VARIABLE CONDENSERS, with geared slow motion
drive, pointer and dial trame, ceramic insulation, 12/6 each

Transformers,

VALVES.
American Types at B.O.T. Controlled
Retail Price"
For replacement purposes only.
1856,
12F5, 1235. 128F5, 9/2 '•
105,
0E3, 2526. 11/- ;
6Q7 1207. 45, 75. 11/7 ; 6F6, 6117,
25L6, 12/10 :
SAS, 6B8, 61C8, 613A7, 12SA7, 14/-.

including

IRON LEADS, with connector, 23/36 Circular Flex,

each

6
7- VALVE

Add 3d. per valve

ONLY

SUPERHETERODYNE
RADIOS

li•was'e bands. Sin. speaker, pre-war Walnut Cabinet, 200,
250 V. A.C. 26 One, including

4

ONLY

4-VALVE TRF RECEIVERS
Resins Case. 200/250 v. A.C.

14

Ong., including tar.

LINAGLOW LIMITED
HOURS
I

OF BUSINESS: Mon.
9a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

to

Fri.

I.F.s,

heavy
Coils,

etc., to special 4-equirements.
Send us details

Also British Valves at Manufacturers' List Prints, AC/MX
10/6 • UU4,
UU7. 11/- '• HIA1DD, TDD4. 11/7 ;
AO/VP2. CIA, EF39, KTW61, Pen 45, SP41. SP42. T41,
VP41, 12/10; DI diode lin. Peanut Vulve with valveholder, 12/10; EC113, FC13, X63, 14/ - ; AC6Pene,
EL35, Pen 46*, U21. 18/8.
*Post Office Permit necessary.
All prices include Purchase Taz.
postage.

Chokes,

large

duty types,

1257,

2 HIGHGATE HIGH ST., N.6.
'Phone : MOUntview 9432.

4/-

instructions for
assembly
and
operation.
Brief Specification:
Magnetic Deflection and focussing
CRT 7in. Screen, Multi-stage Amplifier and Linear Time
Base
Anode
Potential

of your wants.

We stock practically every size and
type of C,ondenser,includin.g electrolytics, Volume Control, Voltage
Dropper, Line cord, Microphone
Cable,
Fuse, Pilot Bulb, Loudspeaker, Resistor, Valve, Knob,
Valve Holder, Aerial Coil, I.F"
P.A. Amplifier.
Send for full list,
which will be available shortly.
•

POST

ORDERS to Dept. M.0.26

61 HIGHGATE

HIGH STREET, NM.

'Phone: MOUntview 9431.
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WE CAN REMEMBER WHEN P.A

SALES-

MEN USED TO RAP ON DOORS
DOFF

ca

AND

THEIR HATS AND ASK YOU TO

BUY P.A. GEAR ... PLEASE I AND THEY'LL BE
DOING IT AGAINI AND WE CERTAINLY
HOPE
CONDENSERS

HARD WE'VE WORKED

T.C.C. Metal Cond., . 1mfd. 3,000 v. wkg.
.25 mfd. 2,000 v. wkg.
1mfd. 1,000 v. wkg.

„

15 0
8 6
7 9

350 mfd. 25 v. wkg.
2 mfd. 150 v. wkg.

91

7 0
3 6

Bakelite Case, 30 mfd. 200 v. wkg.

MAINS
Fri. 210, 230, 250.

YOU'LL REMEMBER THEN HOW

12

0

,)
4;i

e

TO PRODUCE

GOOD EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS
AS LONG AS WE COULD.

TRANSFORMERS
Sec. 350-0-350 200 mA
4 v. 5 amps
4 v. 5 amps
4 v. 3 amps
4 v..5 amps CT.

(Please call for this item.

£2 8 6

Post Despatch will be delayed.)

MILLIAMMETERS
Fresh supplies to hand of our 0 IMilliammeters, now
available with calibrated scale 0 to 1.0 mA and
ohms 0 to 50,000.
Flush mounting 31" overall
diameter, high grade movements. Ideal for constructing
multi-range
instrument.
Resistance
100 ohms.
To callers : £2 Ii,. 6d., or by post
£ 2 18

FILTER

VOLUME

AM pidz runs
MICROPHONES
LOUDSPEAKERS

R. S. Amplifiers.
Limited,
3-4
HIghfield
Shepperton. Middlesex.
Walton- on- Thames

Road.
1019.

6

COILS

Made to Mr. Brierley's Spec. (
vide Wireless World).
Set of four inductances, . 3, .
4, . 8 and . 53H
Close Tolerance S.M. Cond
for same
per set

All values (Carbon)
2 megohms

RS

El

10

0

6 6

CONTROLS

between

1,000

ohms

and

4

6

6

6

Wire wound high-grade 5 watt.
50, 100, 250, 400, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, 10,000,
25,000, 50,000 ohms.

MISCELLANEOUS
Screened Systoflex 5 mm. ( 1.0).

Per yard length

r.

I2-way connector blocks, size 8x 11" x
Well
made, heavy 4BA terminal screws. (
Can be readily
cut up into smaller units)
I.F. Transformers, high grade, 1,600 KcJs
Tinned copper wire ( per 4oz. reel)
16 to 20, Is. 2d. ; 22 to 26, Is. 4d. ; 28 to 32
Enamelled Copper Wire ( per 4oz. reel)
18 to 24. Is. 4d. ; 26 to 30, Is. 8d. ;
32 to 36, 2s. 6d. ; 38, 3s. ; 40

3 6
12

6

1 6

3 6

14 Soho Street, Oxford Street,
London, W.1

W.X.6
WESTECTOR
used for Demodulation and
Automatic Volume Control
in the

A.C. model

WAR TIME
CIVILIAN RECEIVER

o

Telephone : Gerrard 2089
We are available 9 a.m. till 6 p.m. for OFFICIAL business,
but please note our SHOP HOURS— I0 a.m. to 4 p.m.
(Saturdays 10 a.m. to 12 noon.)

••••••

METAL

RECTIFIERS

Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co. Ltd., Pew Hill House, Chippenham, Wilts.
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3 ,pedal

Here are
purpose
Vacuum Valves originated, developed
and quantity produced by Eima(
during the pas few years

r
527

.13-30b1iii•

I•
atIOCIS on these . alv
new Firnac
r),pe 'mhers which are descriptive
e
characteristics. For example 43-100G3,.
first
digit iindicates triaste, the figure 100 i
plate dissipation. the letter " G". indicates physi
type and the last digit 3 is acode indication
the ma at thé valve.

•Follow the leaders to

Get Your Copy of Electronic Telesis—
a64 page discussion of the fundamentals of elet:ttonics,
uric
an layman's language — fully illustrated. Ybun
without obligation.

lift-hitCULtOUGH, INC., 812 Son Mateo * venue, Sonlieuno, California
el,nrn locat•è at

Sen

Seurto C .

A

cru

<
31, totsCe,A),,,.

I.

L....dIt

Agree.

fret,' •-•

Seee,tanice

1ia

...,,,

0 • !

(I.tt, .
Sttett.

i
, c.4,,,,,,,,..,. 1 1...1.
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DELARÔN -7r
poeo teaf
" DELARON " Laminated Plastic was chosen as the material from which
to build Sextant Cases because its many qualities enable it to successfully
withstand the arduous conditions, physical and climatic, to which maritime

DELARON

LAMINATED PLASTIC
AI PRODUCT

equipment is subjected.

You, too, will find " DELARON " just as effective

in the field of Electrical Insulation.

Samples:and:prices will gladly be sent

on request ; and you can always rely upon the fullest co-operation of our
Technical and Development Departments in its effective application.
OF

Teic phonc

IMPERIAL HOUSE
84 REGENT ST. WI

RFGFN T 2901

SUPPLIES
HEWLETT-PACKARD

LABORATORr
NSTRUMENTS
FOR

SPEED

AND

ACCURACY

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
SERVICES LIMITED
24 Stanley Road
Heaton Moor
Stockport
SOLE BRITISH DISTRIBUTORS

are able to supply immediately from present stock the following fIrst-clas and brand
new RADIO. ELECTRICAL AND TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT. Further details of
some of the liorna have been given in our previo. " W.W." announcementa. All
prices nett.
ROTHERMEL PIZZO-CRYSTAL PICK-UPS. Senior ( black bakellte) model, complete
with arm. 789. STROBOSCOPIC SPEED TESTERS ( 50 cycle) ehowing 78, 79 and
80 r.p.m. On cardboard only,
BOTIIERMEL-BRUSH PIZZO-CRYSTAL
MICROPHONES. bijou model 64th tapped mounting boss and lead, 42/-. STANDS
TO SUIT :-Table. extending, all- chromium. 29 8. Floor, extending, all chromium.
46/6. Some make, MINIATURE P.C. MICROPHONES, deaf nid type. Itin, dia., no
front grille. 29/6. G.E.C. CURRENT FED MICROPHONES. Require no amplifierwork with 15-ohm 'speaker direct from 12- volt accumulator, ideal for instructions and
announcement+. With appropriate coupling transformer, 29.17.6. G.E.C. POWER
PACKS for 60- watt Amplifiers, complete with two U.18 Osram Valves and OLD.
tapped Output Tramformer, £
91. G.E.C. MOBILE AMPLIFIERS ( 3only) for 6/1 2 r.
operation, 10-watt output. Inputs for mike and pick-up with fade-over controls.
Outputs for 7.5 and 15-ohm speakers.
In fine aolid oak carrying case, 19in. by 15in.
by
weight 56 lbs. With first-class Hand Microphone, all Ogram Valves, plage,
cable.. etc., reedy for use. £30 ( ex this address).
GRAMPIAN MOVING COIL MICROPHONES. in square suspension frame with mounting
hoes, excellent respo.e. 24.17.6.
MU-METAL M/COIL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS, ratio 80/1. miniature type ( also suitable for td/Coll pick-up.). 21/, GRAMPIAN OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, to suit all sp.kers. Tapped prim, and sec. Pro viding 8 ratios, with C.T. for push-pull, 9/6.
PYROBIT ELEentic SOLDERING IRONS, 230/250 v. Small " I.trument" modelcan be held like a pencil-the moot popular iron. With " pencil " bit. 21/-. Extra
adjustable angle bit. If required. oiet. Spare elements. 2/6. PYROBIT NEON
TESTERS, with screwdriver, 100/750 volts, 9/8. PYROBRAZE SOLDERING AND
BRAZING INSTRUMENTS ( 200/260 v. A.C.), with three tappings. electrode holder,
clip, cables, etc., ready for use. Portable model in strong metal case, 3-5 mine. rating,
30-120 amps. output, 212.10.0. Heavy duty model ( not portable) with four tapping
and suitable also for welding up to 18 S.W.O. metal sheet. Rating 20/30 mills..
30/130 amps., 216.10.0.
STANELCO " FUTIT" ELECTRODE WIRE JOINTERS. ( 200/230 v. A.C.). In
strong metal portable caer with all leads, etc., ready for nee. 1.tantaneous fused
wire joints. Model ao (
50 to ao 8.W.0.). £5. Model 20 130 to 20 & WM./. £ 23
tons.
(
mfloTdAerFer,COurtp
ton, PRESSES. Senior model, pressure
STEP-DOWN
£30. New 51/nor
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Prim. 200/240 v. ( tapped). Sec. 5. 12 :sod
17 V. at full 0
- ampo.. 49/8 (
pas.. poet 2!-).
STAGE DIMMERS. Controlling Elated load from full- bright to black-out. With
overhead screw motion and handwheel control. 1,000-watts, £8.17.6, 1,500- watts.
28.8.0. ( Carr. either 6/6). SLIDING RESISTANCES, 100- watt, complete range now
in stock: 4 ohma 6 am... 10 ohms 3 ampo., 50 ohms 1.4 amp., 100 ohms 1 amp.,
200 ohms 0.7 amp., and 400 ohms 0.5 amp., any one. 26/-. Other 81Iding Rheostats
in stock. Ple.e enquire.
TRANSFORMER BOBBINS. Prim. tapped 200/240 V. Seca: 350-0-350 r. 75 nu, .
4v. 4a., 4v, 3a. Core opening llin. eq. and 111n. through. UPS. Also with 6.3 V. 4.
and 5v. 3a., same price. VITAVOX 12-INCH P.M. SPEAKERS, Model K12110 ( 10
matte), high fidelity, 15.ohms, £7 ( callers only). FLIII-O-DISC Ohm's Law Electric
Calculators. 8 6.
Please include sufficient for postage and packing.

M.R. SUPPLIES, 68, Now Oxford Strut, London, W.C.1
(Telephone

: MUSeum 2938)
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FOR THE
RADIO SERVICEMAN
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrols for an I.C.S.
Radio Course learns radio thoroughly,
completely, practically.
When he
earns his Diploma, he will KNOW
radio. We are not content merely to
teach the principles of radio, we want
to show our students how to apply
that training in practical, every- day
radio service work. We train them
to be successful!
Special terms for members of N.M. Forces.

You may use this Coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS Ltd
DEPT. 38, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2
Please explain fully about your Instruction in the subject marked X
Complete Radio Engineering.
Elementary Radio.

Radio Service Engineers.
Television.

And the following Radio Examinations :—
British Institution of Radio Engineers.
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators.
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony
and Telegraphy for Aircraft.
City and Guilds Telecommunications.
Wireless Operator and Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.
Name

Age

Address

When à Transformer is sought to Jill a
specification which insists on quality being
the final arbiter Gardner engineers are in
an unusually advantageous position to cos

operate. This is possibly just one more reason
why our whole production is ' earmarked'
for vital work and supplies for ordinary
purposes

are

not

at present available.

CAIIIINIRS
RADIU

74e
LOUDSPEAKER
YOU

KNOW

BY

EAR

Kew staitüey

EVERY WAR EFFORT

LIMITED

SOMERFORD • ( HRISTCHURCH • HMS
Telephone':
Christchurch 1025

Telegèams:
Radioiran s Christchu'tçh

DEVIZES •

LONDON •
ENGLAND

BIDEFORD

II
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Ten years ago we introduced the first Britishmade low-loss ceramic. To-day the range of Frequentite
components covers more than athousand pieces of every shape and size.
With such a store. of manufacturing experience we are able to offer advice
backed by practical knowledge on your insulation problem. Please consult us
before you finalize your design.

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
Head Office:

Stourport-on-Sevarn, Worcs.

Telephone:

Stourport Ill.

Telegrams:

Sustain. Stourporr
.P.Ità
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Special Offer
MANSBRIDGE
type
CONDENSERS
Metal cased, 500 v., wkg., 1 mfd., 3/6
p.f. 2 mfd., 5/8 p.f. 2 mid., with insulated terminals, 6/9 p.f.

OCTOBER, 1944

ft ONDON CENT-RA
MADIO STORES

NEW POWER AND PENTODE TRANSFORMERS ... 11/8. Smaller type ... 9/6
PENTODE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Wellmade and efficient. Suitable for small speakers.
Size, 11 XII xllin.
7/-

P.A. AMPLIFIERS

" R.T." AERIAL AND H.F. COILS.
Medium
wave. Boxed, with circuit.
Per pair ... 10/8
Chassis, 11 x9 x21 drilled.
p.f. 4/6

£3 5 0

BAIRD TELEVISION RECEIVERS
Model T.26 and other makes in stock.
Every one in perfect working ordet. Call
\tad inspect.

.
AXLEY TYPE WIG SWITCHES.
spindles, 4-way, 3-bank, with shielded
ose. section, 6/3; 5-way, 8-bank, with
screened sections, 7/3; 3-way, 3-bank,
without shields, 4/4.

OAK SWITCHES. 21in. spindle, complete with knob. 4-way, 2-bank with
connecting block, 4/-; 4-way, 2-bank, 3/3.
P.M. SPEAKERS. Goodman's 6in. with Pen.
Output transformer, 34/8.
Sin., less trans.,
30/-. Celestion, 10in.twith Pen, O.P. trans.,
47/6 pl.
DROPPING RESISTANCES. Best quality, 750
ohms, .3a., 7/0. 1,000 ohms, .2a. 7/0 p.f.

POLAR ISED RELAYS
Air Ministry type, high
speed (V.F.)
Relay,
21in. dia. X41in. high,
mounted on high-grade
Paxolin base, 21in. x
21m. X tin.
polarned
by a Sin. honeshoe
magnet. Separate adjustments are provided
for magnetic bias on
armature.
Large size
operating
coil
with
double
windings 24
ohms and 13,500 ohms;
alloy armature
carries double contacts providing single-pole
change-over switching with large adjustable
fixed contacts. AU contacts are of platinum and
will carry 00-watts non-inductance load. The
actuating current is 8 volts at 0.8 ma
Speed approx. 100 c.p.s. Price

6

TWIN FLEX. Latest plastic covered.
and brown. 4/8 doz. yds.
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.
mounted on ebonite, 1/6.

In Black Enamelled Metal Cabinets
Output 15 watts, 5 valves, 200-250 A.C. PreAmplifier for microphone, gramophone and
radio terminals.
Multi-range output 2.5 ohm,
to 15 ohms.
Fitted two volume controls and
tone control.
Price, Carr. paid

019 10 0

LARGE CROCODILE CLIPS. 21 x fin. Powerful
spring grip, 1/- each, or 10/8 doz.
EX-G.P.O. PLUGS, 1/8.

23,

See Previous issues for other bargains!

LISLE

LONDON

STREET,
-

GERrard 2969

Doing vital service
amidst the battle smoke

DAGEHIlli. MD
.11011111/;,.

W.C.2

Sales Concessionaires:
H OLSU N BATTERIES LIMITED, 137 Victoria St., London, S.W.I

Spring,

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Two
special lines of newly
manufactured British
transformers. 300-0300v. at 75 ma.,
6.3v. 3a., 5v, 2a.
Also as above, 4v.
4a., 4v. 2a.
Post
etc., 1/3 extra

Each 37/6

CONDENSERS.
First-class 0.1 mfd., oil-filled,
5,000v., working, only 11/8 each.
TWIN SCREENED PICK-UP
2 plugs, 8f t. Gin, long, 2/9.

LEADS,

fitted

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC COUNTERS. Ex-G.P.O.,
every one perfect, electromagnetic, 500
ohm coil, counting to 9,999, operated
from 25v.-50v. D.C., many industrial
and domestic applications, 8/-.
WIRE

WOUND
POTENTIOMETERS.
ohms. Less switch. 5/8.
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HIGH
, PERFORMANCE
1

Long years of patient training
and

practice

are

behind

every Dubilier volume control
and variable resistor.

There

TYPE
APPROVED

is no substitute for these years
of experience which ensure
that uniformly high performance for which all Dubilier
products are world famous

Illustration shows Volume Controls

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO. ( 1925) LTD.

1111••••••••••••

C. R. CASSON
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There is more than one possible answer to the problem
of the quart and pint pot, but to the question of measurement in electrical communications there must be only one
answer—and it is the function of Marconi instruments to
provide it. For Marconi's have pioneered not only an ever
widening range of communication equipments, but also the

MARCONI
ELECTRA

HOUSE

•

art of testing the many instruments in this specialised field.
To- day the testing difficulties which once beset the
electrical engineer are solved by the precision measuring
apparatus of Marconi Instruments Limited.
Their
specialists are at your service for consultation on any
specific problems.

NSTRUMENTS
VICTORIA

EMBANKMENT

TRANSFORMERS
many

types

to

10kVA

up

for

indus-

trial

purposes.

Sup-

plied

to

of

the

all

built and tested
conditions
as

those

as

SEW Lt0'1'4/

branches

Services

and

W•C•2

Lev et.s in capacity
le

an d attenuation

under

of CO- AX Cabs

mean new possibilities in electronic

gruelling

prevailing

LONDON,

oimtiît

We make Transformers
of

•

LTD

in

equipment

operational areas, they

design

war effort, and

represent the last word

for

both for
ost the
the p- war

electronic age.

in reliability.
Send us your enquiries ;
we may be able to help
YOU.
You con rely on
Woden Equipment.

BASICALLY BETTER
4/Ñ -SPACED

O

PEN

TRANSFORMER CO..L .D.
moxtgY ROAD • BILSTON •STAF FS. Telephoneliediji4e o

«OD

10W1Off CA

TRANSRADIO LTD. I6THE HIGHWAY BEACONSFIELD 7BUCKS
"
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HALVED MY
TI
SOLDERING
ME

!is

A REAL PLEASURE TO USE
W/LZ INS/ST 0/V
Mar/CORE/A/ Fürl./RE

Just a few of the things that
Service
about

the

Engineers

A.I.D.

are

saying

approved

Solder

Wire containing Z1 cores of Non-corrosive
E'rsin

Flux. " The finest

cored

solder in the

world", hitherto exclusively supplied for Government contracts, is now available to Service Engineers
Nominal 1 lb. reels

If you are not already enjoying its advantages remember

13 S.W.G. - 4/10
16 S.W.G. - 5/3

that if you do not find it the best you have ever used we

Above prices subject to
usual Trade Discount.

from your factor to-day and ensure that you get reels

will refund your purchase price in full.

Order supplies

labelled Ersin Multicore THREE CORE SOLDER.

THE SOLDER WIRE WITH 3 CORES OF NON- CORROSIVE ERSIN FLUX

MUITICORE SOLDERS LTD. COMMONWEALTH HOUSE, NEW OXFORD SI,LONDON, W.0 1. Tel CHAncery 517112
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In

addition

to

Standard

Amplifiers the activities of
Acoustical include Special
Amplifiers for Industrial
Applications, Microphones,
Transformers, Coil Winding,
Sheet Metal Work, Stampings,
Switch Assemblies, etc.

i
eleMSTIGAL

MA NUFACTURING Co. L
TD.
HUNTINGDON- TEL: 361

THE SC IENTIFI C
VALVE
BRITISH

DIELECTRIC

MATERIALS

Cable, Condenser, Coil, Transformer and Resistance
Impregnating, dipping, sealing, filling and finishing.

A.I.D. and C.I.E.M.E. TYPE APPROVED WAXES to meet both
ARCTIC and TROPICAL conditions.
TELEPHONE : WEST DRAYTON 2189

ASTOR BOISSELIER
&L
AWRENCE L
T-9
MIDDLESEX OIL & CHEMICAL

WEST

DRAYTON,

WORKS

MIDDLESEX

MIDGET
VALVES
HIVAC LIMITED
Greenhill Crescent,
Harrow on the Hill. Middx.

OcTontR, tO4.1
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HIS Waterproof Loudspeaker is
specially suitable for Ships at sea, Railway Stations, Plating Shops, Foundries,
etc., where high humidity and corrosive
atmospheres preclude the use of ordinary
P.A. Units.
TYPE No.:

INDUSTRIAL No. 5

Impedance: 7,000 ohms, Depth: 4. Dia. 8r.
tapped 5,000 and 3,000. Rating: 21 watts
peak A.C.
Retaillprice £ 3. 10 .
Delivery against contract No. only.

GOODRUM
INDUSTRIES LIMITED

LANCELOT ROAD. WEMBLEY tADX
LOUDSPEAKER

eTELEPHONE ENGINEERS.

TAYLOR UNIVERSAL METER
1,000 OHMS PER VOLT

90 A
40 RANGES
First grade
accuracy

This new and improved Universal Taylormeter gives awide range
of accurate measurements of both D.C. and A.C.

The meter is

fitted with a knife edge pointer and mirror and has four scales.
The outer scale is 4 inches long and is used for all D.C. and A.C.
ranges.

The other scales are for Resistance. Capacity and Decibel

measurements.

The instrument

is of First Grade accuracy on all

ranges. An internal battery is supplied for Resistance measurements
and covers from IOhm to I Megohm and in addition a buzzer.
also working off the internal battery, is also fitted for continuity
checks.

Automatic Overload protection is fitted to protect the

meter against severe overloads.

Three capacity ranges covering

from 13002//Fd. to 100p Fd. are available using an external source of
The instrument reads full scale on I mA D.C. and A.C.
giving 1,000 Ohme per Volt.
A.C.

Size

trx S'ex 31" deep

Price

14. 3. 6

Please write kr
technical6rochure

We ore very busy supplying large
quantities of special test equipment and measuring instruments
for the use of the armed forces
and our equipment à now in use
all over the world.
Our customers will - understand
why our instruments. are now
in such short supply and why
delivery is often delayed.
Please send us your enquiries for
test equipment or measuring in.
struments and we will be pleased
to do our very best in meeting
your requirements.

Taylor
elecFrical

inflTumenFlid

Send your enquiries to your usual (
actor or direct to

TAYLOR
419-424
Telephone

ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENTS
LTD.,
Montrose
Avenue,
Slough,
Bucks.

Slough 21381

4

Grams: " Toylins, Slough—
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Every time

a designer or production

engineer decides to use some form of Spire fixing, he
THAT'S Fixed THAT!
Type CA 725.
Fixing knobs to shafts. Sounds simple but
if you're a radio manufacturer you know
what a headache it can be.
The Spire
fixing was designed to solve that particular problem.
The CA 725 is made to
measure for shafts of various diameters.
Then it is snapped into position in the hub
of the knob and the knob pushed straight
on to the shaft.
Don't think of Spire as a ' kind of nut . It
is a great deal more than any nut. It is a
simplified and sure method of fixing.
Especially awkward fixings I

puts a few thousand (or a few million) nuts and washers
out of a job.

No more fumbling and holding the bits

together with one hand while you get to work with the
other.

Spire fixing can tackle and simplify most light

assembly jobs.

The best thing is to send us the job — or

the drawings.

If a Spire fixing will improve the job

we'll design it for you and show it to you in a week
or two.

)1€
Simmonds Aerucessories Limited • Great West Road •

Then you can judge for yourself.

A BETTER way of fixing
London •

A Company of the Simmonds Group

10.111 Arb.

Proprietors :
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Radio
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As many of the circuits and
apparatus described in these
pages are covered by patents,
readers are advised, before
making use of them, to satisfy
themselves that they would
not be infringing patents.

1All

steel construction—even
to the rivets—ensuring uniform expansion under extremes of temperature.

2Reed

driving coil—wound on
a bakelite moulded bobbin to
meet all climatic conditions.

STRATOSIL 9
series of

SEALED
VIII RATORS
*

Owing to wartime restrictions on
supply of raw materials, it is not
possible to supply Wearite Components for purposes other than those
connected directly with the war effort

2
3
4

3Metal can, sponge

rubber lined
—Acoustically and electrically
shielding the Vibrator.

4Driving

contact of non- tarnishable
precious
metal—
ensuring starting under the
lightest
of
pressures
and
voltages.

5 Contacts ground
optical limits.

almost

6Stack

assembly.
Mica
steel only are used.

to

5

6

and

7 Base sealed by the WEARITE
STRATOSIL process.
Embodying

Oak

potent.

Monufarnming
400470. etc.

"

7

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.
HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM. N.17.

Telephones : TOTtenham 3847-8-9
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and the roots go deep....
Firm and enduring, the great tree

personnel, modern and efficient fac-

stands, its roots spreading deeper and

tories and long - accumulated know-

wider through the long years of steady

ledge and experience of the application

growth.

of electricity to the needs of the

So, too, have great industrial organisa-

modern world.

tions like that of Philips grown and

PHILIPS

developed. The many Philips achievements and the high reputation of their

LAMPS * RADIO * X-RAY

products are rooted in persistent re-

COMMUNICATIONS

search, highly - qualified engineering

AND ALLIED ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

EQUIPMENT

.PHILIPS LAMPS LIMITED, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2

0173)
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Commentary

Standards and Regulations

T

0.

HERE is, we think, a moral to be drawn
from a letter published in this journal last
month, though the subject with which it
dealt was perhaps rather trivial in comparison with
the wider issues that will soon face the world of
wireless. The letter in question was on the colourcoding of small resistors, of the type to be found in
most kinds of wireless equipment. It was contended that the standardised significance given to
the various markings is fundamentally wrong.
The colour of the body, which is the most conspicuous, should indicate broadly the order of magnitude of resistance. By the existing code this is
actually shown by the dot, which may in many
cases be concealed.
All the letters we have
received tacitly accept the inherent soundness of
our correspondent's proposal, but deplore any suggestion of achange to the improved system, maintaining that it would bring about endless confusion
between resistors coded on the new and the old
standards. In other words, it is too late to make
a change. We can therefore assume with some
certainty that the original standardising committee,
of the alternatives open to them, chose the wrong
one. It is a chastening thought that thousands of
man-hours throughout the world must have been
wasted by such a minor lapse.
What is the moral behind this sad little story?
Surely, that the most august standardising body,
however representative, competent and conscientious it may be, is composed of fallible human
beings, and that they are especially likely to make
mistakes in dealing with a new art such as ours,
in which the accumulated experience of earlier
generations of workers is lacking. Steps should be
taken to overcome this handicap by making the
most of such experience as is available.
We submit that this can best be done by giving
the widest possible publicity to any proposed form
of standardisation or similar ruling before it reaches
the stage where the decisions arrived at are irrevocable. Comments and criticisms should be invited from everyone likely to have anything to con-

tribute, and all rational suggestions should be investigated. Draft specification might sometimes be
circulated to the technical Press.
The principle of encouraging free discussion and
criticism at an early stage might be extgnded to
embrace the regulations governing the general
organisation of wireless services. A good example
in this respect has been set us by the U.S.A., where
senior officials of the Federal Communications Commission have recently put up for consideration by
the American Institute of Radio Engineers alarge
number of the organisational problems with which
the F.C.C. will have to deal after the war. Many
of these problems are international in character,
while others, though domestic, affect all countries
to some extent. It is worth while giving a brief
résumé of some of the matters that were thought
worthy of special consideration.

Re-allocation of Frequencies
The opinion was expressed by an F.C.C. official,
and will be generally agreed here, that the present
allocation of bands for television ( 18 on U.S.A.
standards) is quite inadequate for post-war requirements, and that at least twice that number is needed
for complete national coverage. Similar demands
were made for the extension of the existing 42-50
Mc/s band for FM broadcasting. Then the question of relay stations to link the television transmitters was raised, and it was considered that the
possibility of extending these relay services to other
countries should not be overlooked. In the field
of domestic broadcasting on the medium band the
problems are so different in America as compared
with Europe there is little point in considering
them, but in international short-wave broadcasting
we come on to common ground. Here again there
are bound to be important changes, though they
will be dictated at least as much by political as
technical consideration. The widest discussion of
these and many other important matters should
provide useful guidance for those who will frame
our post-war regulations.
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An Inherent Form of Distortion : Possible Cures

W

HEN standard commercial
records are played through
"high-fidelity" reproducing systems, the sensitive ear
detects an irritating form of distortion which has been variously
described by recent writers on
high-quality pick-up design as
"needle buzz," " acoustic buzz,"
"burring," etc. It is the sort of
noise one would expect if the
needle were loose in its holder or
the needle tip not in continuous
contact with both walls of the
groove ; but it persists after these
obvious possible causes have been
eliminated by close attention to
the detail design of the pick-up.
What, then,. is th q origin of this
distortion? It arises from the fact
that the record is reproduced with
a stylus the shape of which differs
from that of the cutter which
formed the groove in the original
wax master. Whereas the cutting
edges of the recording stylus are
always in a plane at right angles
to the average direction of the
groove, the contact points between the groove walls and a

By F. L. DEVEREUX,
B.Sc.
to. folloz and there are simplifying asfftmptions which make it
difficult to apply the formula
quantitatively in practice. The
factors involved can, however,
be demonstrated graphically and
it will be shown that not only is
cross-modulation
between
the
component frequencies of a complex wave inevitable with conventional needle shapes, but that
the standard spherical point is incapable of tracing even a simple
sine-wave groove without distortion. The trouble is worse with
hill-and- dale recording, so we will
start with this case to illustrate
the origin of the distortion.
A sine-wave formed by a chiseledged cutter on a hill-and-dale
record is shown in section in
Fig. i(a.) Imagine the sphericalpointed reproducing stylus to be
stopped on the slopes half- way
between hill and dale with its
vertical axis coincident with the
Fig. I.

CUTTER
STYLUS

behind original movement of the
cutting edge.
If we trace out
graphically the path of the centre
of the spherical point we shall find
that it is not quite parallel with
the record surface, though the
difference from a true sine curve
will hardly be detectable in the
case of a• long shallow wave as
envisaged in Fig. r ( a). With a
sine curve of shorter wavelength
and wider amplitude the distortion increases, and if the radius
of curvature becomes equal to or
less than the radius of the stylus
point, as shown in Fig. r ( b), the:
lower peaks of the resultant
motion imparted to the stylus will
be sharply pointed, while the
upper peaks are more rounded.
In Figs. r (c) and (d) the stylus
motion ( dotted line) has been
superimposed on the recorded
sine-waves of Figs. r (a) and (b)
respectively, and it is apparent
that the distortion increases as the
lateral displacement (or velocity)
is increased relative to the linear
displaceinent (or velocity).
In
practice this means that tracing

Tracing distortion reaches amaximum in deeply cut
hill-and- dale recording.

TRACK OF CENTRE
OF STYLUS POINT

-

(b)

(a)

'

LINEAR
•

VERTICAL

DISPLACEMENT

DISPLACEMENT

(C)

spherically pointed needle weave
about and align themselves at
right angles to the instantaneous
direction of the groove.
The
waveform traced by the needle is
never the same as that impressed
on the record.
The theory of tracing distortion
has been worked out in detail,*
but the mathematics are not easy

position previously occupied by
the leading edge of the cutter. The
point of contact between record
and stylus first leads and then lags
• " Distortion in Sound Reproduction from
Records," by J. A. Pierce and F. V. Hunt.
Journal Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
Aug., 1938.
"Theory of Tracing Distortion in Record
Reproduction," by W. D. Lewis and F. V. Hunt.
Journal Acoustical Society of America, Vol. lz,
Jan. 1941.

(d)
distortion will be at its worst on
steep-fronted transients and at the,
inside of conventional disc .recordings where the lowest linear
groove velocity coincides all too
frequently with the grand finale,
fortissimo with full orchestra.
The remedies are obvious—reduction of recording amplitude, increase of turntable speed, increase
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of record diameter to avoid too
small a radius at the inside of the
groove.
In lateral- cut discs the tracing
distortion is not as bad as in hilland- dale, for ( assuming a good
fit) the stylus point is driven in
push-pull by both walls of the
groove.
Nevertheless, it can be
quite considerable, as the curves
of Fig. 2, based on calculations by
Pierce and Hunt, show.
The
curves assume an amplitude of
0.002in. at 300 c/s, decreasing inversely with frequency above this
point.
In practice the high frequencies in orchestral recordings
will contain less energy than the
middle frequencies so that the
distortion picture w 11 not be quite
"

30

extension of the main armature,
which
should
preferably
be
arranged to rotate about a vertical
axis.
The argument so far has been
restricted to the tracing of pure
sine-wave grooves. When two or
more frequencies are recorded
simultaneously, tracing distortion
results in intermodulation, which
gives rise to sum and difference
frequencies bearing no harmonic
relation to the original fundamentals.
The ear is far less
tolerant of these inharmonic distortion products than of straightforward harmonic distortion, and
there is little doubt that they are
the main constituents of " buzz."
The mechanism of intermodulation arising from the
use of a sphericalpointed stylus should
be clear from an inspection of Fig. 4,

20
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SECOND

as bad as it is painted in this
figure.
The resultant lateral movement
of the stylus contains the fundamental and odd harmonics when
driven by a sine- wave groove.
Even harmonics appear as vertical
motion—the
so-called " pinch
effect" ( W. W., Sept., 1943, p.
262). Provision must be made in
the pick-up for this vertical
motion if the stylus is to ride in
continuous
contact
with
the
groove walls, and since the vertical vibration frequency is never
less than twice the lateral frequency, the designer is presented
with quite a problem in placing
the vertical resonance where it
can do no harm.
It is difficult
enough to raise the armature
resonance into the Io,000 c/s
region and, although in conventional types, one can design the
armature shape for minimum
radius of gyration about its horizontal axis, in a vertical direction
the inertia is provided by the full
mass of the armature assembly.
One way of overcoming this difficulty is suggested in Fig. 3 (b),
where a stylus point of minimum
mass is carried on a light, springy

2

8
0.
O

Fig. 2. Curve of tracing
distortion, due to Pierce
and Hunt, for inside and
outside grooves of a
i2-inch lateral cut disc.
Speed 78 r.p.m., amplitude o•oo2in x 300/f,
needle tip radius o•oo2in.

which shows an enlarged plan
view of one cycle of a 300 c/ s.note
as it would appear if recorded at
maximum amplitude on the inside
grooves of a disc. Superimposed
on it is a 6,000 c/s note of equal
energy content.
Let us assumethat the combined wa4 is traced
by a spherical needle of such a
size that it makes contact with the
walls at the top of the groove. At
position A one side of the needle
is on a ridge and the other in" a
furrow of the 6,000 c/s wave,
'A

ridges and at C in furrows of the
6,000 c/s wave, so that the stylus
merely moves up and down and
there is no 6,000 c/s lateral movement at all. A few cycles further
on the conditions of position A are
repeated and 6,000-cycle lateral
movement is again imparted to
the stylus—and so on. It is also
interesting to note that in passing

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Conventional pick-up
movement. (b) Redesigned movement with reduced inertia for
vertical motion.
from A to B the upper contact
point has traversed two wavelengths, while the lower contact
has moved only one and a half
wavelengths along the 6,000-cycle'
wave. ' The complexity of the resultant movement of the stylus
can be more easily imagined than
calculated—and this is for the
simplified case where a largediameter stylus makes contact
only in one plane corresponding
with the top edges of the groove.
With a standard needle having a
tip radius of the order of o.0023in.
the contact points will ride up and
down the walls of the groove
tracing lines of varying relative
phase and in three dimensions. A
scale model is the only practical
way of , studying the exact behaviour of the needle in the
groove; it is sufficient for our
present purpose to realise that

8
i9

I
'
Fig. 4. Illustrating the origin of cross-modulation between 300 and 6,000cycle waves recorded simultaneously at maximum relative amplitude on
the inside groove of alateral- cut disc.
which is more or
reproduced in the
ment of the stylus.
the contact points

less faithfully
lateral moveAt position B
are both on

whereas the 300 c/s note may be
well represented in the output, the
6,000 c/s note puts in only an
occasional appearance in varying
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phases through a " buzz" of
cross- modulation products.
Some reduction in cross- modulation products is obtained by
using a needle or stylus with a
tip radius equal to the radius of
curvature of the bottom of the
groove.
The snag here is that
with conventional methods of
record manufacture there is a
tendency to fill in the fine texture
et the bottom of the groove owing
to unequal deposition of metal in
the electroplating processes. One
thing is certain, if we are to continue to use spherical-pointed
needles—and there is no denying
their convenience—it is a waste
of time to strive for clear quality
with an extended frequency response on all types of records unless there is a drastic revision of
groove size, needle dimensions,
and the record manufacturing

which are the more irritating constituents of the " buzz."
For those who do not give up so
easily, there is the more exciting
possibility, suggested by B. J.
Olney, of attacking the distortion
at its source by using special
needle tips of other than spherical
shape. Referring again to Fig. 4,
if we could use a thin lamination,
say, one-thousandth of an inch in
thickness as a stylus mounted
always at right angles to the mean
axis of the groove, as shown at
positions D and E, the original
movement of the cutter would be
more faithfully reproduced. The
difficulty is to devise a practical
interpretation of this ideal, since
diamond or sapphire laminations
thin enough to reduce the distortion would not be strong enough
to stand up to ordinary handling,
and might not even be able to sustain the forces due to frictional

CELLULOID
BACKING

SUPPORT
WIRE

itesee

HAIRPIN
NEEDLE

Fig. 5.

Essential details of proposed " hairpin " needle.

process. The system of embossing the groove with a stylus of the
same form as that used in the
pick-up would seem to offer the
most promising solution.
In the meantime what are we to
do with our existing libraries of
records? The first step—obvious
and rather dull—is to sort them
into two categories, the soft,
smooth types with low amplitude / linear displacement characteristics, and the loud " edgy"
variety with aggressive transients
and turgid orchestral climaxes.
The first group can be given the
full frequency response of which
the pick-up, amplifier and loudspeaker are capable, in the hope
(not always justified) that new
beauties of tone may be revealed.
The second (and larger) category
must be muzzled as far as possible
by means of a low-pass filter cutting off at 6,000, 5,000, 4,000 c/s,
or whatever frequency is found
necessary to suppress the highorder cross- modulation products

drag along the line of the groove.
Even if tie middle section were
thickened "to form a backbone
there would still be the possibility
of chipping at the edges due to
grit, a frequent occurrence with
recording cutters.
A tough metal would seem to
be the answer, and as there is no
immediate prospect of new types
of needle appearing on the market
it is up to the reader to try his
hand at making some for himself.
With the aid of a pair of tweezers,
a watchmaker's magnifier and a
steady hand, this should not
prove to be beyond the ability of
the amateur mechanic. The proposed form of construction might
be adapted to existing pick-ups
but is better incorporated in a
movement of special design, since
it offers the possibility of reducing the inertia of moving parts to
an unprecedented low figure.
The thin " edge" may conveniently consist of a hairpin of
fine wire, at right angles to the

groove, bent round another wire
running in line with the general
direction of the groove ( Fig. 5).
Nickel- chrome or nickel- iron resistance wire should be suitable
for the hairpin on account of its

(a)

( b)

Fig. 6. Alternative choice of wire
gauges giving needle radius of
o•oo3in. (a) 42 and 50 SWG. (b)
47 and 47 SWG.
hardness compared with copper
and also its ability to take a layer
of chromium plating if this should
be found desirable to improve
wear and reduce friction. The support wire will serve as a tension
member to resist the frictional
drag of the record, and soft copper
may be used here with advantage
since it is more or less self-damping and will be less resonant under
working conditions. To prevent
the hairpin being dragged off the
support wire a backing of celluloid film about o.005in. thick is
provided and the whole assembly
is fixed with a cement made by
dissolving pieces of the film in
acetone or amyl acetate. As an
additional precaution the two
wires could be spot-welded where
they cross by discharging a reservoir condenser through the junction. The celluloid film above the
needle may take any desired form
and can be used to drive a miniature Stalloy armature, moving
coil or bifilar movement.
The choice of wire gauge for the
needle elements is important. To
MOV INC

CELLULOID \

COIL

TENSION

WIRE

HAIRPIN " NEEDLE"

Fig. 7. Simple moving coil pickup using the hairpin needle
principle.
ensure a good fit between needle
and groove the outside radius of
the hairpin should be o.003in. and
this will be obtained by wrapping
a 5o SWG (o.00iin. diameter)
wire round 42 SWG (o.004in.) or
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47 SWG (o.002in.) round 47 SWG.
These alternatives are shown at
(a) and (
b) respectively in Fig. 6.
The ideal arrangement is obviously (a) since it gives the
smallest radius of contact with the
groove, but 50 SWG wire is not
readily obtainable, is difficult to
handle without breakage and will
wear through quickly—possibly
before the end of one record—if it
is not chromium plated. The e
SWG wire will give more tracing
distortián but is still much better
than a standard needle when new;
even after wear the width of the
"flats " can never exceed o.002in.
It is easy to handle and is recommended .for preliminary trials;
old wirewound resistances of high
value are suggested as a source of
supply.
It is not easy to bend hard re-

(h)

nifier the distance it descends into,
the gap.
Having manufactured a small
stock of hairpins and cut the sides
to equal length, the pick-up movement should be turned upside
down when a hairpin can be
balanced astride the support wire
and shaken or brushed up to the
celluloid support, where it is fixed
with cement.
Several attempts
will probably be necessary before
the first needle is successfully
made; the hairpins, like their
larger prototypes, have a mysterious habit of disappearing.
The writer had got as far as
playing half a dozen records
through with one of these needles
in the pick-up design shown in
Fig. 7, and although the improvement in quality was most promising, examination under a micro-
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in the groove is not more than two
or three grams; (
b) chromium
plating the hairpin wire.
A possible design for minimum
weight is suggested in Fig. 8, in
which a minute triangle of celluloid is supported through holes in
the corners by a " spider's web"
of wires arranged to give lateral
rigidity at the top of the triangle
with freedom of movement at the
bottom point to which the tension
support wire and hairpin needle
are fixed. Record vibrations are
translated
into
up-and-down
movement of the wires on each
side of the web which are connected in series and work in slots
in a soft iron pole-piece system to
form a single-turn moving coil. A
high flux density and low resistance in the coupling transformer
primary should effectively damp

NEEDLE PRESSURE
ADJUSTMENT

VELVET
PAD

\\\\\\\\\\
CONTINUOUS WIRE
PEED TO HAIRPIN

TENSION

WIRE

TO INPUT
TRANSFORMER

(d)

CONTINUOUS WIRE
FEED TO HAIRPIN

Fig. 8. (a) Layout of proposed " spider-web "
pick-up ; (b) Elevation showing independent
needle pressure adjustment; (e) Arrangement of pole pieces ; (d) Details of needle
with continuous wire feed.
sistance wire round its own diameter and when working with 47
SWG the hairpin must be preformed. This may be done in two
ways, either by interlacing two
loops of the wire and pulling until
one loop breaks, or dulling the
edge of an old razor-blade on an
oilstone and pressing it across the
wire, which is laid on a block of
hard rubber. The correct radius
of curvature on the razor- blade
edge can be judged by opening a
micrometer to o.00zin., and inserting the tapered edge of the
blade and noting through a mag-

scope showed that the wear with a
needle pressure equivalent to zo
grams was considerable—half the
diameter of the wire, in fact.
Other duties have prevented further pursuit of the matter, but it
is hoped to overcome the wear
problem (a) by reducing the
inertia of moving parts to flyweight proportions so that the
pressure needed to hold the needle

out any tendency to " stretchedstring " resonance.
If the expected reduction in
needle wear is obtained it might
be possible to incorporate a contiffuous feed for the hairpin wire,
thus solving the problem of needle
changing. The criterion for success will be whether the wire, after
the wear of one side of a z2-inch
record, has enough sectional area
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left to withstand the pull required
to bring a new length of wire into
position.
In the absence of a
cemented or welded joint some
sort of groove would also be necessary to hold the hairpin wire
against the drag of the -record.
This might be provided by overwinding a 47 SWG core with a
tight coil of 50 SWG—after the
manner of a loaded piano string—
and using 5o SWG for the continuous feed to the hairpin Fig.
8(
d). With this arrangement the
pick-up head would have to be
skewed slightly to compensate for
the slight " screw-thread" angle
imparted to the groove between
adjacent turns of the coil.
Such a light suspension is, of
course, quite incapable of tracking the pick-up across the record
or dealing with the swing from
eccentric centre holes. A simple
way out of this difficulty is to fix
a strip of velvet or plush on the
underside of the pick-up before
the needle (looking in the 'direction of rotation of the record).
This will take the main weight of
the pick-up head, clean grit from
the grooves and, by alignment of
the
bristles
in
neighbouring
grooves, provide enough grip to
track the pick-up towards the
centre of the record.
The strip
should be about ¡Tin. wide and
should extend about tin. on each
side of the needle so that the latter
is dragged into the starting groove
at the outside and pushed off at
the inside of the record. Vertical
needle pressure is t1;i
en applied independently of the pick-up weight
bY an adjustable leaf' spring or
wire pressing on a notch at the
centre of rotation of the celluloid
triangle.
In
conclusion,
a note
on
chromium plating may be helpful.
The bath fór the hardest surface
(as used in toolmaking) should
consist of z5gm. of chromium
oxide ( Cr0,) dissolved in roo C.C.
of water and acidified with 0.25
gm. sulphuric acid ( 0.4 c.c. of
accumulator acid, specific gravity
1.35). The working temperature
should be kept close to 40 deg. C.
and the anode should be of lead.
A high current density gives increased hardness—possibly due' to
the adsorption of hydrogen which
is evolved in large quantities at
the cathode.
Exact figures for

current cannot be given owing to
the difficulty of assessing area, but
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excessive current is indicated by
the formation of nodules on the
surface of the work.
It is important not to break the current
while the work is being dipped.
There is no need to clean the surface as the solution has apowerful
degreasing action. Avoid inhaling
the fumes, which are poisonous.

INTERNATIONAL

RADIO

LANGUAGE
'THERE has of late been some discussion in amateur transmitting
circles as to how the language
problem can best be overcome when
work is resumed after the war.
Naturally, Basic English is widely
advocated, but several " coined"
languages have their supporters.
The latest suggestion is for the use
of " Interglossa,"
the auxiliary
world language evolved by Lancelot Hogben. Being based on wordroots widely used in science, it has
the particular advantage,
as a
medium of communication between
wireless men, that many of the
words will be already familiar to
them; the technical vocabulary of
any new art such as ours tends to
become to a large extent international.
The suggestion for the use of
Interglossa comes in a letter published in the R.S.G.B. Bulletin,

MURPHY

UHF

which is reproduced here by permission of the Editor.
I have been most interested in
your comments, and readers' letters,
on Basic English.
I have been
familiar with Esperanto for some
years, and next to amateur radio, my
favourite hobby is philology, particularly with regard to auxiliary
languages. English, with its wealth
of literature far above that of any
other natural language, would be the
best international language, but with
its phonetic and grammatical inconsistencies. has little chance of wide
acceptance in our time.
Basic
English tenaciously retains the worst
characteristics of English.
As an auxiliary, Esperanto, with all
its faults, is at least consistent, and
has the great advantage of already
having a following, and a ready-made
organisation for its propagation.
"Basic" Esperanto could be learnt
in a few weeks, but an even shorter
time need be spent in learning sufficient " Interglossa" for amateur requirements.
The latter auxiliary
(Interglossa,
Pelican
Books,
by
Lancelot Hogben) is by far the most
scientific so far, and the amateur will
find that a great number of the roots
are already known to him. The component parts of a sentence go together with the ease of the components of a TRF receiver, and the
result cannot be ambiguous.
Amateurs who are interested in the
whole question of languages could do
worse than read " The Loom of
Language," in the same series as
"Mathematics for the Million." .
VARIAN J. W ILSON (
ZL3DU),
R. N. Z. A.F.

ELECTRONIC

as a universal oscillaDESIGNED
tor for all types of small scale

radio heating, this recent product
of Murphy Radio, Ltd . , Welwyn
Garden City, is rated for a power
input of the order of tkW.
It
operates at a frequency of 8oMc / s.
The photograph shows the top
half of the nnit with screening

GENERATOR

panels removed.
The
two- turn
oscillator coil bridges the anodes of
the valves, and a single-turn coupling coil is connected directly to the
co-axial feeder cable.
Power supply for the anodes is at
3,000V derived through mercury
vapour rectifiers and smoothing
filters housed below.

Improving

INTER- CONTINENTAL
COMMUNICATIONS
Making the Best Use of Available Frequency Bands
OST-WAR

p

international trade
is one of the most popular
stamping grounds of the present-day politician, though some
of the arguments in its favour are
hard to follow, and even the
economists appear to disagree on
the details.
However, it seems
certain that we must have international trade; it is equally certain that, if we are to have a
tremendous outburst of trading,
we must have plenty of telephones. Most of us have learned
during this war that the only way
to get anything done is to speak,
either face to face or by telephone,
with the man who will do the job.
Letters seem only to set files in
motion, and not machines.
To both British and American
engineers international radio telephony is initially a problem of
local continental telephony and
then of inter-continental telephony, with transatlantic telephony ranking very high in the
problems
of
inter-continental
traffic.
The European »capitals
are joined by a multiplicity of
short-range links, as are the
centres of population of the
Americas.
To join Europe and
America is the first problem. A
similar problem, with probably a
different solution, is provided by
the vast expanse of Russia. The
Europe- America link is, however, more interesting technically,
involving as it does some 3,000
miles of sea.
As things stood at the beginning of the war a service was
provided by direct short-wave
transmission using single sideband and directional transmission
and reception techniques,
together with a long-wave channel for use when propagation
conditions
were
unfavourable.
The principal defects of the shortwave systems were the propagation difficulties which sometimes
occurred, plus a certain amount
of " traffic anarchy" which leads

By THOMAS

RODDAM

Suggestions for operating a
world-wide short-wave communication network planned
on the lines of the proposed
" Equatorial Radio Girdle " •
described in Wireless World
for May 1944

to inefficient use of the loadhandling range of frequencies
available. If traffic is to increase,
the maximum use must be made
of the very limited band- width at
our disposal.

Increasing Traffic Capacity
Various solutions have been
proposed, and two are of particular interest.
The Vocoder,
which provides a means whereby
ten speech channels can be compressed into the space of one,
provides a means for the transmission
of intelligible speech.
Unfortunately, the writer has not
had the opportunity of hearing
this device in action.
Private
reports, however, suggest that for
communication between strangers
on business matters it would be
excellent:
where
more subtle
shades of meaning were being
expressed, the impersonality of
the system is an obvious disadvantage. It is difficult to assess
the economic aspect of this:
although ten channels occupy
only the space of one, ten sets of
Vocoder equipment and ancilliaries would be needed.
Hence
the Vocoder channels could not
cost much less ( if any) than
normal channels. For those who
do not remember the system, the
Vocoder is a device which classifies the speech sounds applied to
its input, both as regards pitch
and harmonic content, and transmits code messages describing

the
sounds
to the
decoding
device
which
reproduces
the
appropriate noise in accordance
with the code description.
Obviously, it is too much to hope
that absolute fidelity can be obtained by such means.
The second proposal to receive
strong support is the cable with
submarine repeaters.
In one
description of such a scheme, two
cables, each with 47 repeaters at
42- mile intervals, would provide
a 48 kc / s bandwidth between
Newfoundland and Great Britain.
The repeaters are r4in. in diameter inside, and have a total
length of seven feet.
They can
be bent round a six-foot cable
drum.
A reasonable requirement for the life of the repeater
without any replacement of parts
is quoted as 20 years. The President
of the
Bell Telephone
Laboratories, in describing the
system, stated that the life and
maintenance problem was principally a valve problem.
To the
writer, in the less rarefied air
which surrounds the laboratory
and the factory, dry joints, fluke
component faults and inspection
errors rank high, and the idea of
such a system is rather a nightmare. One Government inspector,
in a factory recently visited,
was asked at lunch his feelings
if asked to pass a unit with an
implicit guarantee of such perfection.
He expressed considerable doubt about the possibility
of getting the required certainty,
and expressed it with the vigour
for which the race of inspectors
is well known.
If repairs are
made in mid-ocean it appears to
the writer that an improbability
becomes an impossibility. In any
event, the cable is a brute force
solution, and does not provide a
satisfying answer to the general
problem of enabling any two telephone subscribers anywhere to
converse at any time of the day
or night.
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It is always tempting, and more
especially so when there is no
immediate prospect of having to
do
more
than speculate, to
prophesy grand and elaborate
schemes for providing links with
very short wavelengths between
everywhere and Erewhon, with
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any two master longitudes there
will be a6-Mc / swide communication channel available at any time
of the day or night. Indeed, such
a system could probably be
arranged entirely between points
in the British Commonwealth and
Empire, and thus be controlled by
a single administration without

a television plus film system .of
typescript transmission, though at
first it seems faster than a printing telegraph system, is in fact inherently slower. For a printing
telegraph to transmit a single
letter it must send five signals:
for a television system five signals will not be nearly enough.

The use of submerged repeaters
inserted at intervals
in
longdistance submarine telephony
cables is men4
tioned in this
article as an
alternative
to
wireless for
transoceanic
telephony.
This
photograph shows
the inner assembly of a threestage valve
repeater recently
fitted by the
G.P.O. midway in
a 44-mile telephone cable in
the Irish Sea.
With the help of
the repeater the cable transmits a frequency band-width of 192 kc/s, providing 48 telephony channels.
A
dielectric failure developed in a mica filter condenser five months after the repeater was laid, necessitating its
replacement. But, according to the P.O. Electrical Engineers' Journal (
by courtesy of which this illustrated
description is published), " although this failure was unfortunate, it cannot be regarded as having any great
significance in connection with future development."
unattended repeaters at every
street corner. The drill is to
reason thus: before the war we
had a link across the Channel on
17 cm. If at 40 Mc / s the bandwidth of 2 MC/s for television
could be handled, on 2,000 Mc / s
(15 cm.) we should be able to
transmit a bandwidth of ioo
Mc / s. This would provide some
io,000 very high quality telephone
channels.
For transocean work
automatic repeaters which propelled themselves to maintain
their defined positions can be envisaged. But it all seems rather
fanciful as a programme for the
next twenty years.
The idea that all immediate
needs can be met by careful use
of the HF band does not seem
unreasonable to the writer. If we
accept the idea of a world girdle,
or better, the girdle following
roughly the tropic of Cancer
shown in the map published in
the May, 1944, issue of Wireless
World and a Capricorn girdle
based on Rio de Janiero or Buenos
Aires, Capetown, Melbourne or
Singapore, it does not appear extravagant to assume that between

the complexities
which international
organisations
always
seem to involve.
The handling
capacity of such a bandwidth is
6o,000 words a second in printing
telegraph systems, 1,5,
00 normal
telephone channels or atheoretical
figure of 37,500 words a second in
the reported Baird project of televised typescript.
It is worth
digressing here to point out that

Assuming that 6Mc / sis in fact
the bandwidth available, an arbitrary division into telegraph and
telephone channels can be made.
A typical figure would be 480 telephone channels and two million
words aminute. This leaves quite
a lot of space for traffic concerned
only with the maintenance of the
system. It also assumes that each
message traverses the whole sys-

Courtesy: Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal

Outer case of the submerged repeater, which is laid in comparatively
shallow water at a depth of some zoo feet and has to withstand a hydrostatic pressure of 93 lb. per sq. in. Repeaters envisaged for transoceanic
work would, of course, be designed to work at much greater pressures.
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tern, although in fact it may only
use 45° of the whole 360°. Only
an operating company can make
anything but a wild guess at the
true figure and best distribution.
To examine the engineering
practicability of such a scheme it
is necessary to see how it dovetails into existing practice. The
22-channel carrier system forms
the most convenient standard element with which to commence.
This system is widely used for
transmitting over open wire lines
and simple cables. The channels
are spaced at 4,000 c/s intervals,
AMPLIFIERS
AND
CONTROL
CIRCUITS

LINES FROM
AYLAND

t2- 60 '< CIS
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blocks based on its traffic needs,
and subject to periodical revision.
If the charge made by the girdle
organisation for each block increases as the number of blocks
increases, countries will quickly
forget that their national pride requires an extra block which cannot be adequately loaded. It is
assumed also that some administrations will cover several states—
in the Balkans perhaps. Assume,
then, that between London and
the Canaries there are ten blocks
allocated to girdle traffic, between
Rome and Alexandria one block,
MODULATORS
GIVING SINGLE
SIDEEIAND
OUTPUT
fttof t + 60

passed. The system is shown in
block schematic in the diagram.

Frequency Changing
The incoming blocks are amplified and monitored, and then
passed to modulators.
These
modulators, one to each block,
move the whole block bodily in
frequency,
each
block
being
moved by 6o .kc / s more than the
preceding one.
In this way, if
there are n blocks, the whole
spectrum from fi to f 6on kc/s
becomes filled with channels. The
displaced blocks are collected

Block schematic diagram of a hypothetical scheme for a " girdle "
station.
TRANSMITTER M
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so that a set of 22 channels occupies a total band of 48 kc/s. This
system is in common use in
America: at the present moment
the writer finds it quite impossible
to guess how much telephone
plant is still usable in liberated Europe. Let us assume that
our continental communications
are set up on a basis of 12-channel
carrier systems.
For simplification, assume also that any one
channel may have substituted 30
sub- channels each of mo c / swide,
to be used as telegraph channels
handling 60 words per minute
each. The problems of loading
statistics will not be tackled here:
clearly the transmission level of
such telegraph channels must be
fairly low.
Within Europe and America a
tight mesh of these 12-channel systems must clearly exist: with
these purely internal continental
communications we are not concerned.
Our girdle, however, is
capable of accepting 125 blocks
from the 22-channel system. Let
us therefore allocate to each state
or administration a number of

240 to

f
1+300

E

N

-- f
2+f + 180 to 12+1

1+

300

together in super-blocks of, say,
five blocks; a super-block is thus
300 kc / s wide.
All the superblocks are modulated by a second
frequency f2 and each is
f1+
fi+
f1+
ft +
separately transmitted. It is this
f
I
60 kc/s 120 kc/s co kcis zso kc/s
which fixes the size of the superOSCILLATOR SYSTEM
block.
The frequency f2 is
selected by the girdle-control staff
and so on. Each block has a code
and is changed at intervals during
number, indicating its position in
the day in order that the whole of
the 6-Mc / s band which constithe girdle band may be adequately
tutes the girdle, and any organisatransmitted. It will be seen that
tion having several blocks should
only one frequency, f2, at any
have
them spaced
uniformly
girdle station need be specified.
across the girdle band, so that the
The operation of the system should
good and bad transmission regions
therefore be simple.
are fairly shared.
An organisaCertain channels will be pertion which is prepared to accept
manently in use between two
a poor service may be allowed to
countries. Other channels will be
use the extremes of the girdle band
wanted for general-purpose use—
at reduced prices to allow for the
now
to
America,
now
to
risk of penetration at the high end
Australia.
Each girdle station
or high attenuation at the low
must therefore have enough deend.
•
modulating equipment to break
At the girdle stations we shall
down a part of its traffic to audio
then have arriving an average of
frequencies, and then modulating
about 20 12-channel block cables
equipment to set up the traffic
(there can hardly be an enormous
from
various
sources
into
demand in Honolulu or San
12-channel blocks for passage to
Juan).. A simple and uneconomic
the lines or VHF links.
plan is to transmit the whole lot,
That is our sketch of the simple
irrespective of whether or not
scheme. The .detail planners will
there is any traffic actually being
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have to consider an alternative,
however. If we look at the traffic
on this system we shall find that
quite often in the slack periods
several blocks have perhaps only
one channel in use. If these could
be brought together, it would be
possible to reduce the number of
super-blocks and thus the number
of transmitters in uSe.
We can
thus draw up a scheme in which
each block is broken down into
its constituent audio-frequency
channels; some are then recombined into
12-channel blocks,
some into super-blocks and then
transmitted.
This would involve
more apparatus, operators, traffic
controllers, but would provide for
lower actual equipment running
costs, a better service and a service which can be built up bit by
bit as the demand on its traffichandling capacity grows.

In addition to the ordinary
organisation of a communications
system, the girdle project would
merit a constant propagation prediction service, with ionospheric
research stations arranged at intervals round the girdle, relaying
their results to a central forecasting office. The mass of data thus
accumulated should be of great
importance for the scientific study
of the ionosphere.
There is no claim here to have
done more than describe how the
writer would, were he responsible,
approach the girdle- planning problem.
Other schemes may be
sounder economically; only the
traffic experts can say. But it is
clear that we must have something of this kind, and that the
more it is tied up as an international system the less easy it
will be for any State to contract
out of the comity of nations.

Letters to the Editor

Synthetic and Reproduced Music •
Improved Colour Code
" Aesthetics of Sound
Reproduction"
J REALLY feel that Mr. Hartley
has gone a little too far.
I have no quarrel with his suggestion of using dips in the
response curve to cover up certain
distortions—as a matter of fact, I
am at present fitting such a circuit
in pre-set form to my own gramophone—but that surely cannot
mean that either of us should give
up the attempt to evolve a system
of reproduction needing no special
treatment.
Mr. Hartley gives the analogy
of the colour-print, and correctly
calls it an imitation because it is
executed in a different medium
from the original.
However, in
the case of sound reproduction the
medium is the same, and if a
system is evolved which faithfully
•
reproduces at the listener's ear the
variations in air pressure impinging on the microphone, then the
effect on the listener cannot be
different from that produced if he
were standing close to that microphone.
'
I

I do not suggest
results are possible

that such
now, but

please let us keep trying.
The
ordeal of listening to a reproducing system in which the response
is altered at intervals is by no
means unfamiliar, and I cannot
say I find it musically attractive.
Brighton.
E. K. M. BIRD.
FEEL that H. A. Hartley's
recent essay should have been
entitled " The /Esthetics of Music
Reproduction," for it is clear that
he is mainly concerned with the
reproduction of music, and classical music from records at that.
While Ido not deny the important place music has in sound reproduction, I think that the
discussion of imitation, artistry,
etc., has caused some misinterpretation of the general problems of
sound reproduction.
It is rpy experience that intelligent people listen more to the programme material than to the precise
quality
of
the
sounds
involved. People will understand
and appreciate a good radio play
whether they are listening •on a
irgiogget or a radiogram. Similarly,
musicians, I have found, will
understand and appreciate a fine
4.

work, well played, in the presence
of what, to the pure scientist, is
intolerable distortion.
I would
suggest, therefore, that the programme material is the one thing
which a sound reproducer distorts
very little, if at all. If this idea
that the major artistic content is
in the programme is accepted, I
am led to believe that objections
of imitation can be neglected, and
that artistic satisfaction in the
presentation of the sound itself is
less important than Mr. Hartley
would have us think.
What is
important, in my view, is that the
distortions should not be such as
to detract from one's concentration on, and hence full emotional
enjoyment of, the programme.
Furthermore, I am not at all
sure that Iwant to present sound
in my own home artistically in the
manner suggested. When Igo to
a concert or theatre, I go to relax, to listen and to enjoy someone else's artistic presentation.
Why should Ichange my attitude
at home? Fiddling with controls
completely destroys all enjoyment
of the programme for me, and if
others are listening I always feel
that my subtle adjustments pass
unnoticed. I think one should
make the best compromise for
non-distracting sound, make up
one's mind to accept \it for what it
is, . and then sit back and listen.
Ido not agree with the suggestion that high-fidelity reproduction will not give us the results we
desire. I think it will, provided
high fidelity is defined to cover all
forms of distortion. But in practice high fidelity means wide frequency range, level response and
low harmonic distortion, because
these are the only distortions of
the apparatus under the direct
control of thé designer.
Over
other distortions such as low signal-to-noise ratio, scale distortion,
room resonances,
reverberation
and monaural sound he has no
direct control.
It is only to be expected, therefore, that in the absence of complete control, some compromise
has to be made.
With records,
frequency range and response has
to be sacrificed to low signal-tonoise ratio, and here Mr. Hartley,
with his sharp dip, has given us a
new line of experiment. " Cathode
Ray" has pretty well exhausted
the subject of scale distortion, but
on the acoustic side atremendous
amount yet remains to be done. I
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pianola, like . a steam organ at a
regard the acoustic link as the
fair, is mechanical and not artistic.
The Editor does not necessarily
,
weakest in the reproducing chain.
As compared with cutting a
Not only has
a satisfactory
endorse the opinions of his
pianola roll, the task of Mr.
method of getting deep, clear harcorrespondents
Stevenson's synthetic composer is
monic.
free bass in the home yet to
very much more difficult. If he
be devised (large amounts of negawanted to imitate just a pianola
mental work before rushing into
tive feedback, whether by cathode
he would first require 88 stencils
print, but that, clearly, is not Mr.
follower or not, are a great help
merely to run up the keyboard at
Stevenson's
method.
here) but ways of simulating
constant sound output.
The 88
My main quarrel is with his
binaural sound should be investiwould have to be multiplied by,
concept of the future of music.
gated.
For example, a single
say, so to cover different intenThere can be no argument that
loudspeaker for news bulletins,
sities of each note.
But this is
by
constructing
a
complicated
with two extra, widely spaced,
only the beginning. Every time
wave-form on, say, a transparent
speakers to give breadth of sound
he wants to play two notes simulfilm, passing that film through a
source
for
orchestral
items.
taneously, he must evaluate a new
"sound head," and causing the
Checking of overall frequency çestencil, being a combination of the
resultant electrical energy to drive
sponse and measurement of reverstencils of the two notes.
The
an amplifier and loudspeaker, a
beration also need to be done.
88o!
sound will be produced—but what
Clearly awhole field of experimennumber required will be
878 ! X 2 ..
sort of a sound? The perfection
tation lies open to the enthusiast.
of tone in musical instruments has
The number required for three
A lot can be done with a homebeen brought about by research
notes played simultaneously will
made ribbon microphone, a beat
and experiment, and that perfecfrequency oscillator, a cathode88o!
be
, and so on. Bearing
tion is assessed by œsthetic stanray tube, and a pair of ears.
877 , x3!
dards which must be agreed beIn short, my conclusions are
in mind that ten fingers may be
fore you can begin to talk about ,called upon to play ten notes (we
much the same as Mr. Hartley's.
creating " more perfect" tones.
" Doctoring" has to be done at
can forget the Chopin Polonaise
Each instrument, depending on
' the receiiring end. I think more
in A which must have twelve
how it is played and the pitch of
can be done than he suggests, but
notes played simultaneously) the
the
note
that
is
played,
has
a
have doubts about the importotal number of stencils required
characteristic wave-form. When a
tance of the artistic in the control.
to cope with the repertoire of a
whole orchestra is playing, the
I see no objection to high-fidelity
pianist will be
wave-form at any instant is terreproduction in its fullest sense.
20 (
88o!
88o!
ribly
complex;
so
complex,
I
Acoustic and electrical improve- ,
n
venture to say, as to be incapable
53 \878 x 2
c177 , X 31
ments at the transmitting end
of analysis.
88o!
(radio or record) are also needed.
,
For the life of me I do not see
The subject is a vast one, and,
o7o x lot
how Mr. Stevenson's " synthetic
since it is largely closed to precise
(the factor .
.:
¡ g representing the
composer," with the most delicate
measurement, avery controversial
limitations of a pair of human
manipulation of millions of stenone.
I hope that many other
hands). The sum of this series is
cilled wave-forms, can hope to
readers will feel the urge to con2.780306 x50 22 .
Having
thus
compete
with
an
existing
orchestra
tribute their views.
D. ROE.
equipped himself with this enor" reproduced " by a high-fidelity
Malvern, Worcs.
mous collection, our synthetic
radiogram.
composer is now able to imitate
We can dispel the fantàsies
" Towards Synthetic Music"
a pianola.
How, in Heaven's
cr.eated by Mr. Stevenson's unCANNOT view with other than
name, would he imitate or surpass
controlled enthusiasm by considerfeelings of the most excruciata Horowitz or a Schnabel?
I
ing a simple analogy.
One can
ing horror the prospect unfolded
think it will be clear that to
buy the music of a Beethoven
by Patric Stevenson' who uses
"compose " music such as would
Piano Sonata. That music indimy articles 2 as a peg on which
be
produced
by
Ioo supercates exactly the notes Beethoven
to hang his plea for synthetic
eminent instrumentalists presents
wanted the pianist to play in a
music.
rather grave difficulties. It would
performance of his composition.
I accept his rebuke that my
not, in fact, be difficult to prove
A long strip of paper, wide enough
"discoveries " are somewhat late
that there is not enough matter in
to cover the tracker bar of a
in the day, pausing only to point
the universe to provide enough
pianola,
can
now
have
slots
cut
in
out that I have refrained from
stencils.
it
exactly
corresponding
with
the
writing on this subject until Ihad
On the other hand, Iadmit that
length and pitch of the notes of
discovered some practical way of
no attempt need be made to imithe sonata. If the roll of paper
handling the problem and then
tate music as we know it, but to
is
now " put through"
the
tested it out very thoroughly on
give us something quite different.
pianola
you
will
get
a
performan extremely mixed bag of " audiI doubt if Mr. Stevenson has any
ance of the Beethoven Sonata.
tionees." I feel that it is importmore idea of what that " someWhy,
then,
do
we
bother
to
ant for a writer on such a subject
thing" would be than Ihave, but
engage eminent pianists, demandto undertake extensive expertit is a safe bet that it wouldn't be
ing high fees to perform at conmusic. Considerable simplification
certs, when all we need do, apper" Towards Synthetic Music "; Wireless
of the complexities I have hinted
World, September, 1944.
ently, is to hire a pianola and a
" Aesthetics of Sound
Reproduction" ;
at would probably produce the
roll of paper? Simply because the

I

•
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legato inoo-ing which now characterises the sounds emitted by
existing " electronic musical instruments."
I think, therefore, that until
Mr. Stevenson withdraws his head
from the clouds and gets down to
something tangible and practical,
readers of Wireless World are
likely to derive greater satisfaction from experimenting on the
homely lines I suggested in my
own articles.
H. A. HARTLEY.
Isleworth.
Resistor Colour Code
THE suggestion made by C. R.
Cosens
in the September
Wireless World for a change in
the resistor colour code is. sound
as far as it goes. There is, however, the important fact that resistors marked according to his
code would be indistinguishable
from those using the present system, large numbers of which
would necessarily still be in use.
Any given combination of colours
would, in general, have two posible meanings. Of course, a distinguishing mark might be added,
but it would necessarily be small
and easily overlooked, thus defeating the original object.
Some manufacturers now use
three coloured bands at one end
of the resistor, and since all three
colours are then equally visible,
no change such as that suggested
by Mr. Cosens appears necessary.
This system might well, therefore, be generally adopted.
D. JOHN BROCKINGTON.
Ilford, Essex.

Wireless World
and a cipher-indicating band ( instead of a dot).
Ifeel that this
would lessen the need for gymnastics with a dentist's mirror.
May I be permitted to hint,
however, as a guide to any further
remarks on this subject, that we
must expect that the future inevitably holds promise of more
"bands."
Already we need to
indicate a finer Q- tolerance than
±20 per cent., where it is called
for, and the future designer and
user may need to be informed
(who knows how soon ?)- on such
characteristics as stability, and
even
inductivity,
capacitance,
voltage-coefficient, etc.
H. T. STOTT.
London, N.W.7.
Willans Oscillator Circuit
TN the Wireless World of Jan.
5th, 1939, there appeared an
article by the late P. W. Willans
entitled " Stages in the Development of R-C Controlled Oscillators." In that article the circuit
of the Willans oscillator was given
(see also Brit. Pat. 497148 of Dec.,
1938).
These facts ought to be
brought to the attention of your
readers in view of the independent, but slightly later, development of a similar circuit in the
U.S.A.
References appear to be made

cuit of E. Lloyd Thomas (Wireless World, June,
1944) also
appears to owe something to,
Willans.
The
remarks
above
are
prompted by my belated discovery of Willans' work, after I
had wrongly attributed it to
Americans.
In order to demonstrate oscillation without the use of inductance, a circuit was set up for AF,
but particularly for low frequencies. It is usual to vary the
frequency of a Willans oscillator
by variable air condensers of
r,000 agF maximum. This leads
to the use of enormous values of
resistance, for frequencies below
roo c/s. I therefore put forward
a circuit with low (preferably
wire-wound) resistances, and high
values of C,C 2.
The simple oscillator built to
the circuit of the accompanying
diagram was found to have an
unexpectedly good performance,
and is now in use as a laboratory
source. There is no AVC, but if
a voltmeter is used as shown, this
is no great drawback. So long as
the meter reading does not exceed
zo volts, the wave-form is excellent.
When C, = C2=6 µF, the
frequency is as low as 6 c/s, and
when C, = Co= . 00r eiF the frequency is 28 Kc/s.
Preferably
O ▪ 300 V

T HE

remarks of C. R. Cosens in
your September issue contain
a suggestion which could add no
real facility to the usage of colourcoded resistors. On the contrary,
a reversal of the present " bodytip-dot " sequence would produce
a state of affairs almost baffling
description.
I have tried to point out the
absolute necessity ( which cannot
lessen as time goes on) for International agreement in matters
such as this. It almost certainly
is too late to make such a change
as a reversal of message.
But
present. trends are tending to remove such difficulties as have
been cited. Already, many manufacturers' machinery provides for
a full-tip ( instead of a half-tip)

T0
RECTIFIER

in this country more often to the
American than to the British
sources of this circuit. Thus S. K.
Lewer, in Wireless World of Jan.,
1944, develops a modified Willans
oscillator, but refers to American
sources in his bibliography ( except
for one British reference which
hardly affects the argument). The
Stable Negative Resistance Cir-

INSTRUMENT

C, should equal C. roughly, but
C, may be kept up to roC 2.
As a source for AC bridge measurements, and as a means of
obtaining
frequencies
below
roo c/s, the Willans oscillator
seems to be outstandingly economical both in size and cost.
E. A. HANNEY.
Coventry Technical College.
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RADIO

HEATING

IN

INDUSTRY

Examples Illustrating the Versatility of this New Technique

T

aircraft involving curvature in
HE principles of radio heating and the design of RF
more than one direction have to
generators suitable for this
be built up by " tailored " veneers
work have been the subject of
laid on a shaped moulding using
•
articles in recent issues of this
special synthetic
glues
which
journal, and it is thought that
"cure" comparatively slowly at
readers may be interested to learn
shop temperatures. In laying up
of some of the uses to which this
the veneers, difficulty is experinew technique is being put in
enced in edge-gluing successive
widely diverse manufacturing prolayers on the mould, and the stancesses.
dard practice of heating the glue
The gears used in high-speed
line with a soldering iron and
portable electric tools are called
applying side pressure by hand is
upon to sustain exceptionally high
loads, and their life as well as
their silence in operation are dependent on the accuracy of the
form and pitch of the teeth. Small
pinions on armature shafts having very few teeth and running at
speeds up to 20,000 r.p.m. have
normally to be carefully lapped
after hardening to eliminate scale
deposits and slight distortions if
harsh running is to be avoided.
Black and Decker, Ltd., Harmondsworth, have now installed
high- frequency induction hardening equipment and report that it
has enabled them to make a great
stride forward in overcoming this
problem.
Not only is distortion
reduced to a minimum, but there
is a complete absence of scale on
the tooth flank, and the quality
of the gears manufactured in this
way is generally of a higher standard than those made by earlier
and
more laborious
methods.
Formerly, components were heattreated before machining, which
increased their machining time.
This has now been reduced by 40
per cent, since the steel can be
machined in the fully annealed
condition.
Further, the hardening obtained with induction heating is confined to the surface, and
the main body of the steel is left
both slow and uncertain. The use
o
of metal staples and paper tapes
comparatively soft.
Advantage
has been taken of this selective
is also restricted to places where
hardening in dealing with splined
they can be removed before the
shafts, which can be hardened at
work is finished.
the wearing portions only, leavThese difficulties have been
ing other parts in the original soft
overcome by a " spot gluing"
state.
technique in which small areas of
News of quite a different applithe order of tin. diameter are
cation of radio heating cornes
heated by means of a radiofrom Aero Research, Ltd., Camfrequency " gun . "
The time
bridge, who are specialists in syntaken to set the glue by this
thetic resin adhesives. It is well
method is a matter of seconds,
known that parts of wooden frame
and a line of cured spots along

•

•

the edges firmly holds the assembly in position so that it can be
removed from the mould or jig
and placed on one side for the
main area of the glue to set.
The " gun " consists of a short
length of tuned concentric line
giving a concentrated electric field
in the vicinity of the end of the
centre rod.
It is fed through a
flexible transmission line from an
oscillator delivering about zoo
watts at 170 Mc / s.
The gun is
tuned by means
of a sliding button and resonance is shown by
the brightness of
an
indicator
lamp.
Power is
automatically switched on
when the gun is
pressed
against
the work and an
adjustable
process timing circuit
with a range up
to
12
seconds
switches off the
power after the
required interval.
In the case of a
glue line under a
veneer
2 mm.
this will be about
2 seconds.

Portable RF " spot
gluing" equipment
developed by Pye
Telecommunications, Ltd., for Aero
Research, Ltd.
The equipment has been developed by Pye Telecommunications, Ltd., and is housed, together with its power supply unit,
in a steel case with carrying
handles measuring z8in. xzoin x
ffin, and weighing only 45 lbs. It
runs from AC mains, 190-24oV,
and consumes 600 watts. At the
moment the apparatus is available only for high priority work,
and requests for demonstrations
should be made to Aero Research,
Ltd., Duxford, Cambridge.
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UNBIASED
Razor Radio

By

VOWADAYS we have to do with" `4 out a great many of the lotuseating sort of luxuries to which we
were accustomed in the degenerate
and soft- living times of peace. For
many months past my trousers have
owed their support to string and
safety-pins, as Mrs. Free Grid has
been far too preoccupied with the
sterner affairs of war to carry out
the necessary repairs.
Scotsmen are luckier in this respect than we effete southerners,
although Imust confess that I have
never received a satisfactory answer
to the question of how a kilt is
supported, any more than Ihave to

FREE GRID

should be nailed firmly down. Best
results are obtained by pushing the
point against the roughened part of
the blade, where the maker's name
is etched on to it. For sergeants and
other plutocrats who own pencils,
better results still can apparently be
obtained by using a pencil as the
catswhisker.
It goes without saying that results are excellent since neither you
nor Ihave ever read a wireless constructional article in which this
claim was not made, except, of
course, in Wireless
World.
There is, as far
as I can see, only
one fly in the ointment: where on
earth is the razor
blade to be obtained ?
It is, in
fact,
only this
snag which prevents my giving
you the result of
my own experiences with this
Courtesy: New York Times
set. If any of you
hoary old mechanThe World's Simplest Receiver.
ised
Victorians,
who still use the old-fashioned safety
the equally burning question as to
razor in pldce of a modern electric
whether a true descendant of Bruce
shaver,, can supply me with a razor
and Wallace wears anything under
blade I shall be more than grateful.
his kilt to keep out the chilling
My complete spy's trans-receiver
blasts of winter.
will then be perfected, as there are
Radio, too, has known its shortfew better emergency spark transages and its makeshifts, but even
mitters than an electric razor with
in the darkest days of the valve
an aerial and earth connected
shortage we in England were never
across the contact breaker.
reduced to the degree of radio austerity experienced by the American
troops' on the Italian front.
To
them, even the humble crystal was
an unobtainable luxury, reserved
only for four-star generals and dictators of similar
high
degree.
Ew people will dispute the fact
that the European War is much
Apparently the humble private sitnearer
to its end now than it was in
ting in his Italian foxhole was comSeptember, 1939, although when I
pelled to forgo the luxury of a
ventured to put forward this opinion
crystal and catswhisker and use in
the other day at one of Mrs. Free
their stead a razor blade and a
Grid's War Savings bun-fights Iwas
safety-pin, and Ireproduce herewith
sternly denounced as a wishful
the circuit of his set as published in
thinker.
The truth is, of course,
the oversea edition of the New York
that logic and simple statements of
Times which a correspondent has
fact are foreign to the feminine
so kindly sent me. •
mind. Wrap the truth up carefully
Apparently American safety-pins,
in
pseudo-scientific
jargon
and
like American blondes, are rather
women will listen to you.
I well
different from our own home-grown
recollect that an old and experienced
variety, as they have a point at each
medico of my acquaintance told me
end. The instructions in the newsthat in his early days he nearly went
paper state that one leg of the pin
bankrupt through prescribing to his
is jabbed into the baseboard, leavwomen patients simple and easily
ing the other leg free to be scraped
recognisable remedies such as bicaralong the flat of the blade, which

bonate of sbda for the more vulgar
afflictions of the body. It was not,
in fact, until he sent a patient off
to the chemist with a prescription
for a bottle of H.,0 that his reputation was made and from that day
forward he never looked back in his
professional career.
Like Mark Antony, I seem to
have been diverted a little from my
main object by women.
What I
wanted to talk to you about was
radiomancy, or the foretelling of the
future by radio, and to remind you
that many months ago I gave in
these columns the date of the end of
the war (October 27th), carefully
worked out by the new science; at
the moment of writing it looks very
much as though radiomancy is to be
established as an exact science.
I
must not forget, however, that it
was the Editor who put me on the
track of this new branch of science
when he permitted the publication
in March, 1942, of the famous letter
which was headed " What the Sunspots Foretell."
As a result of the publication of
that letter and of my remarks on
radiomancy and rhabdomancy and
the remarkable connection between
them I received a good many enquiries as to how they both worked.
At the moment I am not in a position to discuss the matter, as the
subject remains on the Government's secret list and Mr. Morrison

Radiomancy
Vindicated

F

Foretelling the Future.
is still on the prowl seeking whom
he may devour. The utmost that I
can say at present is that according
to a new theory on which I am
working sunspots owe their origin
to radio waves. It is true that sunspots existed long before Marconi
was born, but so did radio waves, as
all radio men tacitly admit by
branding one particular kind of interference
as
man-made.
More
about this after V- day on October
27th.
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The right fM
for oucli job

MORRISFLEX
Equipment includes
Polishing Mops, Felts
and Felt Cones.
Rotary Rasps
for Woodworking.
Mounted Points.

Speed, accuracy and fine
finish demand specialised
equipment,
and
in
MORRISFLEX
Flexible Shaft Equipment you have it.
For cutting, filing, grinding and polishing components of aluminium,
elektron,
non-ferrous
alloys and ferrous metals
it is unrivalled, ensuring
the finest results in the shortest time and at minimum cost.
Use MORRISFLEX Equipment for scaling, sanding,
polishing, tube brushing, removing paint and rust ; for
rasping woodwork, and many other operations.
MORRISFLEX Equipment is available in overhead
suspension, bench and floor type machines, the two latter
being readily portable.
Write for Catalogue

O

IDLE%

On Air Ministry,
Admiralty
and
War Office Lists

MORREX
Industrial Wire
Brushes.

orris iox
o

t.......„,,..

REX
Rotary Files and
Cutters.

Sanders & Grinders,
etc.
Shirley 1237 B. O. MORRIS LTD., SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM,

TOWERS OF STRENCITH

Bhart)

POT
CONDENSERS

for use with
high voltages

TYPE

APPROVED

The outstanding characteristics of U.I.C. Ceramic
Pot Condensers

are

their

high

break-down

strength, low loss factor, and small dimensions.
Test Voltage up to 15 KV D.C. or to KV R.M.S.
Working Voltage up to 7.5;KV D.C. or 5KV R.M. S.
Radio Frequency Working Load from 2.5 to 15 KVA
according to type. Capacity Range 2opF to 125opF.
Made to Specification K. izo. Full details on request.

UNITED

INSULATOR

CO.

LTD.

12-22, LAYSTALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.1
/38j (3 iincs)

THE

PIONEERS

OF

LOW

LOSS

Gran's.: Cclenel, Smith, London
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WAVE

GUIDES

Modes in Circular Guides : Launching and Collecting Devices
possible 11 modes is meant the
number of " magnetic loops"
across the dimension a is added;
for example, H, for Fig. 8 and
H 2 for Fig. jo.
There are also possible alternative field distributions along the
dimension c; for example, Fig.
(a) and (b) in which there are
respectively t and z reversals
of the electric field perpendicular to c. This is denoted by a

By
Sqdn. Ldr. M. G. SCROGGIE

N building up our picture of the
field pattern in a guide, a
certain relationship between
wavelength, A, guide width, a,
and " zig-zag" angle,
0, was
accepted in blind faith.
This
assumption led to a pattern in
which zero electric field occurred
along the lines where back and

(Concluded from page 261 of the previous issue)

in Fig. jo. This is described as a
different mode of wave propagation along the guide. It is mdre of
theoretical than practical interest,
however, because for a given
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Fig. to. When Ho, waves
are being propagated, the
system is equivalent to two
wave guides, each ajz in
height, stuck together and
carrying H„, waves; compare
this simplified H„ diagram
with Fig. 8 ( H01 ).
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4. C

Iront
surfaces are joined by
conductors. It thus satisfied an
essential electrical condition.
If
it had worked out to give a
resultant electric field across these
short-circuits,
then
it
would
obviously have been a false
assumption. Most other angles
for a given ratio X/a give such an
impossible result, and are therefore incompatible with the propagation of waves along the guide.
The question arises now— Is
this the only relationship that fits
the conditions for propagation?
Suppose the guide width is doubled, or the wavelength halved,
the angle O being kept the same.
It is easy to see that this assumption also gives zero electric field
along the boundaries of the guide,
and in addition a line of zero field
along he axis, where previously
there was a maximum.
The
maxima now occur half way
between the axis and the boundaries, giving a pattern as shown

o

wavelength a guide twice the size
is needed.
It is easy to see that third,
fourth, etc., harmonics of the
original can also be propagated
along a guide of this dimension a,
using the same angle 0, but all
other non-harmonic wavelengths
involve different O's and therefore
different
phase
and
group
velocities.
In all these situations, the
electric field patterns are similar
to those in the transmission line
from which we started, in this
respect, that they are across, and
not along the guide.
They are
therefore sometimes called transverse electric waves, but more
commonly they take the name of
the field which has a component
along the axis, in this case the
magnetic. As H is the standard
abbreviation for magnetic field
strength, it is used to designate
this type of wave propagation.
To indicate which of the various

•••

J

° O.0

preceding subscript figure; thus
the full designations for the types
H

+

(a)

(b)

a

C

(a)
( b)
Fig. ii. More complicated wave
modes show sinusoidal distribution of electric field along
dimension e as well as a.
In
the H„ wave ( a) there is one
half sinusoid along each dimension ; in the H„ ( b) there is one
along one dimension, a, and two
along the other, c. The ends of
the curved magnetic field loops
are seen in these views.

•••
• •

(
E11

° . •

H2 1

11

Fig. 12.
End and side
views of a guide with E„
waves. The magnetic loops
are transverse instead of
longitudinal as in the H
waves, while the electric
field is partly longitudinal.
In the side view (1)) the
magnetic loops are shown in
section, black dots indicating
direction up from the paper
and white circles direction
into the paper.
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Wave Guides—
of wave illustrated are: Fig. 8,
H 01 ; Fig. to, F102 ; Fig. II (
a),
H„ ; Fig. ( b), H 21 . Mere is

of field loops encountered in
moving through an angle 8 of
18o deg., while the other ( which,
when omitted, is understood to

a radius. Fig. 15 shows the field
patterns of E0, E 1, H , and H,
waves.
In all these, of course,
one has to imagine the patterns
moving along the tube at phase
velocity.
The E, system is interesting,
because it may be regarded as a
coaxial feeder in which the inner
conductor is replaced by the axial
capacitive path offered by the
dielectric.
Similarly E, waves
can easily
be
recognised
as
analogous to those in a twin
shielded cable.
The H, mode is unique, in that
all the lines of force, both magnetic and electric, are completely
'detached." As the metal tube
itself, assuming it to be filled
with dry air, having negligible
dielectric loss, is the seat of
losses, it is perhaps not surprising
to find that in theory at least
this mode is unique also in the

E12

PARTITION
COULD BE

Ç

INSERTED
HERE

(b)

(a)

Fig. 23. As with the 11 0,system, E „ waves would be undisturbed by adding
a longitudinal conducting partition, which would produce the equivalent
of two adjacent guides with E „ waves ( compare Fig. z2). For simplicity
the magnetic loop sections are omitted from ( b), and only single electric
loops are shown.
no 11 00 mode. As H 01 is the only
type commonly used, we need not
pursue the series further.
The
reason for its relative popularity
is that for a given wavelength it
permits the smallest size of tube to
be used.
There is another series, distinguished by the feature that the
axial component of field is electric
only.
They are therefore called
E waves. The magnetic lines of
force are loops parallel to a crosssection of the tube. The simplest
mode is the E H , in which the
field patterns are somewhat as
shown in Fig. 12. If the two sets
of magnetic loops are contained in
each cross-section, the mode is
designated by E„ or E„ ; and so
on ( Fig. 3). E 00 ,E,,, and E 10
cannot exist.
The E waves in
rectangular- section guides are not
commonly used.
One is not bound to use a
rectangular cross-section for wave
guides. Another shape commonly
used is circular.
The nomenclature just described for rectangular guides cannot be applied
to the circular type, in which

be 1) indicates the number of
loops encountered in moving along
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Fig. 14. Dimensions
by which waves in
cylindrical
guides
are specified.

;

(
I II
,I

dimensions a and c do not exist.
The relevant dimensions are the
radius rand the angle Oswept by
a rotating radius ( Fig. 14). Both
H and E waves are possible, and
one subscript denotes the number

• o.0.•_:

I

I
i I+1

I

H1

,I

(ci)
Fig. 15. Cross and longitudinal sections oficylindrical guides, with the
modes of wave specified. In ( b) and (d) the transverse field lines of force
are omitted from the longitudinal sections.
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ATTENUATION

dbjkrn

attenuation continually decreasing
as the frequency is increased.
As Fig. 16 shows, all others have
an optimum frequency at which
attenuation is least; at higher
frequencies it gradually increases,
Ho

60

Hi I

40

20

2

shown in Fig. 18, in which the
necessary phase reversal between
the% two probes is achieved by
making the length /, half a wavelength greater than l.
To launch an H, wave it is

Fig. 16. Typical attenuation curves of three modes
of waves in guides compared with that for
cylindrical
cable.
The
advantage of the guide is
notable at wavelengths less
than half critical.
The
critical wavelength is indicated by a vertical dotted
line for each mode.

4
W4VELEN4TH IN CMS

while at lower frequencies it
increases rapidly, becoming infinitely great at the critical frequency ( because then the wave
cannot be propagated at all).
In practice it appears that the
curve for H, is similar to the
others, because of inevitable slight
departures from a perfectly uniform cross section.
The H, has the greatest critical
wavelength of any in a circular
guide, so, like the H 0, in a
rectangular guide, is the most
ecbnomical of material for a given
The critical wavewavelength.
lengths in air for the most usual
modes are :—
Rectangular
Circular
Guide
Guide
11 01
2a
H,
3.4 1r
E,
2.61r
zac
H o & E, 1.64r H„ & E l,
a2
c2
An obvious necessity is some
means of starting or" launching"
the waves in a guide, and of
picking them up at the far end.
Fortunately these two problems
are one, as the process is reversible. Nor, if its field pattern is
considered, is it a difficult matter
to derive means suitable for any
type of wave that can be propagated.
We have already noted
that the E, pattern is similar
to that in a coaxial cable, and
in fact such waves can be set up
by feeding them from a coaxial
cable connected straight to it as
shown in Fig. 17, with the inner
conductor extending as a" probe"
for about quarter of a wavelength
into the guide. Similarly a twin
feeder can be used to launch E
waves.
E, waves can also be
launched from a coaxial feeder as

necessary to set up an electric
field across the guide, and magnetic loops along it. One way of
doing this is by means of a transverse probe. To get the desired
voltage maximum at each end
of the business portion, it is necessary to extend it down a quarterwave blind alley at the far end,
as in Fig. lg. To obtain maximum excitation this distance

E 0-

Fig. 17. One method of launching an E, wave into a cylindrical
guide from acoaxial cable.
must be adjustable by a metal
plunger Pi; and to obtain maximum propagation down the guide
the waves reflected from its dead
end are brought into phase by
adjustment of another plunger
Pz.
The method shown in Fig. 19
also serves for launching an
11 01 wave down a rectangular
guide if the existing conductor is
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to the magnetic field in the type
of wave desired.
For example,
by comparing Fig. 20 with Fig.
15(a) it can be seen that it would
work as alauncher of E, waves.
There are circumstances in
which it is advantageous to
change from one mode of propagation to another. There are various
ways of doing this, but perhaps
the simplest is first to change the
shape and direction of the guide
so as to change the direction of
the fields in the desired manner.
For example, as the E, wave
pattern is rather like that in a
coaxial feeder and can be launched
from such a feeder in the same
axis ( Fig. 17), and as an H„
wave can be launched from a
coaxial feeder with the inner
conductor at right - angles
to
the H guide axis, it is not surprising that H„ waves are started
if E, waves are fed in at right
angles as in Fig. 21. The process
is reversible.
Whether
wave
transmission
along a guide is initiated by a
probe, aerial, loop or a " mode
converter," it is unlikely that
the desired mode will be completely " pure " ;
that is, unmixed with energy in other modes.
An advantage of employing the
H, or H„ modes ( in addition to
that of economy of material used
for constructing the guide) is the
ease with which these unwanted
modes can be filtered out, by
making at least part of the guide
length of such cross-sectional
dimensions as to have a critical
wavelength shorter than the wavelength to be transmitted, for any
modes except H, or H„.
For
example, suppose a 5000 Mc/s
source of power is fed into a
cylindrical /wave guide in such a
manner as to give rise to a proportion of E, waves as well as
H I. The wavelength in metres
is, of course, 300 million divided
by the frequency in c/s.
Or,
more
conveniently
for
thess

Fig. f8. Method of launching an E, wave from a
coaxial cable. The opposite polarities in the two
halves of the guide are
obtained by making
half a wavelength longer
than 1,.
at right angles to the larger crosssectional dimensioù.
Alternatively a loop may be
used, in a plane at right-angles

" microwaves,"
wavelength
in
centimetres is 30,000 divided by
frequency in Mc/s, so in this case
it is 6 cms. As the critical wave-
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length for H, waves is 3.41r
or 1.7 x diameter), and for E,
waves is
1.3 x diameter, the
critical diameter for 6 cm. H,
waves is 3.5 cms. and for 6 cm.
E, waves is 4.6 cms. By using
a guide with an internal diameter
of, say, 4 cms. the E, waves (and,
PI
X4

P,

re=

Fig. 19. The transverse electric
field required for an H, wave
may be generated by introducing
the coaxial feeder at the side.
The plunger P, is for obtaining
the maxima in the right places,
and P, is for reflecting waves in
step with those already proceedceeding along the guide.
a fortiore, any higher modes) are
attenuated practically to zero
within a short distance of the
starting point, while the H, waves
continue alone.
Incidentally, a
tube smaller than critical diameter can be used as a calculable
attenuator forming part of a
standard signal generator. Other
sorts
of attenuator such as
potentiometers, are of course quite
impracticable
at
such
high
frequencies.
There are many devices —
baffles, slots, discs, rings, etc.—
that can be introduced into guides
for the purpose of producing
special effects such as inductance,
capacitance, filtration, switching,
etc., obtained in ordinary circuit
practice by familiar components.
'Much will no doubt be heard and
seen of this wave guide " plumbing " as the application of microwaves increase.
Many of the
devices are described in a paper
of J. Kemp (
Journal I.
E.
E.1943,
Part III, pp. 9o-114.).
An important practical matter
in the use of guides is the effect
of joints, bends, deformations,
etc. As one would expect from
the analogy of transmission lines,
sudden changes in dimensions
cause reflections, and reduction

in power transmitted. They may
also give rise to other modes of
propagation. The ideal is a perfectly smooth inner conducting
surface, uniform in cross-section
and direction and without joints.
In practice, it is necessary to take
some care to keep the inner
surface clean and dry.
Joints
are not a very serious problem;
even the complete insulation of
one section from another by a
small gap produces less perturbation than
might be expected; but of course a good
internally-flush metallic joint is
to be preferred. Ordinary mechanical tolerances in shape and
internal dimensions are generally
satisfactory.
Gradual bends, in
which the radius of curvature is
large compared with the radius
of the guide, have little effect;
and sharp bends can easily be
negotiated if they are suitably
shaped. One 'such shape is shown
in Fig. 22.
Arriving at the distant end
of the guide, and still thinking of
transmission lines, one naturally
inquires about matching the load.
As one would expect, a mismatch
causes reflection of waves and
consequent loss of power, but
apart from trial (and that is not
too easy) how can one tell whether
a load will match or not ? Has
the guide a characteristic impedance, measured in ohms, to
which the load must be equated ?
The answer is that it has; but
with this qualification, that it
depends not only on the shape,

Fig. 20.
E, waves can more
conveniently be launched by a
loop.
dimensions and material of the
guide itself (as would a transmission line) but also on the type
of wave.
So although one can
quite correctly talk about an
8o-ohm coaxial line, one cannot
do so for a wave guide without
specifying the type of wave. A

guide that has a characteristic
impedance of, say, 8o ohms for
H, waves may be only 30 ohms
for E0, while at a different frequency the impedance of the same
guide may be greater for E, waves
than for H 0.
As with lines, the matching of
the load may be adjusted by the
coupling device. The equivalent
of a matched ohmic resistor connected across a line for absorbing
the whole of the energy, without
reflection, is a resistive film across
the guide.
This may be convenient for experimental purposes; but the most usual purpose for which guides are used
is to feed waves from some source
to a place where they can be
radiated (as the process of picking
up radiated energy and feeding
it to a receiver is merely the inverse use of the same equipment
it may be taken to be included).

H01

Et
0

Fig. 21. If E, waves are fed into
a guide at right angles, there is
partial conversion to H, 1 or H
waves, depending on whether the
second guide is rectangular or
cylindrical.
In such a case the load is the
radiator.
It is possible to use
one or more half-wave dipoles
as a radiator. There is then the
necessity for some sort of coupling
device, and as it will almost
certainly be desired to exploit
the comparative ease with which
very
short
waves
can
be
" beamed," either an aerial array
is called for, with a feeder system
that has to be correctly matched
and phased—a process that is
not so easy with centimetre
waves as with metre waves—or
a single dipole with parabolic
reflector.
The acoustical analogy of a
wave guide—a speaking tube—
suggests that by flaring it out
into a horn of the correct dimensions an efficient directional radiator may result.
It does.
An
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electromagnetic horn may be used
as a complete directional radiating
termination of a wave guide, or
may be combined with a reflect or.
It may be news to some readers
that free space has an impedance

Fig. 22.
A right-angle
bend is liable to cause
serious reflection unless
specially shaped, as above
for example.
that can be specified in ohms.
That being so, for maximum
efficiency as a radiator the flare
at the end of the guide must be
so shaped that it provides a
match between impedance 'of space
and that of the wave guide.
It
thus acts as a transformer.
Although the àproblem of designing
a horn for maximum efficiency
and the desired directivity is
beyond simple mathematics, the
analogy between it and a loudspeaker horn on the one hand,
and an aerial and aes
sial coupling
transformer on the other, should
provide a helpful picture of its
action. '

RANDOM

To discover what modes are
present in a wave guide, and to
enable optimum adjustments of
the system to be judged, one may
explore the interior with a vitable
pickuy and detector device. Assuming the guide is excited with
at least a watt or so of power, the
simplest detector -is a small pea
lamp, preferably with a straightthrough filament, connected at
the centre of a tiny dipole. The
lamp glows most brightly when
the dipole coincides with the
direction of the electric field.
Therefore if there is any glow
when the dipole is parallel to the
axis of the guide there must be
some E wave present.
Moving
the detector axially along the
guide will probably cause the
brightness to wax and wane at
intervals, due to standing waves.
The termination of the guide
the
should be adjusted until
glow is as nearly constant as
possible.
The
magnetic field can be
mapped out by using a small loop
instead of a dipole. If a response
is shown when the plane of the
loop is at right angles to the axis
of the guide, there must be a
longitudinal magnetic field, and
hence an H wave.

RADIATIONS

By "DIALLIST"
The Transients of War
ucH as I admire the

m

B.B.C.'s
daily " War- Reports" I do
wish they'd tell both their correspondents and those who edit their
despatches for broadcasting not to
try to record or to transmit the
loud and angry sounds of war.
" Listeners," we are told, " will
now hear a recording of the most
terrific artillery barrage in the
history of warfare."
What comes
from the loudspeaker is reminiscent
of a shooting gallery at a fair! The
passing of mighty tanks sounds
something like a kitchen mincing
machine at work and the tramp of
marching troops is not impressive.
You can't do much with transients
when you've but a narrow band of
audio frequencies to play with, and
the report of any piece of artillery
involves
the
quintessence
of
transients.
Some years before the
war the Bell Telephone Company
of America conducted a series of
experiments to discover what was
the minimum range of audio frequencies needed to make the electromechanical reproduction of such
transients as drum beats, handclap-

ping and footsteps on a board floor
sound natural.
In theory perfect
reproduction demands circuits with
a faithful response to the whole
gamut of audio frequencies.
The
practical experiments proved that a
critical audience (which did not
know when or where cut-offs were
being brought into action) instantly
detected something unreal in the
reproduction unless practically the
whole of the audio frequencies to
which the ear of the average man
or woman over about 30 years of
age responds were there. Ihave not
the figures by me at the moment,
but, speaking from memory, I believe that the reproduction of handclapping was criticised if the upper
cut-off was imposed below 16,000
cycles a second.
If clapping demands a frequency response of this
width, what about gunfire?

How Did Good Sets Fare?
Admittedly, I had perforce to
hear these " War Reports " from
the very ordinary loudspeaker of a
very ordinary receiver.
I should
like very much to know whether

those fortunate enough to be able
to handle in wartime receivers
specially designed for the highest
obtainable fidelity from not-veryhigh-fidelity
transmissions
found
anything like reality in the reproduction by their sets of sounds of
the kind I've mentioned. Doubtless
their results would be better; but
Ifind it difficult to believe that their
loudspeakers gave them anything
but a travesty of such sounds as
those of gunfire heard at close
range.
0 0 D

Jelly Acid Cells
thanks
M ANY
readers who

to those kind
have responded
to my recent request for hints on
the best way of keeping jelly-acid
accumulators up to the mark.
I'd
never had anything to do with cells
of this sort till recently, having
always used the kind with liquid
electrolyte. I gather from what my
correspondents tell me that I had
been doing pretty well all the right
things by the light of nature. The
great thing is to prevent the jelly
from drying up unduly and cracking. To this end cells should always
be topped up before they are put
on charge, any surplus liquid being
poured off when the charge is complete. Also, it appears to be even
more important than with liquidelectrolyte cells not to let them run
down too far before charging. The
only point wherein I differ from
those who have sent hints is that
they are unanimous in prescribing
distilled water for the topping up,
whilst I maintain that water from
the tap is all that is needed.

Distilled

or

Undistilled ?

Some time ago I mentioned that
for years I had used tap water for
topping up cells and that I'd never
found any ill effects so long as it
wasn't too hard. If tap water is on
the hard side it should be boiled
and allowed to stand for some time,
not just to cool it, but also to
allow the sediment to settle.
The
water delivered by the mains in my
district is actually the hardest I've
ever known.
It furs up kettles
and hot-water pipes with horrid
rapidity—one hopes it doesn't have
equally devastating effects on one's
inside. But whatever it may do to
hot-water systems it seems to be
perfectly harmless to secondary cells
once it has been boiled; certainly
I've never had any complaints to
make about car batteries or wireless
batteries treated in this way.
On
the contrary, their service lives (and
some of my wireless batteries hive
had pretty hard work to do) appear
to be at least up to normal figures.
I believe that tap water is used by

•
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the G.P.O. for its accumulato.
rs, and
lately the Army has relaxed its previous rigid rule about the use of
distilled water.
DOD

Sound-wave Vagaries
TT'S surprising at what

enormous
distances you can sometimes
hear explosions; surprising, again,
that you may hear little or nothing
of an explosion that takes • place
comparatively near to you. On one
occasion in the last war when I had
an A.A. battery on the outer defences of London I was rung up by
a Very Important Person, who asked
if I could hear gunfire. It was in
the small hours of a calm, cloudy
night. " Very clearly," I replied,
" there's a continuous rumble and
you can hear the individual reports
of the bigger guns." " Where do
you think it is? " enquired the
V.I.P. " In France, Sir." It was
the telephone that exploded then.
I was
an
impertinent
young
whippersnapper, I gathered, who
would decidedly not find that it
paid to be funny with V.I.P.s. It
took me all my time to convince
him that I was not pulling his leg!
Just the other day I was walking
with another soldier in the country.
Suddenly we stopped our conversation and listened.
There it was
again. " Heavy guns somewhere,"
he said, and I agreed. Again and
again at intervals we heard the
sound unmistakable to gunners.
That evening we heard in the news
bulletin that the big guns of Calais,
120 miles away, had been in action,
probably using up their stores of
ammunition whilst the going was
still good.
And here's a contrast.
A " doodle bug" passed right over
my head and cut out just as it was
disappearing oJer a ridge some two
miles away. I waited for the bang,
but heard nothing.
A dud, I
thought.
But it wasn't: it had
topped the first ridge and a second
smaller one and had exploded (quite
harmlessly) in the valley beyond,
about three miles from me.

Reflections of Skip Areas
A very loud noise appears to
produce a " sky wave," which may
in certain circumstances behave
very much like its wireless counterpart.
If the sky is overcast, as it
was in both the instances of longdistance hearing that I've mentioned, the clouds may play the part
of a kind of Heaviside layer, reflecting the sound waves back to
earth. In such conditions explosions
may be heard at great distances.
But there may also be a skip area,
just like that round a wireless transmitting station, where neither the
direct nor the reflected wave arrives.
The huge Silvertown explosion of
the last war was audible at great

•

distances, but I heard no sound of
it, though I was comparatively near
at the time.
In the case of the
" doodle bug" I fancf that the intervening
ridges
blanketed
the
sound waves, probably reflecting
them so that they passed high over
the heads of people who were where
I was.
D

Wave Guides

one who has had some dealings
ASwith
the art of pouring wireless

exasperating many jobs can be ;*
every component that you want to
get at seems to be either behind or
underneath something else ! Sometimes you can't take the chassis
out of the cabinet without unsoldering connections because the loudspeaker leads aren't long enough.
OF you may find that odd components are mounted not on the
chassis, but here and there on the
inside of the cabinet.

Needless Complication

waves down pipes ( that was the
One of the worst crimes of all is
way that the student put it!), I
the highly complicated circuit which
congratulate
Squadron
Leader
has no justification whatever for its
Scroggie on his lucid exposition of
existence. After studying a circuit
the workings of wave guides. I
diagram ( supposing that you're
trust that you read and inwardly
fortunate enough to find one availdigested
the
first
part,
which 'able) you fiddle with the thing for
appeared in the last issue of, W.W.
hours without being able to get it
and will do likewise with what folto work satisfactorily.
At length
lows.
His is the best simplified
in exasperation you resolve to scrap
explanation that I've seen. We
the complications and to rewire so
shall all have to know something
that the circuit be,comes a perfectly
about wave guides if we want to
straightforward and ordinary one.
keep up to date with wireless after
You get the set into operation and
the war, for the microwaves are
the owner tells you that it is perlikely to have a good many imporforming as well as ever it did.
tant jobs assigned to them. Very
Unless an out-of-the-way circuit
queer and very interesting things
really does something—and many of
they are, and it's surprising to find
those that I've had to deal with in
how easy to handle the apparatus
domestic
receivers
don't — it is
that deals with them can be.
Do
ridiculous for a designer to incoryou remember the awful struggles
porate it. There are dozens of ways
we had not so many years ago with
in which receivers could be made
receivers designed to cope with what
simpler to service and I do hope
we then regarded as the shortest of
that in the future our' manufacshort radio waves?
Despite long
turers will see that this is done.
extension handles fitted to all the
D D
tuning controls and extensive use of
screening, " body capacity" used
Welcome Back
to be such a bugbear that to pick
AS the Allied Armies advanced
up and hold a 3o-metre transmission
through France and Belgium it
was once a feat demanding skill.
was good to hear stations in these
The slightest movement might mean
countries returning to normal and
the loss of the signal. Things have
no longer churning out the made-inchanged a bit since then, and the
Germany
programmes previously
microwave of to-day has been more
imposed on them by the unspeaksuccessfully tamed than was the notable Hun. Cherbourg and Rennes
so-sho t
t wave in
the nineteenwere two of the first I picked up.
twenties and even the early nineThen came Paris and other stations.
teen-thirties.
Some of the transmissions are still
El El
not strongly received at the moment
of writing, but I expect that many
Easier Servicing
them will be back to their old
TN The Wireless Trader a very in- of
form by the time that this is in
teresting correspondence has been
print. Probably Kootwijk will have
running on the difficulties that the
ceased to transmit the sorry perserviceman
encounters
when
he
formances of Lord Haw-Haw and
endeavours to adjust or repair many
his gang. The Boche has had a long
kinds of domestic receiver. Few deinnings in some of the best stations
signers have ever considered the
in Europe, but that can't last much
unfortunate serviceman when maklonger now and soon we may hope
ing their layouts. And so it comes
he will be cleared out of them.
about that many minor jobs inside
the set often can't be done without
dismantling it to an extent that
Valve Construction
should
be
wholly
unnecessary.
UR cover illustration shows the
During the war I have often reelements of an Osram valve
sponded to an S 0 S from friends
during manufacture as seen by the
who couldn't get their sets put right
operator through a magnifier when
because their local serviceman was
illuminated
by
fluorescent
tube
so chockablock with work.
No
lighting.
Reflections
from
the
doubt you've done the same.
If
highly polished surfaces are eliminyou have you will know just how
ated.

O
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CLASS " C" AMPLIFIERS
Reasons for Their High Efficiency in RF Circuits

T

HE subject of the Class
"C" amplifier is one that
has received rather scant
treatment in many textbooks.
Some writers are content to refer
to " the well-known efficiency of
the Class ' C ' valve," and to leave
it at that. Others do not go beyond giving as the reasons for the
aforesaid
efficiency
the
facts
that the valve so employed is
quiescent, save towards the peaks
of the positive halves of the volt-

Fig. s. Grid-volts/anode-current
characteristics with Class " A"
operation.
age cycles reaching its grid; that
the whole of the grid-volts / anodecurrent characteristic is used ; and
that a valve in Class " C" can
handle
much
larger
voltage
swings than one worked in Class
"A " or Class " B." Those, in
fact,
are probably the only
reasons that the majority of radio
enthusiasts can call to mind if
asked why the Class " C" valve
is so efficient as an amplifier. The
purpose of this article is to show
as simply as may be that this is
only half the story and that there
are other and very important
reasons for the wonderful performances of a valve working in
Class " C."
The Class " A " valve is a volttage amplifier par excellence. Correctly used, it can pass on to the
grid of a following valve voltage
swings which are amplified and
undistorted copies of those reaching its own. As a power amplifier it_can be made to give an un-

By R. W. HALLOWS,
M.A., A.M.1.E.E.
distorted output, especially when
working in push-pull; but, as
users of battery receivers with
Class " A " output know by sad
experience, it is only at the cost
of quite considerable input from
the high-tension battery that it
can enable the leidspeaker to deliver a reasonable voltune of undistorted sound.
A glance at the familiar curves
of Fig. s shows why this is so.
Only that part of the anode-current curve which lies on the negative side of the zero line can beused. Nor is the whole of this
portion available, for distortion is
introduced if the valve is driven
either up into grid current (which
normally starts to flow some time
before the grid is actually positive) or down to the- bottom bend.
Hence, if anything' like a big grid
voltage swing is to be handled
without distortion, the straight
part of the curve to the left of the
zero line must be made long, and
this can be done only by
applying to the anode a considerable HT voltage, with a
corresponding current drain
on the battery.
There is a useful criterion
by which the performance of
a power amplifier in relation

the DC watts input to the anode.
In a Class " A" amplifier an
anode efficiency of 35 per cent. is
about the most that can be hoped
for, and 25 per cent. is probably
a good working figure.
Apply
watt of HT to the anode of a
battery receiver's Class " A "
output valve ( so mA at too V)
and about a quarter of a watt of
undistorted output may be expected to be delivered to the loud
speaker.
When Class " B " amplification
made its, appearance, a good
many years ago now, it was hailed
as the greatest boon so far vouchsafed to the user of a battery receiver. The dull-emitting filament
had reduced the costs of low-tension supply; now Class " B"
would cut down the even greater
costs of HT. And it would do
more: it would enable the man
with the battery set to obtain
good volume without unacceptable distortion.
The operation of Class " B " is
seen in Fig. 2. A valve used in
true Class " B " is biesed to the
" projected cut-off " : that is, the

PROJECTED
CUT-OFF

GRID VOLTS

Fig. 2. Operating conditions
for a valve in Class " B."

GRID BIAS

to operating costs can be judged.
This is known as the anode efficiency. The anode efficiency is the
ratio of RF or AF output watts to

point where the so-called
straight portion of the curve
produced downwards meets
the grid-volts line.
The
positive half of a voltage
cycle reaching the grid brings a
large portion of the characteristic
curve into use: no anode current
flows when a negative swing takes
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Class " C " Amplifiers—
the grid voltage down below
cut-off.
Grid current flows
during a large part of the positive half-cycle, and this must
be made good by a driver stage
preceding
the
Class " B"
stage. The chief application of
Class " B" is to the output
stage of battery receivers. A
CUT-OFF

o
GRID VOLTS

'Fig. 3. Grid-volts/
anode- current
curves : Class " C"

single valve used in this way
would give rise to appalliqg distortion, but witlí two in push-pull
good reproduction is obtainable.
The anode current adjusts itself to
the incoming signal. With no incoming signal it is minute; with a
strong signal it may be consider-

a preceding driver stage. Those
which do so on large grid voltage
swings
are
known
as
Class
In the Class " C " amplifier the
negative grid bias applied is at
least twice the cut-off voltage.
Hence, as shown in Fig. 3, the

half-cycle has carried the grid voltage above the cut-off point. The
whole of theegrid- volts/ anode -currenti
curve s used: the valve
starts to emit as the cut-off is
reached, is driven right up to
saturation and does not cease to
emit until the voltage has fallen
to cut-off. Grid current flows during a large part of the emission
period and reaches a high figure
when the peak of a positive halfcycle is on the grid; an ample
driving stage is therefore required
to precede the Class " C " amplifier.
The anode efficiency of the Class
"C" amplifier is commonly 6o
per cent. to 70 per cent., and an
efficiency as high as 8o per cent.
may be achieved with it. Clearly
it cannot be used in receiving sets,
for distortion would result even in
push-pull circuits; but for transmitters it is the best of RF power
amplifiers where high efficiency is
required.
So far we have seen that the
Class " C" amplifier surpasses
Class " A " and Class " B " in the
grid voltage swings that it can
handle, in its use of the whole of
the grid-volts/anode-current charANODE VOLTS

ANODE

CURRENT

(a)
able. The anode efficiency of a
well- designed Class " B" stage is
much greater than Class " A"
and may be 50 to 6o per cent.
It may be mentioned that between Class " A " and Class " B "
proper two intermediate forms are
recognised. Their family name is
Class " AB" and their chief
•characteristic that the standing
negative grid bias is greater than
it would be in aClass " A " amplifier, though not so great as in true
Class " B."
Such an amplifier
operates in Class " A " on a small
grid swing and in Class " B " on
larger swings. Class " AB! " amplifiers do not draw current from

CR ID VOLTS

'Fig. 4. (
a) Resisrancecoupled amplifier. (b)
Showing the relationship
between anode volts and
anode current under Class
"A " working conditions.

(b)

GRID VOLTS

valve is completely closed down,
not only during the negative halfcycle of an incoming grid voltage
swing, but also during a portion
of the positive half- cycle: the
valve does not " open," passing
anode current, until the positive

acteristic and in its anode efficiency. But this is by no means
all. It has other very important
qualities making for economical
working.
Before we go on to discuss these
it may be as well to spend a few
moments in seeing what happens
to the anode voltage of a valve
when variations in the voltage
applied to its grid are producing

Wireless World
variations in its anode current.
This, by the way, is a point with
which
very
few
elementary
manuals and textbooks of wireless
deal at all adequately. I know
from much experience that it is
a stumbling block to many beginners; if, therefore, the reader is
explaining the working of valve
amplifier to a new hand at the
game, he should be careful not
to neglect it. What, in a word,
the beginner cannot follow is this:
he finds diagrams and letterpress
showing how voltage swings on
the grid are responsible for current swings in the anode circuit,
which, he is assured, are (I quote
one of the little books referred to)
"faithful, but amplified, copies of
the voltage changes reaching the
grid."
The diagram illustrating
this statement is similar to that
seen in Fig. 1.
The difficulty that presents itself to him is this. If there are
two amplifying valves in cascade,
we want to feed to the grid of the
second voltage- swings from the
output of the first. " But," says
he, " my book deals only with
current- swings in the anode circuit of amplifier.
Fig. 4 (
a) shows two resistancecoupled amplifiers working, we
will take it, in Class " A."
The
resistance RIgives the grid of VI
a standing bias making it 2 volts
negative with respect to the
cathode. Rz in the anode circuit
has a value of io,000 ohms. We
will suppose that the voltage
reaching the grid of VI is swinging from i volt positive to i volt
negative.
Fig. 4 ( b) shows voltage and current curves for V.
When the incoming grid voltage
is zero the anode current is 2
milliamperes.
By Ohm's law
V = IR, where I is the current in
amperes. The voltage drop across
R2 is thus Io,000 X 0.002, or 20
volts. Out of loo available HT
volts zo are dropped across the
resistance, so that the anode violtage at this instant is 100-20, or 8o,
as shown in Fig. 4 (b). At the
positive peak of the incoming gridswing the anode current is 3 milliamperes and the drop across R2
rises to 0.003 X i,000, or 30 volts.
The anode voltage thus falls to 70
volts. It rises to 90 volts when
the " trough" of the incoming
grid swing brings the anode current down to i milliampere, and
reduces the volts dropped across
R2 to lo.

An incoming grid voltage- swing
between + I volt and -- i volt
causes the potential at the point
X in Fig. 4 ( b) to vary from 70
volts to yo volts-in this instance
a tenfold voltage magnificationand the amplified voltage- swings
are passed on via the condenser C
to the grid of Vz.

GALPINS
-ELECTRICAL STORES" FAIRVIEW ,"
LONDON ROAD ,WROTHAM ,
KENT .
TERMS : Cash with order. No C.O.D.
All prices include carriage or postage.
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CURRENT

MASSIVE GUNMETAL WINCH, complete with
long handle, for use with ¡ in. dia, wire cable,
weight 50 lbs., condition as new.
£3.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, first-class
condition, electrically guaranteed, for A.C. mains,
200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 phase 5amp. load, 11/- each.
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Fig. 5. The voltages through the
valve and angle of flow in a
Class " A " amplifier.
It is important to notice that a
peak of incoming grid voltage produces a trough of anode voltage
and vice
versa.
The voltage
swings in the anode circuit are i8o
degrees out of phase with those in
the grid circuit and 18o degrees
out of phase with the current
swings.
In other words, anodé
current, or emission from cathode
to anode, is at its greatest at the
moment when anode potential is
at its lowest. Note that if a negative grid voltage- swing is sufficient
to close the valve down, so that
there is no emission from cathode
to anode, there is no voltage drop
across the load resistance in the
anode circuit.
The anode volts
therefore rise to the maximum
available and remain there until
a positive voltage- swing on the
gr ia opens the valve again.
Pig. 5 shows how a Class "A"
valve deals with one voltage cycle
on its grid. It will be seen first
that emission from the cathode
takes place during the whole 360
electrical degrees of the cycle. The
angle during which emission takes
place is called the Angle of Flow;
(Continued on page 312.)

SOLID BRASS LAMPS (
wing type), one-hole
mounting, fitted double contact, S.B.C. holder,
and 12 volt 16 watt bulb. 4/,
TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, * in. dia., apair mounted
on spring blades, also two high quality pure
silver contacts, * in. dia., also on spring blades,
fit for heavy duty, new and unused. There is
enough base to remove for other work. Set of
four contacts, 4/-.
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, size 10 x lin.
wound chrome nickel wire, resistance 2 ohms to
carry 10 amps. 28. 8d. each.
3-PHARE TRANSFORMERS, 410v. to 240v. at
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£2.
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shunt wound, speed 1,750 r.p.m.
£5.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down,
tapped 0-110-200--220-240 ; 1,500 watts, £7 ;
1,000 watts, £5.
H.T. TRANSFORMER, .
in case, size 10x7 x Gin.
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METAL RECTIFIERS, size 5x 41 x4Iins., not
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price 32/8 ; ditto, 5I X201., not Westinghouse,
output 100 volt at 250 M/A, price 17/6 '
• ditto,
output approx. 100 volt at 50 M/A, price 10/,
POWER TRANSFORMER, 4kW, double wound,
400 volts and 220 volts to 110 volts, 50 cycle,
single phase. Price £25.
AMPLIFIER COMPONENTS, from dismantled
American 10-watt amplifiers, all metal cased and
compound filled.
Input transformers, 15/.;
Interstage, 7/8 ; Push- Pull input, 10/- ; PushPull output, 20/- ; Push- Pull output, 10/. ; Power
Transformers, 12/6 and 25/- ; Capacitor Packs,
10/- and 20/. ; Reactors, 12/6 ; Audio Filters, 7/8.
AUTO TRANSFORMER, step up or step down
500 watts, tapped 0-110-200-220-240 volts'
£3 108.
WATT WIRE END RESISTANCES, new and
unused, price per doz. 5/-, our assortment.
MOVING COIL AMPMETER by famous maker,
2M. dia., flush mounting, reading 0-10 amps.,
F.S.D. 20 M/A, price 27/6.
MOVING COIL VOLTMETER, 24in. dia., flush
mounting, dual range, reading 0-25 v. and
0-250 v, external resistance (supplied) is used for
250v. range, F.S.D. 5 M/A, price 85/-.
SEARCHLIGHT by famous maker, size 22.M. dia.,
18M. deep, complete with cradle, reflecting mirror
20M. dia., for electric bulb fitting, no bulb,
adjustable focus, glass front, price £7 10s.
MOVING COIL AND M.I. METERS,
FOR FULI. DETAILS OF ABOVE AND OTHER
GOODS, SEND FOR LIST, 2Id.
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Class " C " Amplifiers—
the angle of flow of the Class " A"
valve
is
thus
360
degrees.
Secondly, emission occurs when
anode and cathode are at widely

ANODE
CURRENT
O

4-

ANODE
VOLTS

working conditions the maximum
peak grid voltage should be equal
to the minimum peak anode voltage.
In a well-designed
Class
"C " amplifier the minimum peak
anode voltage may be as low as
to per cent, of the steady DC
anode voltage and it should not
exceed 20 per cent.
It may be
seen from Fig. 7 that maximum
emission occurs when the anode
potential is at its lowest with
respect to the cathode and that
the potential difference across
the valve is then comparatively
small.

Heat Dissipation •

CATHODE
POTENTIAL
GRID BIAS
CUT OFF

O
GRID
VOLTS

0

90
190
270
ELECTRICAL DEGREES

360

ANGLE O
FFLOW
Fig. 6. The voltages through the
valve and angle of flow in a
Class " B " amplifier.
different potentials. In Fig. 6 is
seen the performance of the Class
"B" valve.
The angle of flow
is here 18o, or a trifle more,
degrees, and during emission the
potential difference between anode
and cathode is a good deal smaller
than in Class " A."
As Fig. 7
shows, the Class " C " valve
carries
both
processes
much
•
farther. The angle of flow does
not exceed 150 degrees and may
be as little as 120. For the best

.
This last factor 1, of great
importance.
The greater the
potential difference between anode
and cathode, the greater is the
speed attained by emitted electrons and therefore the more
violent the impact on their arrival
at the anode. Great speeds and
violent impacts mean the generation of considerable heat, and heat
at the anode is a totally undesirable product in a power amplifier.
It has to be dissipated in some
way—usually by a forced draught
of air or by water cooling. Whatever method of dissipating unwanted heat is used, both installation and running costs have to
be taken into account, and these
may be far from small.
The Class " C" valve helps in
the solution of the problem of heat
dissipation in two ways: in the
first place less heat is produced
than in amplifiers of other classes
owing to the lower speeds of electron travel; secondly, since the
valve is passing anode current during only 120, or at most 150, out
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of the 360 degrees of each grid
voltage cycle, it is actually operating for only one-third or a little
more of the total running time.
During the remainder of the time
it is cooling down by radiating the
heat produced at its anode.
It will be realised that valves of
given characteristics can be made
to give a far higher power output

ANODE
CURRENT

ANODE
VOLTS

o

GRID
VOLTS

CATHODE
POTENTIAL
CUT OFF
GRID
RIAS

030 90 150190 170
ELECTRICAL DEGREES
ANGLE OF FLOW

360

Fig. 7. The voltages through the
valve and angle of flow in aClass
"C " amplifier.
under Class " C" than under
Class " A" conditions.
Alternatively, for a given power output
much smaller valves can be used
if operated in Class " C" than
would be possible if Class " A"
working were employed.
Such then is the Class " C"
amplifier.
It has worked something like a revolution in the technique of radio transmission since
its introduction, and it may play
an even greater part in the developments that the future has in
store.
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TRAINING OPPORTUNITY
full-time course in radio
engineering, conducted under
the Ilankey scheme and lasting six
months, is about to start at the
Borough
Polytechnic,
Borough
Road, London, S.E.i.
Students will ultimately sit for the
Higher National Certificate in Radio
Engineering, and, to qualify for admission to the course, should possess
the Ordinary National Certificate in
radio or electrical engineering, and
some knowledge of radio communication.
City and Guilds qualifications, with sufficient mathematics,
will also qualify for admission.
As the course is starting at once,
immediate application should lie
made by intending students.

A NEW

RESTORING RUSSIAN RADIO
S the Germans fell back before
the Red Army's summer offensive, they systematically destroyed
every kind of wireless equipment,
paying special attention to the rediffusion centres which are widely
used in Russia for relaying broadcasting by wire to the inhabitants
of towns and villages.
A special service was established
by the Soviet Government for restoring radio services in the liberated territories, and skilled radio
mechanics followed closely behind
the army to carry out this task.
Engineer A. Morozov, who has been
in charge of restoration work, pays
tribute to the ingenuity of his staff
in improvising methods of repair,
and proudly claims that in some
localities the relay service has been
put into working order on the same
day as the Germans were driven
out.

A

B.R.E.M.A.
l'HE British Radio Equipment
Manufacturers' Association has
been formed to take the place of the
R.M.A. Equipment Makers' Section
on the Radio Industry Council. The
first meeting of the Association was
held recently and the following
officers
were
appointed :—Chairman,
G.
Darnley-Smith;
ViceChairman,
A.
McVie;
Trustees,
E. IZ. Balcombe, L. D. Bennett and
L.
McMichael.
The
temporary
address of the Association is at Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London,
W.C.2 (Gerrard
7777).
R. P. Browne is acting as Secretary
for the time being.
A
statement
issued
by
the
B.R.E.M.A. estimates that more
than three million homes will need
new receivers after the war and
the industry is commencing to meet
this demand with the provision of

250,000
year.

standard

sets during this

HIGHER AND HIGHER
are believed to lie the
highest frequencies allocated
for specific communication purposes
in the United . States have been
assigned to the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company for experimental use.
Twelve frequency bands, varying
in width from ii to 23 Mc / s, between 1,91.1 m4 Mc / s and 12,511.25
Mc / s have been granted to ( lo'
company for a wide- band radio repeater circuit bet ween New York
and Boston.
The proposed circuit
will be capable of relaying FM, facsimile and television transmissions
as well as telegraph and telephone
communications.
It is planned to erect a number of
repeater stations about 30 miles
apart.
The prototype will have a
power of to watts.

W HAT

SERVICING CERTIFICATE
"n"ORTY-TWO candidates sat for
the first examination for the
Radio Servicing Certificate held by
the
Radio
Trades
Examination
Board in London, Manchester and
Glasgow in May. Nineteen entrants
passed both the written and practrical sections of the examination.
Details of the draft syllabus were
published in our October, 1943 ,
issue.
ARMY

OUT OF THE BLACK EARTH
Nature has so planned it that out of black earth
come beautiful flowers and the foods essential to
our very sustenance.
And so It is that from the
the
darkness of the present hour . . . front
suffering and sacrifice of world war . . . will
emerge a greater degree of understanding among
Mel, . . . more freedom for
untold millione . .
and advanced ideas to make man's burdens lighter
and life more enjoyable. /tentage, like so many
other maimfactming moacerns, has been broadened
by the experience of war production, has employed
its engineering skill and manufacturing
facilitlea tu create new products, the principles of
which will be reflected in Astatie's commercial
and civilian products of a new day.

THE
ASTATIC
YOUNGSTOWN,
TORONTO,

Exclusively Represented by

Frank Heaver Ltd.

KOME SAFELY—
THANKS TO RADIO
THE
far
reachin
g achievements
of
the electronics industry are being
made
avallableto the Armed
Forces in ever Iricreas-

SIGNALS

EADERS in the London area
take the opportunity of
seeing the exhibition of Army Signals at Charing Cross underground
station which is open daily until
Oct. ist. Features of the exhibition, which is staffed by R. Signals,
include
a communications
diagram of an armoured division, in
which there are 1,500 sets, and
working exhibits of a morse training
set and high-speed wireless telegraph
apparatus.
WHAT

A occasion
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K
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ing quantities.
Crowe is proud of its
prov•n ability to
produce
precisely
mad•
electronic
control
mechanisms
in large numbers.
Siettalvelir RdynuereiM ar

Frank Heaver Ltd.,
Slimly Rost,
Maori
1. Drum.

SAY

— We
had
a short while ago to
suggest to F.C.C. that . . . they
ought to set up machinery to issue
amateur licences at the rate of about
ten thousand a month for the first
year or so after our resumption,
with an easy hundred thousand
hams by the end of, the year and a
quarter million in a few years.—
American Radio Relay League.
PEACE ON EARTH. — If nations are
to live in peace with one another . . .
they must know and understand one
another, and without freedom of
communications such knowledge and
MERICAN

CORPORATION
OHIO,
U.S.A.
CANADA.

AMATEURS.

•

CRONAME
RADIO COMPONENTS
CROWE NAME PLATE AND
MANUFACTURING CO.
C.-F-'1CAGC... ILL

U

S A.
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World of Wirelessunderstanding is impossible. . . .
Accordingly it is up to us now to
think and plan for a better world

communications system .-J. L. Fly.

an opportunity given no other new
industry in all industrial history. It
has the opportunity to start afresh,
in the hiatus of war, and soundly

chairman of the U.S. Federal Communications Commission.
A FRESH START.- Television has

NEWS IN ENGLISH FROM ABROAD
Country : Station
Algeria
UNR ( Algiers)

Metres
9.535
9.610

31.46
31.21

America
WLWK ( Cincinnati)..
WNRA (New York)..
W000 ( Wayne) ..
WCBX ( Brentwood)..
WGEX ( Schenectady)
WGEA ( Schenectady)
WGEO ( Schenectady)
WLWO ( Cincinnati) ...
WRUL ( Boston) ..
WOOW ( New York)..
WCBN ( New York) ..
WGEA ( Schenectady)
WGEX ( Schenectady)
WBOS ( Boston) ..
WCBC ( New York) ..
WOOC ( New York) ..
WNBI ( New York) ..
WRUW ( Boston) ..
WNRI (New York) ..

6.080
6.100
6.120
6.170
6.190
7.000
7.250
7.575
7.805
7.820
9.490
9.530
9.550
9.570
9.590
9.650
9.670
9.700
9.855

49.34
49.18
49.03
48.62
48.47
42.86
41.38
39.61
38.44
38.36
31.61
31.48
31.41
31.35
31.28
31.09
31.02
30.93
30.43

WLWO ( Cincinnati) ..
WRUW ( Boston) ..
Mate ( Brentwood) ..
WGEA ( Schenectady)
WGEX (Schenectady)

11.710
11.730
11.830
11.847
11.847

25.62
25.57
25.36
25.32
25.32

Daily Bulletins ( BST)
0915, 1200, 1500*
1500*

WOOW (Wayne) ..

11.870

25.27

WBOS ( Boston) ..
WRCA ( New York) ..
WRRI (
New York). ..

11.870
11.893
13.050

25.27
25.22
22.99

WRUS ( Boston) ..

15.130

19.83

WNBI ( New York) ..
WOOC ( Wayne) ..
WBOS ( Boston) ..
WLWK ( Cincinnati)..

15.150
15.190
15.210
15.250

19.80
19.75
19.72
19.67

WCBX ( Brentwood)..

15.270

19.65

WGEO ( Schenectady)

15.330

19.57

WRUW
WRUW
WRCA
WLWO

( Boston) ..
( Boston) ..
( New York) ..
( Cincinnati) ..

15.350
17.750
17.780
17.800

19.54
16.90
16.87
16.85

WCBN ( New York) ..
WGEX ( Schenectady)
WXRA ( New York) ..

17.830
17.880
18.160

16.83
16.78
16.52

0600, 0700
0500, 0600
0300, 0400, 0700, 0800
0700
0300, 0400, 0500, 0600
0500, 0700
0700
0600, 0700, 0800
0800
0300, 0700, 0800
0800
0900, 1000, 1100, 1200
0000, 0100, 2200, 2300
0900, 1000
0900, 1000
0100, 0200
0900, 1000, 1100, 1200
0800
0100, 0200, 0300, 0400,
0700
2000,* 2100, 2200
1300, 1400, 2000*
1200, 1430, 1530, 2000*
1900
1100, 1200, 1300, 1400,
1500,* 1600
0100, 0200, 1300, 1630,
2100
1100
1000, 1100, 1200, 2000*
1200,
1300,
1500,*
1630, 2300
1300,
1400,
1500,"
1600, 1700, 1800
1500,* 2000*
1300, 1630, 2100
1300, 1400, 1500*
1400,
1500,*
1630,
1800, 1900, 2000,*
2100, 2200
1200, 1430, 1530, 2000,*
2045
1300, 1400, 1630, 184)0,
2000,* 2100
2000*
1600, 1800
1500*
1300,
1400,
1504),*
1630, 1800, 1900
1430, 1530, 2000*
1900, 2100
1500,* 1630

7.244)
9.580

41.45
31.32

1515
1515

15.167

19.78

1200

Australie
VLI4 ( Sydney)
VLG ( Melbourne)
Belgian Congo
Leopoldville
Brazil
PRL8 (
Rio de Janeiro)

11.715

25.61

2030t

China
XGOY ( Chungking) ..

9.635

31.14

1500, 1700, 2130

Ecuador
HC.113 ( Quito)

12.455

24.09

0000, 2030

Country : Stauon

lm 5

metres

Daily tsunetins tibl )

Egypt
..

7.510

39.94

1845, 2100

French Equator ial Africa
FZ1 (Brazzav ille) ..

11.970

25.06

1945, 2145

India
VUD3 ( Delhi
VUD4
VUD8
VUD6
VUD9
VUD3 . .

..
..
..
..

7.290
9.590
9.630
11.790
11.870
1.5.290

41.15
31.28
31.15
25.45
25.27
19.62

0800, 1300, 1550
0800, 1300, 1550
0800, 1550
0800
1550
1300

..
..
..
..
..

Iran
EQB (
Tehera i)

..

6.155

48.74

2225

Mozambique
CR7BE ( Lou eneo
Marques)
.. ..

9.830

30.52

2050

Newfoundland
VO'SH ( St. J >Mes) ..

5.970

50.25

2315

11.750

25.53

16(5

..

11.040

27.17

2000

Spain
EAQ (
Aranju 2) ..

9.860

30.43

2050t

9.535
11.705

31.46
25.63

2220
1700

Switzerland
NER3 (
Selot rzenburg) 6.345
HER4
, . ..
11.775

47.28
25.48

2050
2050

Palestine
Jerusalem

.. ..

Portugal
CSW6 ( Lisbon )

Sweden
SEC ( Motels.)
SBP

..
..

Syria
E (Beirut)

..

8.035

37.34

1735

..

9.465

31.70

1800

..

6.980
7.300

42.98
41.10

7.322
8.940
9.480
9.860
10.445
11.830
11.950
12.190
12.260
15.040
15.230
15.570

40.92
33.56
31.65
30.43
28.72
25.36
25.11
24.61
24.47
19.85
19.70
19.05

0015
1800, 1900, 2000, 2100,
2200, 2300
1800
1240
0100, 0200
1249
0545, 1240
1600
0100, 0200, 2347
1240
1210
2347
2347
1300, 1340, 1420, 1700

Vatican City
II

5.970

50.25

2015

Algiers
Athlone

..

kc s
i, 17ti
565

Metres
255
531

..

823

Turkey
TAP (
Ankara)
U.S.S.R.
.NIOSCOW

Tunis ..

It should be noted that the times are EST-one hour ahead of GMT.

.

.

* Sundays only.

365

.

1200, 1500
1340,
1845,
2200*,
2210t
0000, 2200, 2300

t Sundays excepted.

Wireless World
¡Man its own future. . . . Television
before the war needed a shade more
technical improvement, and most
engineers agree that in this war it is
getting it.—" Fortune" Magazine.

IN BRIEF

•

Naval
Scientists.—Engineers
and
research workers in the various experimental and development sections of the
Admiralty have now been embodied in
a new organisation—the Royal Naval
Scientific Service. This purely civilian
service will be under the control of
C. S. Wright, Director of Scientific
Research.
New
Wavelength.—The
B.B.C.'s
transmission for the Allied Expeditionary Force is now being radiated on
514.6 metres 1583 kc/s) instead of 285.7
metres. The new wavelength has allocated to France under the Lucerne
Plan and was used by the P.T.T.
Station AlpesGrenoble.
Far Eastern War News.—In preparation for the expected increase in news
- when the war against Japan is intensified, a high-power radio transmitter has
been opened at the headquarters of the
/.4th Army, from which messages sent
by war correspondents on the Far
Eastern front will be received in
London within a few minutes.
A
second transmitter is being installed in
Ceylon, and when this is ready the two
transmitters will be capable of handling
r6o,000 words a day.
Alternative Route Open.—To provide
an alternative route for transmission ol
messages from London to Australia,
Cable and Wireless have now opened a
new wireless relay station at Colombo,
Ceylon.
The station is for use when
the direct London-Australia beam is
unusable, due either to magnetic disturbances or o.vercrowcillig.
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Awards
to Radio Officers.—First
Radio Officer H. W. H. Norcliffe has
been made a Member of the Order of
the British Empire as a commendation
for great courage shown by him in enz
deavouring to extinguish the fires which
raged in his ship after it had been
torpedoed.
Senior Radio Officer R.
Stewart and Chief Radio Officer J. V.
Watson sacrificed their lives when they
remained at their sets to send out
distress signals as their ships sank.
They have been posthumously awarded
the Lloyd's War Medal for bravery
at sea.
U.S. and India.—Negotiations by the
British and Indian Governments have
resulted in the opening of a new direct
radio telegraph circuit between United
States and India.
Press Traffic Record.—The twelfth
‘veek of the Battle of France, in which
the liberation of Paris took place,
resulted in a new high record of Press
wordage handled by Cable and Wireless, a total of 1,988,290 words being
forwarded by them to all parts of the
world.
Brit.I.R.E.—Owing to the cancellation of the annual general meeting of
the Brit.I.R.E., arranged for September
1st, Leslie McMichael, the presidentelect,
will deliver his presidential
address at the meeting of the Midland
Section on September 27th at the
Imperial Hotel, Birmingham.
Institution
of
Electronics.—At
a
meeting of the North-West Branch of
the Institution to be held at 6.3o on
October 27th, 1944, at the Reynolds
Hall, College of Technology, Manchester, Dr. J. A. Darbyshire will
lecture
on
Hot Cathode
Mercury
Vapour Rectifiers. Non-members may
obtain tickets from L. F. Berry, 14,
Heywood Avenue, Austerlands, Oldham, Lancs.

THE " FLUXITE

QUINS" AT WORK

This set's the real thing,

declare

You can almost imagine you're there.
Hear the guns mighty roar" . . .
Then cried EH from the floor,
What that set needs is FLUXITE, I'll swear "

•

See that FLUXITE is always by
you — in the house — garage —
workshop — wherever speedy
soldering is needed. Used for
over 30 years in Government
works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers—in tins, 8d., 1/4 & 2/
8.

•
Ask to see the FLUX ITE
SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING
SET—compact but substantial—
complete with full instructions,
7/
6.

•

TO CYCLISTS!
Your wheels will
NOT keep round and true unless the
'spokes are tied with fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes
a much stronger udieel. It's simple—with
FLUXITE—hut IMPORTANT.
The FLUXITE GUN
puts FLUX ITE where
you want it by a
simple pressure.
Price I6, or filled, 26.
ALL

ECHANICS WM

FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
FRONT LINE P A. During the battle of France the Allied Forces made
considerable use of public address equipment.
In addition to giving
instructions to the inhabitants of the towns and villages it has been
employed by the U.S. Army in it's psychological warfare. This photograph,
taken in.St. Malo, shows Americans calling on snipers to surrender.

Write for Book on the ART OF
SOFT' .
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.
Price id. each.

FLUXITE LTD.
Dept. W.W.), Bermondsey Street, S.E.1
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BAIRD " TELECHROME"

Cathode-Ray Colour
and Stereoscopic
Television Receiver

T

HE difficulties of research
and development under
wartime conditions have
not sufficed to deter Mr. J. L.
Baird from his pursuit of a commercially practicable stereoscopic
colour television system. Between
1941 and 1943 he demonstrated
three optical projection methods
of transmitting pictures in colour
and three dimensions,* each of
which was a noteworthy step forward in quality and realism but
suffered from the limitations
either of being restricted to individual viewers, involving the
use of revolving shutters or lacking brilliance through loss of light
in filters.
All these objections have been
successfully overcome in his latest
system,
termed
the " Tele chrome," in which the picture is
viewed directly on the screen of
a cathode-ray tube as in conventional television receivers.
The
fluorescent screen is a thin mica
disc coated on both sides and
mounted inside a spherical bulb.
One side is coated with blue-green
and the other with orange-red
fluorescent material and
tw6
cathode-ray beams from " guns "
sealed into opposite sides of the
containing bulb provide separate
excitation for the back and front
surfaces.
• See Wireless
February 2943.

World,

February, 1942

and

With this type of cathode-ray tube, in which the picture may be viewed
on both sides of the screen, the potential size of the audience is doubled.
The transmitter employs 600line triple-interlaced scanning and
arevolving disc interposes orangered and blue-green filters for alternate frames. The 3: 2 relationship between colour and frames
ensures that large areas of any one
colour do not show line striations.
At the receiver the two colour
elements combine to give apicture
in natural colour, which, in one
form of tube can be viewed from
both sides, though one group of
viewers in this case get a reverse
image of the original scene.
By scanning alternate frames
through the mirror system described in this journal dated February, 1942, and viewing the

resultant
displaced
images
throíigh spectacles with the corresponding colour filters for the left
and right eye, excellent stereoscopic depth of vision is obtained.
Colour can be combined with
stereoscopic vision in this system
by further breaking up each frame
into colour elements, but the resultant picture is in the nature of
a compromise and it would seem
that for the time being it would
be better to use either colour or
stereoscopic
effects
separately
according to the nature of the programme material.
Advantages
of the present
system are that it does not call for
a wider frequency band than that
used in pre-war
television transmissions; and the
non - stereoscopic
pictures can be
received in monochrome on existing television
receivers.
Given a wider
channel width
the system could
Complete receiving
equipment showing
tube designed for
viewing from one
side only.

Wireless World
Baird " Telechrome "—
be extended to use three colour
elements by using a screen of
transparent plastic material with

front surface, as in the two-colour
system.
Another improvement in course
of development is a scanning
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yoRTENN
50 WATT

AMPLIFIE R
CHASSIS

Schematic arrangement of cathoderay tubes used in
the Baird " Telechrome " system ;
(a) two-colour, (b)
three- colour.

(a)
a series of parallel ridges moulded
in the back surface. One side of
each ridge would then be coated
with green and the other with
blue fluorescent material, the red
coating being used for the plane

BOOK
Physics and Radio. By M. Nelkon,
B.Sc. Pp. 388+ XIII; 507 figures.
Edward Arnold and Co., 41,
Maddox Street, London, W.x.
TN this book the author has given
±
an account of the fundamental
physical principles of radio. The
book has an unusual but attractively wide scope, and in addition
to the usual sections on Ohm's law,
inductance, capacitance, tuned circuits and AC theory, there are
chapters on magnetism and electromagnetism,
electrolysis,
electrostatics, light, sound and the mechanism of propagation; in each the
author has carefully pointed out the
connection between the subject and
radio. In the chapter on sound, for
example, useful comparisons are
drawn between the stationary sound
waves
in an
organ pipe and
stationary electromagnetic waves in
aerial wires. In Chapter XXIV the
similarity between the refraction of
light in glass and the bending of
electromagnetic waves in the ionosphere is pointed out.
9
The work on valves and circuits
generally is straightforward: there
are chapters on basic principles of
valves, the triode, the tetrode and
pentode, the valve as a voltage
amplifier, the valve as an oscillator
and the power output stage. It is
always easy to find apparent omissions in books such as this which
cover such a vast amount of know-

(b)
system in which successive lines
instead of successive frames are of
different colours.
If the number
of lines is made a non- multiple of
the number of colours, all traces
of flicker should be removed.

REVIEW

The new Vortexion 50 watt
amplifiely is the result of over
seven years' development with
valves of the éL6 type. Every
part of the circuit has been carefully developed, with the result
that 50 watts is obtained after
the output transformer at approximately 4% total distortion.
Some idea of the efficiency of the
output valves can be obtained
from the fact that they draw
only 60 ma. per pair no load, and
160 ma. full load anode current.
Separate rectifiers are employed
for anode and screen and a
Westinghouse for bias.

ledge in a comparatively small
amount of text, but there seems no
doubt that this book would have
been improved by the inclusion of
some circuit diagrams of complete
"straight "- receivers and amplifiers
Similarly, the inclusion of some
mention of the superheterodyne
principle would, in view of its widespread application, have been an
The response curve is straight
advantage. Apart from these omisfrom 200 to 15,000 cycles in the
sions there is little to criticise
standard model. The low freSome may claim, in Chapter I, that
quency response has been purit is illogical to lead off with
posely reduced to save damage
"effects of an electric current" on
to the speakers with which it
p. r, and to define a current as an
may be used, due to excessive
electron flow on p. 4.
movement of the speech coil.
Each chapter closes with a summary of the most important points
A tone control is fitted, and the large eightcontained in it and a set of exersection output transformer Is available to
cises, descriptive and numerical in
match, 15-60-125-250 ohms.
These output
lines can be matched using all sections el
character. Answers to the numerical
windings,
and
will
deliver
the
full
response to
exercises are given at the end of the
the loud speakers with extremely low overall
book. Too few books have been
harmonic distortion.
written with the aim of emphasising
the physical background of radio, PRIOE (with 807, etc. type valves) $ 18.10.0
and Mr. Nelkon is to be congratuPhu 25% War Increase
lated on making this excellent
MANY
HUNDREDS
ALREADY IN USE
attempt to fill the gap.
S. W. A.
Supplied only against Government Contract,

GOODS FOR

EXPORT

The fact that goods made of
raw materials in short supply
owing
to war
conditions
are
advertised in this Journal should
not be taken as an indication
that they are necessarily available
for export.

VORTEXION LTD.
257, THE BROADWAY.
WIMBLEDON,------ 5. W.19.
•
L/E3e,/,, 2814
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"AESTHETICS OF SOUND
REPRODUCTION"
Replies to Readers' Queries arid a Postscript

T

HE following notes are in
tended to deal with most oi
the points raised by correspondence arising from the article
under the above title in the July
and August issues of this journal.
It is hoped that the information
given will avoid the necessity of
letters having to be written and
answered on technical matters.
A number of readers require information on the 3-henry aircored choke. Fig. i gives a simplified version of the original design suitable for amateur construction. The coil former is an
assembly of five 3¡in. diameter
laminated bakelite
dine kin.
thick, spaced by four ikTh. diameter discs tin. thick.
These
latter could be hardwood, ebonite
or the like. The whole is held together by a 2BA stud and nuts,
and large washers should be used
against the outside cheeks to support them. The former is then
wound full with 40
SWG enamelled
wire.
Taps are conveniently
brought out at the end of each

WIND FULL
W IT F1 40 SW.G.
ENAMELLED
COPPER WIRE

Fig. 1. Constructional details of
a3H choke, suitable for amateur
construction, which can be relied
upon to give good results in the
circuit described in the original
article.
section.
It will be appreciated
that the first slot should be filled,
then the second, and so on.
A suitable control unit external

By H. A. HARTLEY

paragraph) the rejector circuit
should be I., IC9, and in line 16
of the third column, the grid circuit referred to should be VI, not
V9.
Iam sorry that Icannot undertake to offer critical comments on
readers' equipment.
Such requests do really miss the point of
my contribution, which was to express a point of view on musical
reproduction. My argument was

to the cabinet is indicated in
Fig. 2.
The components shown
are mounted on a small metal
panel, and the back of the panel
and the components are enclosed
in
a moderately
substantial
screening box. The various leads
connecting the controls to the
radiogram are of good-quality
single-way screened flexible wire,
the
screening
METAL PANEL AND SCREENING SOX
braiding being
bonded at each
end, and used
I
C9
as the earth return. The leads
RADIO' I
can be up to
SI
C8
'GRAM
about 6ft. long
without noticeably impairing
t.h e performIS2
To L2 CIG
ance
of
the
to 1
4'
complete instruTO C6
ment. Such an
To TI
external control
TO VI GRID
box
is
very
convenient, and
well worth the
trouble of makFig. 2. Screening arrangements required when rejector
ing
carefully.
circuit is mounted outside the cabinet as a remote
The
co mpocontrol unit.
Co must be insulated from panel.
nents are numthat " high fidelity" was not
bered to agree with the numbers
enough, and I gave a slightly
on the complete circuit diagram
philosophical thesis on the artistic
which appeared in the August
reproduction of music.
In the
issue.
course of my argument I pointed
At this point it might be as well
out that the basis was equipment
to clear up one or two obvious
capable of reproducing all freerrors or omissions which found
quencies equally between 32 and
their way into the original article.
xo,000 cycles per second, and
In the circuit ( Fig. 3) on page 237
of the August issue a blocking
purely as a matter of convenience
to my readers I gave a descripcondenser should be inserted betion of an instrument which I
tween the " Radio " contact of Si
had designed myself as a basis
and the junction of L2 and C16
for my experiments.
My conto keep DC out of the coupling
4ibution is not a " constructional
transformer primary and to preserve the correct DC cathode load
article," and the description of
my own radiogram is not an
in the detector stage. In my set
essential part of my thesis.
In
this condenser has a value of
these difficult times I just have
0.5 µF. The current rating of the
no idea where the various special
5-volt heater winding for the recbits and pieces can be obtained.
tifiers should be 4 amps., not 2
To get my own instrument comamps., as stated in the list of
pleted I had to exercise all the
component values.
On page
guile I could muster, and I can
236 (last line but one of first

WIRELESS WORLD
only recommend my readers to
do likewise.
Choosing records is not quite
such a pig-in-a-poke as it used to
be, provided certain points are
borne in mind.
Nearly all the
records of American orchestras are
poor recordings in varying degrees. This, apparently, is due to
the fact that American radiograms
are all bottom and no top, so the
records are all top and no bottom.
Unfortunately, this cannot be
remedied by cutting top and
boosting bass, for the top is so
distorted and scratchy as to be
painful. " Attack " is poor, and
the piano sounds like a cross between a harpsichord and a banjo.
On the other hand, new English
recordings are good and sometimes superb.
H.M.V. records
numbered C3000 and upwards,
and Columbia DXr000 and upwards are generally a safe buy,
and no doubt certain Decca
records are equally good, but I
have not tried them on my own
machine.
The British Council
H.M.V. records are all good, and
Dr. Sargent and the Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra, and Barbirolli with the Hallé Orchestra
on Columbia have mastered the
art of making records.
I can
specially recommend Dohnanyi's
"Variations
on. a
Nursery
Tune" (Col. DX1148-1150) and
Ireland's " London Overture"
(Col. DX1'55-1'56). The fill-up
on the latter work is Johann
Strauss' " Radetzky
March,"
which has the most amazing bass
drum recording I have ev.er
heard.
An extraordinarily impressive record, and a certain
favourite if you want to show
that your speaker is " the real
thing," and you don't suffer from
"boom."
BRIT.I.R.E. GRADUATESHIPS

the eighty-eight candidates
OF who
sat for the May, 1944,

gradtrateship examination of the
British Institution of Radio En•
gineers, eighteen were successful.
The examination was held in fourteen centres in Great Britain and
abroad and, for the first time, in a
prisoner-of-war camp in Germany.
It is understood a few overseas
papers have not yet arrived.
The examiners state that although
the papers showed considerable improvement on previous examinations in physics and the specialist
subject, the majority of candidates
failed to bbtain adequate marks in
radio engineering.
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The World of Tomorrow.
IUST as the

J

reliability and

ingenuity

of BULGIN RADIO PRODUCTS have

been proved in the stress of War, so in the
World- of Tomorrow Industry can safely
trust us with their component problems
and requirements.
The return of Peace will find us ready
to ease a large part of your production
difficulties.

Our

background of 21

technique,
years

solely devoted to the
essential

components,

of

with

manufacture
will

a

experience
of

safeguard

your trade mark.
(Please quote priority and Contract Nos.)

"The Choice of Critics"

Registered Trade Mark

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., BYE PASS RD., BARKING, ESSEX
Radio and Electrical Component Manufacturers.
TEL.: RIPPLE WAY 3474 ( 5 Unes).
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RECENT INVENTIONS
PERMEABILITY TUNING
•

THE outer surface of the sliding core
J. S of a variable tuning inductance
L is partly covered with longitudinal
strips P of thin conducting material.
This serves to increase the inherent
capacity between the windings of the
coil as the core S is moved inwards,
and, by reducing its natural frequency,
to increase the effective tuning range
of a coil having a given ratio of length
to diameter.
The total shunt capacity, indicated
by C, also includes the grid-cathode
capacity of the input valve V, which
tends to lessen the full effect of the
strips P; it is therefore better to connect the grid of the valve to an intermediate point along the coil, instead of

A Selection
of the More Interesting
Radio Developments
go cycles and the N-signal; the SW
quadrant by 150 cycles and the A-signal; and the SE quadrant by 15o cycles
and the N-signal.
Standard Telephones and Cables,
Ltd. (assignees of A. Alford). Convention date ( U.S.A.) December 17th, 1941.
No. 560 36 4.

PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS

T

' Permeability tuner.
to the end as shown. In practice the
capacity C is supplemented by a small
variable condenser for fine tuning.
The strips P tend to prevent the
magnetic
flux
from
leaving
the
powdered-iron core except at its end;
they also tend to cut down the intensity of the electric field inside the
core, and so reduce dielectric losses.
It is stated that the overall tuning
range can be still further enlarged by
connecting the strips P at one end to •
a common lead, which is earthed.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (Assignees of W. van B. Roberts).
Convention date ( U.S.A.) July 30th,
'1941. No. 559718.

RADIO COURSE INDICATORS

quadrant in which a
THEpilotparticular
may find himself when flying

to or from a radio beacon is indicated,
without
ambiguity,
by
using
an
auxiliary trio of directive aerials, set
at right angles to the first, for radiating, some of the distinctive signals.
The main aerial system radiates two
overlapping beams, one carrying a
go-cycle and the other a r50-cycle note,
whilst the auxiliary aerials are supplied,
through a reversing switch, with the
usual A-N signals superposed on a
r,000-cycle frequency. The carrier frequency is radiated only by the centre
dipole of the main aerial, the other
dipoles of the system being fed through
balanced modulators with the 'sideband
components only of their respective
signals.
The resulting space-pattern surrounding the beacon is then such that the
NW quadrant is dominated by go cycles
and the A-signal; the NE quadrant by

HE active surface of a selenium or
copper-oxide cell is deliberately
ribbed or corrugated, or otherwise made
non-planar, in order to increase the
effective area of contact, and therefore
the response of the cell, to light rays
which arrive at right angles to its
general plane. Alternatively, by making
the corrugations saw-toothed, or similarly asymmetric in cross-section the
cell can be made to give maximum
response to rays which arise either at
a selected angle to the normal or from
a given direction in azimuth.
The selenium is laid over a thick
metal base-plate and its upper surface
is shaped or corrugated by a suitably
cut die.
An outer coating of translucent metal, only a few molecules
thick, is then sputtered over the
selenium and over a thick peripheral
rim of metal, which forms the second
current-collecting electrode.
As the
translucent coating is of high resistance
a few radial grooves are formed in the
non-planar surface in order to provide
straight paths of minimum resistance
for currents flowing from the centre of
the cell to the rim electrode.
Sangamo Weston, Ltd.
Convention
date ( U.S.A.) April 3rd, 1942.
No.
560652.

REPRODUCTION IN

COLOUR

MATURAL colour effects are repro-1N duced by interposing between the
object and a primary recording device
(such as a photographic negative) a
filtering system which consists of a
light polariser and analyser placed on
opposite sides of a disc of birefringent
material, such as regenerated cellulose.
For a four-colour system, this disc is
divided into equal quadrants, each of
which has a different thickness and
molecular orientation from its neighbour. The projected light is thus split
up, by the different refractive elements,
into four spatially displaced images,
which respectively contain, say, the
red, green, yellow and blue colour
contents of the original picture.
By rotating the optical system, the
spatial distribution of the colours can
be varied in a cyclic sequence.
For reproduction, a similar optical
system, synchronised with the first, is
interposed between the primary record
and the viewing screen. The invention
is described as applied to coloured

cinematography, but is stated to be
equally applicable to television, in
which case the " primary record" is
the electric image formed on the mosaic
screen of a cathode-ray transmitter.
B.
T. Hewson and A.
Locan.
Application date August 13th, 1942.
No. 561425.

SHORT -WAVE AERIALS

A

aerial
with
omnidirectional
N
properties, say in the horizontal
plane, consists of a pair of sheet conductors wound spirally to form adouble
ramp about a vertical mast, which also
serves as a coaxial feeder.
One edge
of the spiral sheet A is connected to
the outer tube B of the mast, whilst
the sheet Ai is similarly attached to
the inner coaxial line Br, passing
through insulated slots (not shown) cut
in the outer tube. Parts of the spiral
surfaces which are separated in space
by a quarter-wavelength are thus enerquadrature. The figure
gised in phaseillustrates one complete spiral of an
assembly which may comprise several
such turns in series.
In effect, the aerial is generated by
rotating a half-wave dipole and simultaneously moving it along the vertical
mast. The directional response is therefore the sum of an infinite number of

(a)

())

Omnidirectional aerial.
figure-of-eight loops, thus producing an
omnidirectional effect.
The transmitter or receiver L is
coupled to the mast at a point a
quarter-wavelength above the earth.
This allows the base of the mast to be
grounded as a safeguard against lightning.
Standard Telephones and Cables,
Ltd. (assignees of A. B. Bailey). Convention date ( U.S.A.) November 8th,
1941.
No. 56027z.

The British abstracts published
here
are
prepared
with
the
permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery
Office,
from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price ,
1/- each.
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Over reventy yeters
e.tperienee and
aPe behind theresetuyh
tedvdrirneed
technique of toe% .

side
DOMESTIC •
THE

COMMERCIAL •

MULLARD WIRELESS

SERVICE CO.

INDUSTRIAL •
LTD., CENTURY

SCIENTIFIC •

HOUSE,

SHAFTESBURY

MEDICAL •
AVENUE,

EXPERIMENTAL

LONDON,

W.C.2.

(77

TM)

WIRELESS WORLD

Wharfedale
PUBLIC

ADDRESS

LOUD

SPEAKER

W.12
ALCOMAX

MAGNET

NE

n

of the first large
Speakers
to
be
fitted
with
the
new
ALCOMAX
Magnet,
giving
enormous
magnetic
flux with moderate size ( 12' x 6) and weight (9lbs.).
The entire unit is of robust construction to stand up
to heavy input.
Flux Density I1,500
lines, CM2
Total Flux

130,000

lines

Speech coil impedance
12/15 ohms

LIST

PRICE

135,-

(Priority Orders Only)

WHARFEDALE

WIRELESS
Hutchinson

Lane,

Phone :.Brighouse SU

WORKS

Brighouse,

MICRO-VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
Features which

have

made these

Raymart condensers famous over
many years are :—
•

HEAVY ALL BRASS CONSTRUCTION.

e BALL

BEARING
SPINDLE ( ELECTRICALLY SHORTED).

e CERAMIC ( RP1X) INSULATION.
e FREEDOM FROM END OR SIDE
e SMOOTH OPERATION.

PLAY.

Models available : Standard ( VCX),
Midget ( MCX) Series Condensers,
etc., as listed.
Type 5X
VCI60X
NC15
MC6OX

Price
.. 2/6
.. 4/2
.. 2/9
.. 3/-

Yorks..

Grams : WHABFDEI,

RESPONSE CURVE

OCTOBER, 1944

Type
Price
VC4OX .. 2/10
VC250X
5/TC40
3/6
MC I
20X .. 3/6
MCI5DX .. 2/8

Type
VCIOOX
VC2OD
MCI5X
MC5DX

Price
3/5
3/6
2/8
2/6

..
..
..
..

Further details supplied on application.
Telephone :
Midland
3254

W

CRAFT A. CREED

12

48,

HOLLOWAY HEAD,

BIRMINGHAM,

1.

FP (OU ESC V

e

SIGNALLING
EQUIPMENT
LTD .

Manufacturers of

THE

Small Transformers, Heavy Duty Resistances, Plugs
and Sockets, Fuse Holders, Electric Bells, Buzzers, and
Switches.
Also Plastic Mouldings, Coil Windings,
Light Pressings, Turned Parts, and other components
and accessories for the Wireless and Electrical Trades

SYMBOL of many outstanding

engineering contributions, over

a

Merit House, Southgate Road, Potters Bar
'hon.: Potters Bar 3133.
Telegrams & Cables : Sel. Potters Bar

period of many years, to the cause
of better, more reliable condensers.

\Ailey

SPRAGUE
CONDENSERS

SPRAGUE

SPECIALTIES

103

GROVE

END

— KOOLOHell

CO.,

NORTH

GARDENS,

RESISTORS

ADAMS,
LONDON,

MASS.,
N. W.8

U

TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES
For RELIABILITY
SEND

US YOUR ENQUIRIES

OLIVER PELL CONTROL
ri BRIO& ROVV. BURRAGEROAD.
WOO LWICH.L' '

111
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RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
HNEW
.P. RADIO SERVICES, Ltd., offer new
Shaftesbury portable 8w amplifier, com-

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS. Rate 6/- or 2
lines or less and 3,-for every additional line or part
thereof, average lines 5-6 word.. Each paragraph
charged separately. Prou Day : November issue, first
Post Monday, October 9th. one day earlier at branch
emcee. Box Numbers 2 word., plus 1/.. Deposit
System : particulars on request.
No rupousibility
accepted for errors.

'in •.....• r«ea... ••••••.• • -••...• •••••.. • ......• o......• se...a velleteme...../

plete with microphone, 3Ogns.
THE Ambassador P.A. 143.15w radio-amplifier for industrial, educational and welfare
needs, £27/15/6; Wartime Civilian ac receivers
£12/3/4 ( as supplied permit); new radio les
television) chassis containing approximately 100
useful parts, 29/6; Trophy Six communication
receiver, as new, 18gns; new 6v car radio
receivers, legos complete.
MULLARD universal measuring bridge ac
operated, 15gns.
MULLARD cathode ray tube unit, type B100,
ac
100-250w;
for
monitoring purposes the
B100 unit may be used as a peak voltmeter
or as a modulation depth indicator or voltage
comparator sensitive to amplitude and phase
differences, amazingly low price 12gns ( Incorporates blunted 3M cathode ray tube); 9in
magnetic CR tubes, £ 5 ( seven only); Mollard
ECR30 310 CR tubes, 3gns.
MULLARD E800 cathode ray oscillograph,
£75.
WESTON 0-1 milliampmeters, 31/
2in
overall.
73/6, few only; mains energised 8in p.m.
speakers, leading make, 1,000 ohms, 30/-.
ROLA gin p.m. speakers, 23/6; Sound Sales
hin Auditorium p.m. speaker, £ 5; Wharfdale
Universal
output
transformers,
6/6;
neat
chassis type 5w ac- tic amplifier, 3 valves, £ 6110.
DUBILIER 2 mfd 650v block condensers 4/-,
4 mid 7/3; motor car radio plug suppressors,
2/6 ea; distributor suppressors, 2/6; dynamo
condensers, 3/-; under car aerials, belt type
with straps 17/6. Ward standard type 18/6;
mains trans 4v 350-0-350, 27/6, good make.
BOOKS.-" Radio Inside Out," 4/6; " Radio
Valve Manual," 3/6; " Radio Circuits," 2/-;
" Amplifier Manual," 2/- Valveg-Large selection of British and American valves. ( Regret
very few GT types.)
Microphones.-Meico moving coil, 5gns; Meico microphone transformers.
14/-.
Complete price list ld., s.a.e. with all
enquiries, please.-H.P. Radio Services, Ltd.,
55, County Rd., Walton, Liverpool, 4.
Tel.
Aintree 1445. ( Estab. 1935.) ( 3052
1\TEW Baker's W.W. Quality amp., with all
-)-I
valves and Quality speaker; £ 18; callers
only, London area.- Denny,
73, Eton Av..
Wembley.
[ 3056
UALITY amplifiers, ac 200-250v, 4;4w.
6gns; Ilw, output impedance to requirements, llgns; s.a.e for leaflet-John Brierley,
1, St. Paul's Av., Lytham St. Annes. [ 3055

i
MORE /
1
1
8c
i
/
BETTER /.
i
/ TRANSFORMERS
i
/
1
/ Modern transformer technique
is essentially the province of a

.

specialist.
intimate

.!

supplemented by scientific study
and positive research.

!..

The

Nothing can replace
practical
experience

solution

of individual

pro-

i

1
i

blems has for many years formed
a part of our normal day's work.
i.
i

i
.

i.

i

1

The production in quantity of
PARTRIDGE
TRANSFORMERS
has been built upon the unique

1

knowledge thus accumulated.

1

If transformers are employed in
the equipment you manufacture,

1

we shall be glad to give you the

1

''.

advantage of our experience and
to offer the same efficient service

1

f.
.

that has won the confidence of
the Government Experimental

i

Establishments and of the Leading Industrial Organisations.

1

i
.

i. 91.12

°..

i
.

1

Transformer Manufacturer,
76-78, PETTY FRANCE, LONDON,
S.W.I.
Telephone : ABBey 2244.

1

ARMSTRONG
We are doing our best to
keep your pre-war Armstrong
Receiver in a state of good
repair until such times as we
can resume manufacture and
supply you with a post-war
model.
In the meantime if you need
our help address your enquiry

to

ARMSTRONG (
Radio Service Dept.)
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7
'Phone: NORth 3213.

offer.-Ac/dc Mid. T.R.F. kit of
HENRY'S
parts, med. wave, complete with chassis,

valves, speaker and circuit, nothing else to
buy, excellent results, £ 8110; carr. pd., c.w.o
only.-Henry's, 5, Harrow Rd., Paddington,
W.2.
Pad. 2194.
[ 3074
A MPLIFIERS.-Complete
equipment
for
IA P.A. industrial, dance and stage installations and portable apparatus from 15 to 150w;
1
early deliveries; illustrations and spec, on
i request. -Broadcast and Acoustic
Equipment
Co., Ltd., Broadcast House, Tombland.
Nor
[ 2963
1 wich 26970.
A 1q only.- New 7- valve " Wireless
World " Quality amplifier with tone
control stage, 8watta push-pull triode output,
price includes super Quality triple cone, 12in
permanent magnet speaker with large matched
output transformer and all valves; as above
but with 15watt tetrode output, £ 25/10; ideal
for realistic reproduction for public address,
limited
number available.- Bakers
Elelhurst
Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., S. Croydon. Tel. Croydon 4226 for demonstration.
[2772

4
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Advertisers and buye-s are reminded that under
Defence Regulations 1939, Statutory Rules and
Orders 1940, Number 1689, a permit (T 99 G)
must be obtained before sale or purchase of
electrical and wireless apparatus, particularly such valves and apparatus as are applicable to wireless transmission.

PITMAN
THE COMPLETE MORSE INSTRUCTOR
With

a Section

on

By F. Tait,.

Semaphore.

is. net.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY:
Notes

for

Students.

Compiled by W. E. Crook,

MODERN

is. 6d. net.

RADIO COMMUNICATION
vol. Iand II

By ). H. Seyner, B.Sc. ( Hons.), etc. Each is. 6d. net.

RADIO

SIMPLIFIED

By John Clarricoats.

THERMIONIC

4s. 6d. net.

VALVE

By Emrys Williams.

CIRCUITS

I2s. 6d. net.

ELEMENTARY
HANDBOOK
WIRELESS OPERATORS
By W. E. Crook, A.M.I.E.E., A.F.R Ae.S.

FOR
4s. net

BASIC CALCULATIONS FOR RADIO,
WIRELESS, & ELECTRICAL TRADES
(R.A.F.)
By A. E. Druett, B.Sc. ( Eng.) Lond., A.M.1.Mech.E.
3s. 6d. net.
Some of the books advertised may be temporarily out of
stock when you place an order. If you have any difficulty
In securing copies of Pitman Books through your boolvœller,
write to Enquiry Department, Pitman House, Kinewsy,
London, W.C.2.
Please do not send money when making enquiries

RADIO

BOOKS

£2

RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS--SECOND.HAND
VALVE shortwave receiver, also pick-up.-47, Moore St., Burnley. [ 3036
TIALLIORAFTER " Sky Challenger, ' per
feet; £ 45.-529, Seaside, Eastbourne. [ 3075
tt.l't1.1. Model 869 radiogram; £ 45, or near
offer; recently overhauled.- Box 3216.
HILCO 6-valve Radio Console Model U647;
£20.- Richards, 56, Gowlett Rd., SEIS.
ADIO sets, chassis, components, meters,
-EL etc., for sale; s.a.e.-Grey, 38, New Park
St., Shrewsbury.
[ 3042
.M.V.
10- valve
4- wave
console,
pushbutton, excellent condition.- Gurney, 46,
Douglas Ave., Stoke-on-Trent. [ 3060
ELL S.X.25 Hallicrafter receiver, new 1942.
excellent condition; offers-Nelson, Sherwood, Queen's Prom., Douglas, I.O.M. [ 3047
'MEW
National H.R.O. Senior, with coils,
spkr., and prpk., not had 40 hrs. use;
£80: no otters.- 57, Brutrlands Ave., Sale, Ches.
ClAMBRELL
8- valve
communications
receiver, pre-selector, separate speaker, excellent condition and performance; £ 28.-Gascoine, 23, Nottingham Place, W.I. [ 3061
101).S 12-watt Melody Maker, complete with
it
two speakers and microphone; £ 25, or
without mike £ 20; consider Bin or 10in p.m.
speaker in case in part payment.-Box 3219

You'll remember

4

H

for

LY

ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS
CONDENSER SPECIALISTS
FOR OVER 20 YEARS
Daly ( Condensers) Ltd.
West Lodge Works, The Green, Ealing, W.5
Telephone : Ealing 4841
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SEXTON'S
SALES,

SERVICE,
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SATISFACT(ON

Here It Is." Build the " WIZARD FOUR" radio
receiver.
No Stains Tranaformer, no chokes, no line
,ords
All nomponenta are readily obtainable from
practically any radio dealer. Why wait until after the
war
The " WIZARD POUR" can be built at home
without any previous knowledge of radio construction.
Explicit Iretructions are given, theoretical circuit,
point-to-point wiring diagram, component layout,
and diagram for using alternate valves, 7-pin or octal
Itose, dhowing readily the necessary connections and
Ikt of components with the correct specified values
that are necessary to construct this " WIZARD
FOUR." Thia circuit has been tested to the full and
we recommend the " WIZARD FOUR" to you with
every confidence.
Send for complete instructions,
ns. post paid.
EXTENSION LOUD SPEAKERS. " Role" 3 ohm.
voice coil, size 51n., with trans., 29/6. " Holy " 3 ohm.
voice, le« trans.. else Sin., st PA/-. " CelestIon" Sin..
with trans., at 29/6 each. " Goodman& " 31in. 12 ohm.
voice coil, Ideal for microphones, communication seta.
etc., at 30 ,
-cash. " Celestion " 101n, mains energised
speakers, 2,000 ohms field, 45/. each.
AMERICAN RADIO VALVES.
At Board of Trade
..ontrolled prices.
Types as follows: 257,130T. 5Y3
MO, 1N5. 6138, 606, at 11/- each. 12Q7OT, 6Q7, 75G .
at 11/7 each.
128F5CIT, 61,50T, 6J5CIT, 12J5GT .
IMGT, at 9/2. 6L713. 42, 43, 6F6, 6K7GT, 25A6GT .
at 12/10 each. 6K8G, 68A7, 6A8GT, at 14/- each:
805 (
Magic Eye), at 14/8 each.
Postage 4d. extra,
ELECTRIC IRONS.
200-250 volts AC/DOgras In..
3-31 lb,. In weight, strong wooden handle, with plated
time, connector guard and rest, ground and polished
sole plate, complete with 6ft. heavy flex, at 28/6 each.
Please slate voltage when ordering, very limited
quantity available.
HOT NEWS. American Service manuals: Volume I,
Sparton/Emerson.
Volume
11,
Crossley/Belmont.
Volume 111, Crossley/Belmonl (continuation): each
volume contains comprehensive circuit diagrams and
alignment sheets; complete with all particulars these
booklets contain a large range of popular model ,
exported to this country; all orders will be treated u.
strict rotation—quantity limited; 12/6 per volume.
TERMS
Clash with Order only. Send ld. stamp and
8. t.E. for latest list of electrical and radio secessorie,

J. E. SEXTON & CO., LTD.
164, Gray's Inn

Road, London, W.C.I.

Tel. t Terminus lee and 4842.

MORSE CODI
TRAINING
For Beginners and Operators

IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE
of the value of the Candler
System
of
Morse
Code
training
is given In the
" 24 extracts from students'
letters" included with every
copy of the Candler
"BOOK OF FACTS"
which will be sent you post
free on request.
This book
gives full details of the
JUNIOR Scientific Code
Course for beginners. Teaches
all the necessary code funda-

mentals scientifically.
ADVANCED
H gh-speed
Telegraphing
for
operators who w nt to increase their w.p.m.
speed and improve their technique.
TELEGRAPH Touch Type-writing for speedy
recording of messages and for general commercial
uses.
Here is one example of the value of the Candler
System of Morte Code training.
REMARKABLE PROGRESSIONS. " Isuppose it seems very unusual to be sending you all the
reports on Lessons 3 to 10 together in one letter.
Ihave done this so that you may see the series of
remarkable progressions I have made with each
lesson. I had no knowledge of Code before
taking the Candler Junior Course. Now Ihave
a perfectly spaced sending speed of 26 w.p.m.,
and a receiving speed of 25 w.p.m. A few weeks
ago Iobtained my P.M.G. Special Certificate, and
I am going to sea very shortly as a 2nd Radio
Officer."—Ref. No. 7925.—A.H.M,
Code Courses on Cash or Monthly Payment Terms,
WRITE NOW FOR THE FREE " BOOK OF FACTS"

THE

CANDLER

SYSTEM

CO.

(Room 55W), 121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2,
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. (( 044.)

M-VALVE superhet. a.c. pentode output on
ILP
cellulosed steel chassis, complete with
valves, speaker, new, unused; £ 10.—Box 32.15.
Wanted
receiver,
220 ac.
late
model, in good condition.- Full details.

COMMUNICATION

Box
WE3
offer cash
214.(3064
for good modern communies VV tion
and
all- wave
receivers.—A.C.S.
Radio. 44, Widmore Rd.. Bromley. [ 1541
IBBON microphone, Premier, R.C.A. or
Amperite preferred; also cutting head,
tracking gear.—Watkins, 4, Park End, Stroud,
E buy all types of used radiograms, radios,
amplifiers,
converters,
test
meters,
motors, pick-ups, all radio and electrical accessories, etc.; we call and pay spot cash.—Tel.
Eust. 1966, or Ger. 4447. University Radio,
Ltd., 238, Euston Rd., N.W.1. [2993
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
'MEW
Broadcast
P.M.
loud-speakers,
3
LI
models; 12in. 12watt 15,500 lines,
dia, voice coil; 12in 25watt 18,000 lines,
dia, voice coil; 15in 40watt 18,000 lines, 21/
2in
dia, voice coil; machined and precision built
instruments, Ticonal magnets, detachable diaphrame, die-cast chassis, uniform response,
accuracy, tonal quality, appearance and finish;
superior
standards in
fidelity,
sensitivity,
prompt • deliveries; specifications and illustrations upon request —Broadcast & Acoustic
Equipment Co., Ltd., Broadcast House, Tombland, Norwich.
[2537
only—Brand
1
1
jualryly "
— ii
iludl
ieov;iute ake
permanent
magnet speaker with triple cone, manufactured
by Bakers Bathurst Radio, the pioneer manufacturers of moving coil speakers since 1925,
wide frequency range, even response, ideal for
quality reproduction, fitted with magnet having exceptionally high flux density in the air
gap, suitable for public address equipment
when quality reproduction is first consideration; send 21
/ d. stamp for leaflet giving details
2
of above and constructional details of a new
acoustic chamber designed to extend loud
speaker frequency range- also constructional
details of an infinite baffle cabinet; every
music lover interested in realistic reproduction
should write for leaflet.
£8/15 only.—Brand new Baker super power
cinema permanent magnet speaker with 18in
triple cone of new design, giving wide frequency response free from objectionable resonances; speech is clear and natural and music
is reproduced with exceptional realism; fine
engineering job, extremely sensitive, ideal for
public address equipment when power handling capacity plus realistic reproduction is
required.—Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex
Rd., South Croydon.
Tel. Croydon 4226 for
demonstration.
[ 2'773
LOUDSPEAKERS SECONDHAND
ARTLEY Turner Duode speakers, two
unused, £ 8 each; new Bakers permanent
magnets. 12/-.-33, Baden Rd.. Brighton.
110AMPHONIC
18in
and
field
supply.
mounted
upon
4ft x4ft x12in
polished
walnut baffle, arranged to stand in corner of
room, 12 1
/ ohm voice-coil; whole instrument.
2
£30.—Box 3218.
[3078
DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
-WATT converter, perfect, 210v de to
230v
ac;
£7110;
here.—Uarner,
Pickering Lodge, Timperley, Ches.
ATTERY chargers, Morrison 3 circuit O-6
amps 30v. £ 15; Philips 5 circuit, 0-4
amps, 24v, £ 10; CrYpto ( rotary) 0-2 amps,
50v, £ 8.—Etworthy, 329, Horn Lane, Acton,
W.3.
Tel. Aco 1722.[ 30 51
LL types of rotary converters,
electric
motors, battery chargers, petrol-electric
generator sets, etc., in stock, new and secondhand; supplied against priority orders only.
WARD. 37, White Post Lane, Hackney Wick.
E.9.
Tel. Amherst 1393.
[ 1988
LECTRADIX dynamos and motors at barE4 gain prices, dynamos, ht and It G.E.C.
double current, 6v and 600v, weight 171b,
37/6, pkg. and carr. paid; supplied Eng. and
Wales only; refund 5/- on returned cases; D.C.
motors, 1-5th hp and 114hp de motors, enclosed,
silent, 220 to 250v. 1.500 revs, double-end 1/
2ist
shaft, first grade make, guaranteed, 1-5th hp.
£3110 each; 1/hp. £ 4 each; all carr. paid
Eng. and Wales; others in stock.—Electradix,
214, Queenstown Rd., Battersea, London.
TEST EQUIPMENT
VXCHANGE Ave valve tester for 9.5 cine
1:4
films proj, etc.—Pollards' Radio, Black(3039
pool. B.S.
MI.M.I. All-wave Oscillator, Q2520, complete
124
as new. £ 18;
Epoch Domino 101 1
/.
2
£8/10; B.T.H. elec gram-motor, £5/10.—Ellis,
31. Mortimer Rd., N.1.
[3034
rrESTOSCOPE, indispensable to radio ser.
.L
vice engineers; makes 20 lists; interesting booklet on request; from all wholesalers
or direct; send for leaflet " R.1."—Runbaken,
Manchester, 1.
(2702
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"ENGINEERING
OPIPORTUNITIES"
This
unique
handbook
shows
the
easy
way
to
secure
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
City and Guilds, etc.

WE
GUARANTEE—
"NO PASS— NO FEE."

R
W

£5/

H

Details are given of over 15)
Diploma
Courses
in all
branches of Civil, Mech.,
Elec.,
Motor,
Acre,
Radio,
Television and Production
Engineering, Tracing, Building,
Gort.
Employment,
R.A.F.
Maths., Matriculation, etc.
Think of the future and send
for your copy at once— FREE.
8.1.E.T., 387, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE
17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

HILL & CHURCHILL
BOOKSELLERS

SWA NAGE

DORSET

ENGLISH & AMERICAN
BOOKS IN STOCK ON

RADIO AND
TELECOMMUNICATION
•
CATALOGUE

ON APPLICATION

SPEAKER REPAIRS— I
by Specialists
TRADE ONLY
Bend trade said and Id. stamp for torrent list
published monthly.
We hold as erport license for Northern Ireland.

A.W.F. RADIO PRODUCTS
Borough Milli, Sharps Streets Bradford, Yorks.
Teg.: ans.

500
J3

A Range of Standard sizes
available — mounted or
unmounted.
Special sizes to order.
INSTRUMENTS

Pkose add,,, enqueries to

SALFORD

ELECTRICAL

LTD.

PEEL WORKS, SALFORD. I
Toboieobe.

MAddmirs MOO*,

C•fleNCTOCII,

CM MOM.

»4 Cah, - WnaLCt5. PLVICMOIL -

sown« CO.

LT.. es •1110011.

OCTOBER,

voltage test apparatus for sale, will
E- 1 - test from 500 to 5,000 volts, giving visual
and oral indication of test breakdown, complete with special test prods; suitable for
A.I.D. and Admiralty tests; price £18/10.—
Kentish Electrical Engineering Co., 3a, Mornington St., London, N.W.1. Tel. Eus. 3254.
SCILLOSCOPES, signal generators, m
[3 u
01
6t
5
range test meters, etc.. test gear of everyi
description, British or American, repaired,
serviced, recalibrated.—A. Iluckelsbee, " Hazle.
john," Crofton Lane, Orpington, Rent. [ 3031
Wanted
ANTED, Avometer, Model 40; good price
paid for perfect model.—Box 3213. [3063
NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
‘TORTEXION mains transformers, chokes,
7
etc., are supplied to G.P.O., B.B.C.,
L.P.T.B.; why not you?
Imitated but unequalled; orders can only be accepted against
Government contracts.
VORTEXION,
Ltd.,
257,
The
Broadway,
Wimbledon, London, S.W.19.
Lib. 281.
Wanted
VCR Heayberd charger, new or good second-I; hand gas discharge rectifier valve, Tungar
catalogue No. 68535, type 35, or 68534. type
34.—Box 3191.
[ 2960
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
OILS for filters, tone controls, etc., transformers and chokes wound to your specification.—R. , Clark,
30,
Langland
Crescent,
South Stanmore, Middx.
MORSE EQUIPMENT
[
2688
MORSE practice equipment for class-room
ISE- or individual tuition; keys, audio oscillators for both battery or main operation.—
Webb's Radio, 14, Soho St., London, W.I.
Tel. Gerrard 2089.
[2291
CABINETS
TZ.M.V. gram cabinet; £ 8.—Finglass, Marie
Hill, Cheltenham. [ 3046
ALNUT radiogram cabinet for sale; price
£8115.—Box 3206.
[ 3021
PECIAL offer to clear.—Loudspeaker cabinets,
polished oak, 12/6 and
15/6,
polished walnut, 17/6 each, delivered in any
quantity; any type of radio cabinet made to
order;
send us your enquiries.—Waldenberg
Bros., Ltd., New York Rd., Leeds, 2. [ 3030
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ARGE walnut table cabinets,' 25/-; long
walnut table models,
Ex, Ekco and
McMichael, 1939, £ 2/10; large nndrilled pol.
walnut consoles, £4; Ultra 22 radiogram cabinets, walnut, less lids, £ 2/10; pre-war walnut
beading, pol., 6d. ft. carriage on cabs. 5/,
c.w.o.—M. Carding, 28, Dudley St., Wolverhampton.
•
[ 3019
VALVES
non-B.V.A. and Amati can, list plus tax, many types in stock.
7
The Simplex Four theoretical circuit diagram
of 4-valve m. wave, ac/dc, midget t.r.f. receiver, 1/6 copy; complete kit of parts, minus
cabinet, finest components, £9; midget aerial
and h.f. high gain m. wave, t.r.f. coils, 9/pr.; ditto coils, mi. wave, 11/- pr.; midget
s.w. aerial transformer, and h.f, coil with reaction, mounted on stand-off pillars, 5/6 pr.;
standard coils, t.r.f. reaction, ml. wave, boxed,.
circuit, 12/6: midget chassis, de luxe, 10%x
6%x2in, drilled 4 valves, sprayed grey, 9/6;
chassis,
10x41,4x2in,
5/6;
standard ditto
midget If, chokes, 50-60mA, 7/6; heavy duty
80 mA, 3Ohy, 12/6; 120mA 25hy, 15/-; 300mA, 201iy, 45/-: 0.5hy, c.t..
20mA,
20/-;
midget 3-gang 0.0005mfd condenser, ceramic
insulation, 14/-; standard size 2-gang ditto
condenser, 12/6; paper block condenser, lOmfd,
1,500vw, 20/-;
tubular electrolytic', 2mfd,
350vw, 4/6; 50mfd. 50vw, 3/6; 12mfd, 50vw,
2/6; paper, 0.1mfd, led., 0.01mfd, 8d, 7/- doz;
midget speaker trans. ( pen.), 7/6; standard,
9/-; heavy duty, 10 watt, 20/1, 10/6; line
cord, 60 ohms foot, 0.3 amp, 3-way, 6/6
yard; 2-way ditto, 5/- yard; heavy quality
braided flexible 5-way cable, 2/6 yard: screened
single core, 1/- yard; droppers, 1,000 ohms,
2-taps, 0.2 amp, 4/6; 750 ohms, ditto taps,
0.3 amp, 5/6; wire wound potentiometers, 2,000
ohms, 6/6; midget dials, 4x3%in, in. wave.
station name etc. ivorine 2/-; s.m.l. dials, 7x
Qin, named, etc., 1/6; volume controls with
switch, 5.000ohms and %meg, 6/6 each; knobs,
midget and standard, black and brown. 9d. 8/doz; instrument pointer, 111
4in,
black, 1/3;
toggles, on-off, 3/-; s.p.d.t., .
3/ 6:
4/-;
solder, resin-cored, 4/- lb; field coils, 400
ohms, 5/-; nuts, screws, brass, round heads,
4BA, 7/. gross: paxolin valveholders, all types,
English, American, 9d, 8/- doz; Amphenol,
international octal, 1/-; extension spindles for
standard 1,4M shaft, 9d, 8/- doz; collapsible
mike stands, plated, fully extending, 45/-;
licence N. Ireland; 21/sd. comprehensive list;
s.a.e, enquiries;
postage on all orders.-0.
Greenlick. 34, Bancroft Rd., Cambridge Heath
Rd., London, E.1. Stepney Green 1334. [ 3048
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ROTAX METERS
30 amps. charge, discharge, bakelite case, 19/8
each.
"LEARNING MORSE "
Then purchase one of the new practice Oscillators.
Supplied, complete with valve, on steel chamois,
27/6. Practice key, 3/3. TX key, 5/9. Super
model on wooden hue. 11/6.
High pitched Buzzer. adjustable note, 1111 each.
3-Henry Chokes (as used In Oscillator). If>.
Premier 1-Valve de Luxe Battery Model S.W.
Receiver, complete with 2-volt valve, 4 coils
covering 12-170 metres. Built on steel chassis
and panel, Bandspread tuning. 55/-, including tax.
STEEL CHASSIS
Paddled.
10 08021
pr
p
r
i
i
c
c
e
e1
7/0-16
ea.e
ch h
16 08021"
price 8/6 each
20 x8021'
NEW PREMIER S.W. COILS
4- and 6- pin types, now have octal pin spacing
and will fit Inkernational Octal valve holders.
Type

4-PIN
RangeTYPEPrice Type6-PIN
Range
soPrice
04
9-15 m.
2/8
06
9-15 m.
216
04A
12-26 m.
2/8
06A 12-26 m.
2/6
04B
22-47 m.
2/6
06B 22-47 m.
2/8
040
41-94 m.
2/6
Ofie 41-94 in. 2/6
04D
76-170 m. 2/6
06D 76-170 m. 2 6
04E
150-350 m.
CHASSIS
04F
255-550 m. 3/MOUNTING
040
490-1.000 m. 4/OCTAL HOLDERS
04H 1.000-2.000 in. 4/R
30
evr
.06P
n
r
,
eml
,47
9. 3-Band S.W. Co11.1°d
1
11-.
2
ea
5,25ch
35,
2 Posh Pull Switches to suit above, 9d. each.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS
All-bran construction, easily ganged.
15 romfel.
2/11 100 nurild.
3ill
25 mmtd.
3/3
160 mmfd. .. • . 4/8
40 mmfd.
3/3
250 romtd. .. • . 5/8
Bakelite Dielectric Reaction Condenser, and
Condensers.
0001 mt. 1,3,0003 mi. 2/6, 0005 mt.
2/9 each
0003 mt. Differential
/
1 each
S.W. H.F. Choke, 10-100 m.
21/8
1
Pie wound S.W. Choke, 5-200 in.
2/6 each
Brass Shalt Couplers, ¡In. bore
714. each
Flexible Couplers, tin. bore
1/8 each
SWITCHES
QM& panel mounting, split knob type, 2-point
on/off 2/.. each. Double pole on/off, 3/8 each.
VOLUME CONTROLS
Carban type, 20,000 and 2meg., 3/9 each.
5,000, 10.000, 100,000 and 1megohm, 4/8 each.
Wire Wound Type, 300 and 10,000 ohms. 5/6 each.
Valve Screens for international and U.S.A. type.,
dSolder, 6d. per coil.
Resin-Cored
Push-Back Connecting Wire, 214. Per yard.
Systollex Meeving, Smm.. 2/8 per dos. yards.
Screened Braided Cable, Single, 1/3 per yard.
Twin. 1/8 per yard.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
Grid3
e
ms,
o
3iin. P.M. Speaker, 15 ohms voice
Rola Olin, P.M. Speaker, 3ohm's voice coil, 25/-.
Rola Sin. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms voice coil, 251..
Above speakers are less °Input transformer.
Pentode Output Transformers, 3} watt», price
C
le
Olestionor
'8 each. PlesseiSin. P.M. Speaker, 29/6.
Celestion Min, P.M. Speaker, 49/6.
The above speakers are fitted with output transformers.
PREMIER MICROPHONES
Transverse Current Mike. 11 igh-grade large output
1tei
-pome
45.7.500 cycles. Low hiss
2
Premier Super-Marine Coil Mike. Permanent
Magnet model requiring no energising. Sensitivity 56db. Impedance 25 ohms. Excellent
reproduction of speech and musk. 4515/-.
Microphone Transformers, 10/6 each.
Crystal Mike. Response le flat from 50-5,000 cycles
with aslightly rising characteristic to 8,000 cycles.
Output level in minus 6041,. Price 39/6.
Chromium Collapsible Type Microphone Stand.
5218.
RESISTANCES
Mains Resiatances, litio ohms, .5A Tapped. 360 x
180 x60 x60 ohm», 5/8 each.
1.000 ohm», .2A Tapped. 900, 800, 700, 600,
500 ohms, 5/8 each.
Send for detail» o! other Accessories available.
ALL ENQUIRIES MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A lid. STAMP.

PREMIER RADIO CO.
ALL POST ORDERS TO
nœrLEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPT011
ROAD, LONDON, E.5. (Amherst 4723.)
CALLERS TO :
JUBILEE WORKS or
169. FLEET STREET, E.C.4. ( Central 2833.)

Advertisements.
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A

1MERICAN,
R.C.A.
new
Ac orn
va l
ves,
triodes, 40/•; pentodes, 45/-; cash or
c.o.d.—Frost, 29b, Castle St., Brighton, Sx.
COULPHONE RADIO, New Lo ngton, near
Preston, for a better valve service; all
Tungsram and B.V.A. valves at present manufactured
stock; list price
in
s.
[2821
O UR adaptors will help in replacing unobtainable valves; send 7d. for interesting booklet on valve replacements; trade
enquiries
invited.— VES.,
Radio
House,
Ruislip.
1885
[

wanted

'MEW boxed valves wanted, any quantity,
.4.1
dealers' and service men's co m pl et
e st
oc k
s
*
bought.—J. Bull and. Sons, 246, High St.,
Harlesden, N.W.10.
( 2155
COMPONENTS—SECOND-HAND,
SURPLUS
rILIMINATORS tac 240), a few available;
£4/10
cash.—Napiers,
127,
Prest3
w0i
5
co
k

,.1d

Rd., Ayr,
20
1
12v Ferr, carb, elects; 2 for 1/9,
X7 post free.—Pollards' Radio, Blackpool, S.S.
[
3038
L ARGE quantity assorted insulating panels
and strips for disposal; price £5 pe
or 1/6 per lb.—Box 3207.
r3
[
e
0w
22t
C OILS I—Aerial, hi. trans, medium wave, 5/6
pair; interested quality feeder unit kits?
s.a.e.—BM/ZDDF, London, W.C.1
LECTROLYTICS,
500-«
volt, carton
type, flexible leads, 8/6 each, £4/10
doz.—BM/SIMMIE, London, W.C.1. [3059
SYSTOFLEX, 2m, 228yds red, 168yds black,
and 336yds red-black; 45/- gross, or £ 10
the lot; samples supplied.— Branch, Tinkers
Revel, Pinner Hill, Middx,
TRANSFORMERS, 100vA to 10kvA, [3fu01
4ly
5
shrouded or skeleton type;
quick
deliveries—Midland Transformer Co. ( temporary
address), 80, Albert St.. London, NW.!. [3066
1113.Ms, Bin 19/6, 5in Rolas 18/6, Vol. Contls.
wi. sw. 3/6, less ow, 2/9; 0.3a voltage
droppers, 41.; list and 200p. American Radiomag 6d.—Wilmot, 16, St, Helens Ave., Lincoln,
TRANSFORMERS, 110 to 200 to 250, 100
1watts; 15/6 ea.—London Sound Laboratories, Ltd. 40, South Molton Lane, Bond St.,
W.I. C.o.d, or cash with order; post extra.

E

5000

0,5 MF/600 volts de condensers,
2m wide, Yen deep, 4'/pin high, all
in new condition; best offer required for immediate sale.— General Trade Clearings, 21-41,
Wellington Rd., London. N.W.8. [ 3018
ENRY'S offer: T.C.C. 2mfd. 1,000v wkg.,
7/6; T.C.C. 1,000mfd. 25v wkg., 10/-;
T.C.C. lmfd. 200v wkg., small type, 2/-; 400v
wkg., 3/-; T.C.C. block cond. 450v wkg..
4x4x2x2x2x1x0.5mfd.,
17/6;
3M
wirewound
instrument
rheostats,
500
ohms,
8/6;
med.
wave
T.R.F.
coils,
small
type, 6/6 pr.; med. and long wave with
rear., 8/6 pr.; twin mains h.f. suppressor
chokts, 3/6; Goodmans Whin p.m. speaker,
27/6; trans. to match, 7/6; 0.2 line-cord 2way 750 ohms lengths, 7/6; 500 ohms, 6/-:
trans. for midgets, input 110-230v, output
170-0-170, 6.3v and 5v, 25/-; Westinghouse
h.t.10, 200v 100 m/a. 21/-•, s.a.e. for current
list; call or write.—Henry's, 5, Harrow Rd..
Paddington, W.2, Pad. 2194.
ASICY'S
screwdrivers forrr
grub screws, etc., 4in blades, 1/3; 1-watt
resistances, 36 on a card, from 250 megohms to
1.8 meg. 22/6 card; 3-gang condensers, mounted
on push-button unit with 8 buttons, few only,
27/6. as new; 2mfd 700vw condensers, block
paper type, 2/6; 0.3A mains droppers with
fixing feet, 800 megohms, variable, 5/9; 0.2A,
5/6; 1,000 megohm; knobs all sizes in stock,
7/6 and 8/9 doz.; loz reels, 1,4 and lin insulating tape, 9d. reel; and many other items,
mains and speaker transformers, etc.;
it!.
stamp for price lists.—Lasky's Radio,
370.
Harrow Rd., Paddington, W.9.
[ 2893
METAL rectifiers,
trickle chargers; It.
-15-L metal rectifier, 2v 0.5amp. complete with
suitable trans., makes ideal trickle charger for
2v cell, 13/6, post 7d.; instrument rectifiers
for meters. bridge type, bakelite, best make,
lma, 5ma, 18/6, post 3d.; 10ma, 50ma, 15/6;
trans., rectifier, ballast bulb for 2v to 12v
2.5a charger, 59/6, post 10d.; rectifier only.
34/6. post 7d.; trans. and rectifier for 2v to
12v half amp charger. 34/6, post 9c1.; rectifier
alone, 10/3; trans. rectifier and ballast bulb
for 2v, 6v, 2amp charger, 42/6, post 9d.; ditto
lamp 34/6, ditto half amp 29/6; rectifier only
for 6v half amp charger, 5/9, post 3d.; It.
trans.. prim 230v. sec 10v, 14v. 21v at 2.5
amp, 26/-, post 9d.; Rothermel " Bullet" crystal mikes for stand mounting, reproduction
equal to D104, tilting mount, £ 3, post 9d.;
m.c. mikes, very heavy, robust model in plated
housing. £5/10; miniature crystal mikes for
deaf aids, lapel fitting. 42/6; milliampmeter,
lma, full scale, 65/-; Rothermel Senior bakelite
crystal
pick-ups,
78/9,
post
10d.—
Champion, 43, Uplands Way. London, N.21. •
Tel. Lab. 4457.
[
3013
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sCILON
INDUSTRIAL

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

SOLON
ELECTRIC
SOLDER POT

The
SOLON
Electric
Solder
Pot maintains ¡ lb. solder at working temperature.
Full details are
given in Folder Y.9, which also
describes the range of SOLON
Electric Soldering Irons and the
SOLON
Electric
Insulation
Stripper. Please write for details
of SOLON INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES.
W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH
WORKS CO., LTD.,
WESTCOTT,

DORKING,

SURREY.

W. BRYAN SAVAGE
LTD.
Expert assistance In the solution of
problems relating of
• TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES

•AMPLIFIERS
•POWER UNITS

and Specialised Equipment
embodying
ELECTRONIC

CONTROL

WESTMORELAND RD., N.W.11
COL1NDALE 7131

If there is anything you
need made of

WOOD
WE CAN MAKE IT!

Wholesale only
HIRSH & HYAMS LTD.,
Cabinet Manufacturers

93 HackneyRd.,London,E.2

Bish 4012

Specialists in AMPLIFIER and
EXTENSION SPEAKER
CABINETS

Government Contracts and dub-eontraete undertaken

G

A. RYALL, 36, Huron Rd.', London,
'81.W.17.—Mail order only; no c.o.d. under
20/- please.
T.C.C. 0.1 non-inductive tubul. cond., in Pax.
tubes, type 330, 350v vrks., 7/6 doz.
PAXOLIN strip, 2%in wide, 12in lengths,
3 1/6; short lengths cut group board size,
TWO-WAY screened flexible, good quality, 1/3
yard, 3 yards 2/9; twin screened, high insulation and cotton outer cover 1/9 yard, 4way 2/3 yard.
TEN-WAY cable, good conductors. I/3 yard,
3 yards 2/9.
OCTAL 8-pin plugs with base, complete with
insul. metal cap, 1/3 each, 3 for 2/9.
MORGANITE long spindle 10,000 vol. con.
less switch, 3/9; ihmeg with switch, 4/9.
DIAL plates, oblong, 51/
2x2% approx., Burndept. Farley, Vidor, with station names, 4
sssorted for 1/6.
BURNDEPT 4-band dial, 8x5%, s.w. on lower
halt of scale, 1/6 each.
MICROPHONE capsules by Standard Telephones, 3/9 ea.•, Centralab ye, less switch,
long spindles, 5,000ohms, %meg, 3/9 ea.
INPUT strips, 2inx 3
/ in, 2- way, 2/6 dozen;
4
with terminal screws, 3/3 dozen; anchor or
mounting strips, 2/3 dozen, 5- way.
SPECIAL offer T.C.C. double mica cond.
0.0001 x0.0001 five ( ten condensers) for 1 / 3 ;
Hunts 0.01 mica cond., 1/- ea.; ht chokes on
ebonite bobbin!, 5,000ohma, 1/3 ea.
ERIE colour coded resistances, 2-watt type,
680,
6,800,
140,000,
150,000,
220,000,
470,000, 820,000. 2 1 / 3; Erie 3w, 680, 1/3 ea.
YARLEY type low loss switches, single pole
dt. 2 bank, 2/9, single bank, 2/3.
CLYDON.and Plessey trimmers, 70mm, 2, 1/-,
1,000 and 2,000mm, 2, 1/.; low value oddments 2, 1/-.
TWII4 rubber flexible cable, new, for mains
leads, etc. (one cover), 1/3 yd, 3yds 2/9; pushback connecting
wire,
stranded, 2 colours,
cotton-covered, 12yds 2/3.
[ 3044
" itifEICO " moving coil microphones, mesILL stye all-chronic quality job, £ 5/5; Bin
Permag speakers with transformer, £ 1/10;
8in, leu transformer, £ 11216; mains transformer bobbins, 4v or 6.3v heaters,
17/6;
electric soldering irons, 12/6; 100ma chokes,
10/6; Midget 60ma chokes, 6/6; pentode output transformers, 7/6; multi tap with c.t.,
8/6; twin mains flex, 7/6 doz yds; resin
cored solder, 4/6 lb; 18g te. wire, 4/- lb;
2 m/m sleeving, 2/9 doz yds; 0.2 amp droppers. 4/.; 0.3 amp, 5/6; volume controls, 3/6,
4/6; solder tags, condensers, valve holders,
large stocks valves, etc.; all service requirements; orders above 10/. post free ( mail order
only).—A. Huckelsbee,
Hazlejohn," Crofton
Lane. Orpington, Kent.
(3032

S

017THERN RADIO'S wireless bargains:—
Special offer of latest radio publications:
"Radio Valve Manual," equivalent and alternative American and British types, with all
necessary data, 3/6; " Racito Circuits," fully
illustrated,
receivers, test equipment,
etc.,
2/-; " Services Signalling Manual," Morse, In
ternational
code,
etc.,
1/-; " Amplifiers."
fully
descriptive
circuits,
2/-; ' Radio
Manual," formulas, tables, colour code, etc.,
11-•, Telsen large drives, complete boxed ( tyre
W184), 2/6; reaction conde., 43.0001, 0.00015,
1/9; 2mfd conds., P.O. upright paper type,
used but fully guaranteed, high working voltage, 2/6; Ace P.O. mikes, complete with trans.,
ready for use with any receiver, 7'6: Multiroy,
mica ronda.. 28 capacities in one, from 0.0001
upward', 4/.; crystal detectors. complete. 2 6:
Dr. Cecil crystals, 6d., with catawhisker. 9d.;
push-back wire, insulated, 25yds for 5/-; insulated sleenng, assorted colours, yd lengths.
3/6 dos; single screened wire, doz yds. 10!-:
twin screened wire, 17'. doz Yds; metal cured
coeds.. 0.1+0.1+0.1, high working voltage, 2/6;
power rheostats, Cutler-Harmer, 30 ohms, 4/6;
push-button switches. 3-way 4/-, 8-way 6/- (
all
complete with knobs); escutcheons for G.wa,
PA). switches, 1 / 6; p.b. knee, 6c1.; pointer
knobs ( black or brown), special instrument
type for Sin spindles, 1'-• Erie resistances.
brand new, wire ends, )4, 14, 1 and 2w, mostly
low values, but a very useful selection. 100
for 30I-•, copper earth rods, 18in, 2/6; heavy
duty L.F. chokes. 30hys, 100ma, 250 ohm,
14/, 500 ohms 16/, 1,000 ohms 17/6; we
have for disposal a large quantity of brand new
end, screws, sample lib weight, 5/-; soldering
tags, including spade ends,
6/.
gr;
coil
fornfers, ceramic and nazolin. 7/6 per doz:
special bargain offer of 50 arid. coeds., 20 tubalass, 20 mica ronds., 8 silver mica couds, and
2 electrolytic coeds., all brand new, 47/6 the
parcel of 50; all types of Pyrobit soldering
irons available from stock, chassis mounting
valve holders, English and American types, all
sizes,
1/- ea.;
hundreds more bargains.—
Southern Radio Supply Co., 46, Lisle St.,
London, W.C. Gerrard 6653
[ 3023
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MATRICULATION
bren9sJimcar

Whatever your age, you can now study
the
all-important
Matriculation
Examination at home on " NU PASS—
NO FEE " terms. " MATRIC " is the
accepted passport to all careers, and
opens up opportunities which would
otherwise be completely closed to you.
Ensure the success and security of you
and yours through post-war difficulties
by writing for our valuable " Guide to
Matriculation" immediately — FREE.

for

B.T.I. (
Dept. 114)
354,

Oxford

Street,

London,

W.I.

REWINDS— RADIO SPARES
MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
FIELD COILS,
ARMATURES, INDUCTION & FRACTIONAL
H.P.
MOTORS,
PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
PHILIPS & EKCO CONVERTERS, VALVES
B.V.A. & AMERICAN.
Send S.A.E. for List Special Offers Radi o Sp ares,

A.Des s

P

.261 3 5
Lichfield
Road,
VW•ASTON, BIRMINGHAM, 6

For

high

loud
when

the

good

times

come

again

The

VOIGT PATENTS LTD.

quality

speakers

Silverdale,

C.

Courts,

London,

8.E.28

METALLISED
AND

feitee‘ -gee

G— q>

TINNED

E. & M. DEVELOPMENTS
492,

IPSWICH ROAD, SLOUGH,
24.: SLOUGH 01485.

WARD

L TD "
BUCKS.

ROTARY
CONVERTERS

Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T.
G eeeeee ors,
D.C. Motors,
Frequency
Changers, etc., up to 25 K.V.A.

CHAS.

F.

WARM

17, WHITE POST LANE, HACKNEY WICK, E.9
'Phone: Amherst 1393

O CTOBER,
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HARLES
C

POWER UNITS
Completely
shrouded.
Upright
mounting
as shown.

Set
Replacements, Amplifier
equipment, also inter-stage and
audio output units.
Write for details of complete range.

THE RADIO INSTRUMENT CO.
(CLL. Products),

294, BROADWAY, BEXLEYHEATH,
KENT.
Berleyheoth 3021.

YOU
can become
a first-class
RADIO
ENGINEER
We are specialists in HomeStudy
Tuition
in
Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
qualify
for well - paid
can
employment
or
profitable
spare- time work.

T. 61. C. RADIO COLLEGE
2 The Mall, Ealing, W.5
(Post in unsealed envelope, lid. stamp.)
Please send me free details of your HomeStudy Mathematics and Radio Courses.
NAME
ADDRESS
W.W.88

BRITAIN RADIO ( K. H. Ede)
offers interesting bargains in radio spares.
SERVICE KITS.—See last issue, page 28.
Push button units. 12-way, complete with
knobs and escutcheon, 6/6 ea; Midget tri.
coils, m.w. only, 6/6 pr.; trimmers, 40-50 mint
single, 4/- doz, double 6/- doz; tuning conds,
0.0005 3-gang American and 4-gang Plessey,
8/6 ea; Yaxley type wave-change switches,
3 pole 4 way, 2p 3w 4p 2w, 3/6 ea.
PLATE glass dials, Marconi 4 band 10%x5,
2/6; H.M.V. 3. band 714x4%, 1/6; H.M.V.
x 5,1
,4 vertical, 2/-; Cossor celluloid 714x4 1/
4,
1/6; Midget dials, 3x4. 9/- doz; chokes, 360
ohm 100 mA, 9/6 ea; vol. controls, less
switch,
5,000,
10,000,
25,000,
50,000,
100,000 ohms. 1%, 5/
2 and 1 and 2 meg, 3/. ea;
with switch. V., %. 1 and 2 meg, Central and
Morganite. 6/6 ea.
KNOBS, 1;41n dia, brown, beet qual. brass
insert, 7/6 doz; Cossor knobs ( no grub
screws), 5/6 doz; Multicore solder per llb reel,
5/3; tinned copper wire in %lb reels, 16, 18,
20 and 22 swg, 2/6 per reel; valveholders,
British 5, 7 and octal, American 5, 6, 7 and
octal, 7/6 doz; grid clips, 1 /- doz: Telsen
S.M. disc drives with escutcheon and fixing
instructions ( boxed), 2/- ea; multi-ratio spkr
trans, 6/6 ea.
TUBULAR condensers. Prices per doz ( note
reduction) N.1, 1000v test 500-600v wkg,
0.1, 8/6; 105, 0.03, 0.02. 0.01, 6/6; 0.005,
0.004. 0.002. 0.001, 5/-; mica conds, 0.01. 1/ea; 0.002. 0.001, 7/- dos; 0.00015, 0.0001,
0.00001, 0.00001, 4,000, 16,000 mf, 6/- doz.
THIS month's special offer: Mains transfOrmers
350-0-350,
4v 4A, 4v
lA usual
prime, 25/6. Terms, cash or cod over £ 1.—
Charles
Britain
Radio ( temp
address),
"Eureka," Surrey Gardens, Effingham, Surrey.
r1OULPHONE RADIO, New Longton, nr.
Preston.—New goods only; all Tungsram
and B.V.A. valves at present manufactured;
mains transformers, interleaved impregnated
windings;
screened
primaries,
350-0-350v
10QmA, 4v 6A, 4v 21/
5A, or 6.31 3A, 5v 2A,
2876; bobbins only, windings as above, 15/6;
425-0-425r 150mA, 4v. 13A, 4v 4A, 4v 4A,
52/6; smoothing chokes, 25Hy 150mA, 21/6;
speaker field coils. 2,000 ohms. 9/6; speakers,
p.m., less trans. Sin 21/6, 61
/ in 22/6, Sin
2
24/-, 10111 351-; with tread, 8m
30/-, 10in
46/-; output trend. power-pen, 40mA, 8/6;
push-pull power-pen, 80mA, 18/6; push-pull
extra an., 100mA, 37/6 Role push-pull,
15/6; mains dropper resistors, 800 ohms 0.3A,
2 varitaps, 5/6; push-back wire, 50ft 3/-.
100ft 5/6; tinned copper wire, %lb, 2/3; 2mm
sleeving, 3c1; resin-cored solder, lb 4/6; bias
condensers,
50mfd
12v,
2/-;
12mfd
50v.
2/'; 4mfd
1,000v dc working paper con12/6;
tuning
condensers
with
densers,
trimmers, 0.0005, 2-gang 11/6 3-gang 13/6;
screened M. and L. wave coils, t.r.f., 6/6;
Parafeed 1.1. trend, 4: 1, 6/6; quality P.-11
If. trend, split secondaries, 2: 1, 22/6: hi
chokes, 1/9; carbon resistors, 50 ohms to 5
megohms,
6d, lw 9d; switch cleaner, 2/6
bottle; vol. controls, less sw, 4/9; with sw,
5/9; Pyrobit pencil bit electric soldering
irons, 21 /-; grid clips, 81 doz; valve- holders,
Eng. and Amer., ld per pin; smoothing iron
elements, 450w, 2/3; fire spirals. 750w 2/-,
1,000w 2/6; shaft couplers, 6d; lin knobs.
9d; single-screened cable, 10d yd; all sizes
tubular and mica condensers, limited quantity, 31/
2in
dial, 0-1mA m.c. milliammeters.
B.S. let grade, 70/-; send s.a.e. for the best
service list available; no c.o.d.; all orders
over 5/. post free, post 6d extra under 5/-.

Advertisements.

ELECTRADIX
WIND
DRIVE
DYNAMOS, slow speed,
6 or 12 volt. Details and price on application.
New 1-cyl, Magnetos, 65:-.
RECORDING OF MORSE SIGNALS. Ex
G.P.O. Morse lnkers, record on paper tape,
clockwork drive, fine workmanship ; Siemens
make, In first-class order, £12 10,'-. Special field
H.Q. Morse Inker, Key and Indicator, EIS.
BUTTON
MICROPHONES
for making • outside listeners are
G.P.O. Sound Transmitter Units
just under l' diam., for sound,
speech, etc. 26, postage, etc., 6d.
100 1Transformers, 4:6.
4è kW. AUSTIN.
4-cyl. water-cooled Engine
mag. ignition and 110 volts 25 amps. Dynamo,
horizontal Twin Petrol A.B.C. engine, fan-cooled,
coupled 1¡ kW. D.C. dynamo 50/70 volts 25 amps.,
mag. ignition.
PETROL ENGINES.
Almost new; twin cyl.
Douglas, fan-cooled, governed, mag. ignition,
light weight,
h.p., £25.
DYNAMOS— MOTORS— ROTARIES. For
essential and experimental
work, permit free.
Fine
modern quarter-horse D.C.
motors, 200 to 250 volts,
enclosed, drip- proof, silent
bearings,
flange
fixing,
double end shaft,
dia.,
1,450 revs. ; size, 74" x7' ;
weight, 35 lbs. Compound. We fully guarantee.
15th h.p., [3j10/-.
I h.p., £4. Larger powers
in stock. Alternators, E.D.C. and other Rotaries
and Motor Generators In stock. State wants.
MOTOR PUMPS.
We can give Immediate
delivery of the famous Stuart Turner 12-volt
D.C. motor pumps ; 120 galls, per hour, 84'-..
Same type but for A.G. mains, 136'-.
Pumps.
only ;
R type twin-piston rotary for I h.p.
motor drive, D M-. Aquarium aerators, £5.
FUME
EXTRACTOR
AIR
PURIFIERS,
25 cub. ft. approx., with large filter chamber, all
steel, 15r x201'' x 14", with intake down shaft.
Geared hand drive or 1/6th h.p. motor. Suit
laboratory or works.
DEAF AID.
10 guinea sets S.H. for reconditioning, all first-class makes, In pocket case,
less battery and plug cord, 45,-.
EMERGENCY CRYSTAL SETS. The Wall
Nut crystal receiver for table or wall. Tapped
AT.!. tuning condenser in polished walnut case,
42,-. The B.B.C. Blackbird set, porcelain base,
steel cover, 39/6. The Sherman Tank has same
tuning as " Wall Nut," but novel steel cover.
45/,
Mark II Het. converted ex W.D. wavemeter with 2 detectors,
2 74"x 54, 55/-,
Headphones, 17;6.

9"

FIXED CONDENSERS.
2 mfd., 250 volts
smoothers, metal case. G.P.O., 2/6.
Dubiller
and T.C.C. .25 mf., 230 volts,
H.T. Mica
4,000 volts, 25 mf., 10/,
2,000 volts, 1 mf.,
10.6.
B.I. oil-filled, 6,000 volts, 1 mf., 35,'-.
4,000 volts, 2 mf., 45/-..
CONDENSERS.
Ultra
Short Wave variable air condensers.
16 m.mfd. Trolitul
insulation
ball - bearings.
Surplus to a Govt. contract
and new, 5/..

Wanted
XTARLEY BP100 3-gang permeability tuner.
T
— Bird, 111, Cecil Rd., Norwich. (3054
1 MGT valve and Eddystone 1070 dial.U
,
Thomson, 47, Abergeldie Rd., Aberdeen.
IVANTED, % meg wire-wound pot. and 2
Tv meg 2ma res, for school use.—Box 3211.
WANTED, good signal generator and 0.005
vv 0.002 variable straight line quality conde nsera—Dynamo
and
Electrical
Services,
Iil . Unity Works,•Pearson St., Blackburn.
TTIGH-GRADE moving coil, or ribbon micro1--1- phone urgently required; good Price Paid
for suitable type such as Western Electric,
R.C.A., etc., also gram, motor required.—D.
Paynter, 6, The Avenue, Taunton.
[
3058'
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
and conversions to mains and
output transformers, fields, etc., from
4/6.-4, Brecknock Rd., N.7.
CUURATE radio rewinds, mains trans£, formers, fields, op. transformers, etc.,
and all loudspeaker repairs.—Southern Trade
Services, 297-299, High St., Croydon. [2882
LL types of radio receivers serviced;
21 Murphy and Pilot specialist; valves in
stock; sound repairs for 13 years.—T. E.
Fevyer, F.I.P.R.E., 50, Vine Bt., Uxbridge.

R EWINDS
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INVISIBLE
RAY
CONTROL Photo cell
Raycraft Set with bakelite selenium bridge,
10,000 ohm sensitive Relay, megostat, etc., with
booklet. 42,-.
SUNDRIES. Vee Pulleys for Iin, belt, turned
steel 4in. x4jin., 4/6 and 5/-. Motor Flexible
Couplings for I h.p. and h.p., 6/.. each. Endless
Belts, vee or flat, 5,4 each. 4-wing Fan Blades,
6in., for motor shaft, 116. G.P.O. Plugs, 2/- each.
Panel G.P.O. Jacks, 1/6 each. Small Solenoids,
" Gemi " 6 volts 14 amps., iron plunger, 6¡6.
Electric Counters to 10,000 revs., G.P.O., 5,6,
Please include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRADI X

RADIOS

214, Queenstown Road, Batt , London, 8.W.8
Telephone

: MACoulay 215E
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LASKY'S RADIO

370, Harrow Rd., Paddington, W.9
(Op. Padd. Hospital.) Phone Cunningham 1979
OFFER FOR
SALE THE FOLLOWING :
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS
24 assorted Condensers, consisting of 8 mid.
500 v. 4 mfd. 650 v., 16 mid. 350 v. (can type),
2 mfd. 500 v., 1 mfd. 500 v., . 5 mfd. 250 v.,
.25 mfd. 350 v., .05 mfd. SOO v., . 1mfd. 350 v.,
.01 mfd. 500 v., etc., etc. All for £2. Post free.
2 mid. Block Paper Condensers, 650 v. wrk.,
26 each. 4 mfd. 700 var., 56 each. 4 v.
mains transformers, 350-0-350, 120 mA.,
35/- ea., and 6.3 -1- 5 volt heaters, 37 6.
Small crocodile clips, 3/9 doz. Cards of
114, I watt resistors, all marked and useful
values, LI I2s. 6d. per card. Servisol at 5/- per
tin, Systoflex, assorted, at 2/3, 2/6 and 3/- doz.
Volume Controls, I. 4 and 1meg., less switch.
at 2,9 each ; with switch, 5/9 each. .
2 and
.3 amp. mains droppers, 4/9, 5/9 and 7/6 each.
.3 amp. 3-way line cord, 70 ohms, per foot,
best quality, at 5/9 yd.
Slow Motion Dial and Drive Escutcheon type,
2/6 each. Resistors, assorted, Kit of 48
1,
and 1watt, at LI lot.
Smoothing Chokes, Midget type, 650 ohms
60 mA, 6:6 each ; larger type 500 ohms 160
mA., 15,6 each. Medium and long-wave coils
with reaction, at 10;6 per pair
Universal
Speaker Transformers, 7/6 ; Class B and QPP,
driver and output types, 9/6.
Pentode
STrans., 5/9 each. Solder. Resistances, tin
copper wire, soldering irons, knobs, toggle
switches, 2 and 3 gang condensers. etc.
Midget Medium Wave coils, A. & I-1.F. T.R.F.
Cirt. with diagram, 10/6 pair. Cheaper type,
86 pair.
SPEAKERS. Rola P.M., 51n., I96 ; 64in.,
21,6 ;
8in., 23/6 each. Goodmans 34m.
P.M., 27/6; 101n., 39/6 each. Celestion 101n.
P.M., with Transformer, 45/6. In stock, over
5,000 new boxed English and U.S.A. mains
and battery valves at list prices.
Send Id. for our lists of mains
formers,etc.
Send us your requirement C O.D., BUT
CASH WITH ORDER PREFERRED.

AFTER THE WAR!
The advance in Radio Technique after the was will
offer unlimited opportuiduee of high pay and «cure
poet. for those Radio Engineer. who have had the
foresight to become technically qualified. Row you can
do this quickly and molly in your apare time le fully
explained in our unique handbook.
Full detail. are given of A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Hlit.I.E.E..
City & Gull& Exams., and particular, of up-to-date
courees in Wireieu Engineering. Radio flervieing. Short
Waves, Televise/a. Mathematics, elm.. eta.
We Guarantee " NO PA88—NO FEE"
Prepare for to-morrow's opportunities and poet.war
competition by ...lading for your copy of till. very
Informative 112-page guide NOW—FREE.
BRITISH

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY ( Dept. 388)
Stratford Place, London, W.1

BERRY'S(SHORT WAVE)

LTD.

In addition to the usual radio parts, we carry a
most complete range of

RADIO

AND
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

including Cathode Ray Tub«, Oscilloecopen, Signal
generators, Meter. and Tat Equipment; metal
cabinet.; H.F., II.H.F. and L.F. chokes; main.
output, and intervalve transf ormers ; Ceramic and
Amphenol valve hues; I.F. transformers; signal
indicator.; single and double foneholders ; dials ;
precision condensere--ceramic, tuning, differential
and reaction, miniature ecrewdriver UHF condensers ; electrode glassware; low Ion »octets
and insulators, etc.
If your work le of a priority
nature, we can in nearly all canes give delivery by
return.
Send id. stamp for detailed Ilst ••
25,

HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON,
(rel.
Holborn 0231.1

W.C.1

"

ERVICE with a Smile."—Repairers of all
k--/
types of British and American receivers;
coil rewinds; American valves, spares, line
cords—FRI., Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1.
Museum 5675.
[ 1575
-HOUR service, 6 months' guarantee,
any transformer rewind; mains 15/6,
outputs, 4/-; Li. transformer, 3/; all types
of new equipment supplied to specification.—
Majestic Winding Co., 180, Windham [2R
7d
64
.,
Bournemouth.
•
lUlr f EWIN138 mains transformers, field coils and
AL chokes, high grade workmanship, seven to
ten days' delivery; new transformers manufactured against Government contracts.—Metropolitan Radio Service, 1021, Finchley Rd.
Golders Green, London, N.W.11.
[
26oi
'Ft EGALLIEWS,
Ltd.—" Service
with
a
guarantee."
If you cannot get your
receiver serviced, let American specialists do
the job; first-class workmanship only; specialising in Air-King, Belmont, Challenger, Detroit',
deWald,
Emerson,
Ferguson
Garod,
Hallicrafter,
Hammerlund,
McMurdo,
Midwest Majestic, Pilot, Philoo, Bparton, etc.,
also any British set. Remember, for 15 years
we have handled as distributors American receivers; this is
self-explantory; s.a.e, with
all enquiries.—Degallier's Ltd., 9, Westbonrne
Court. London, W.2,
[2999
MISCELLANEOUS
MIME recorders.—Write for particulars.—
AGledhill-Brook Time Recorders, Ltd., 48
1
4
9,
Empire Works, Huddersfield.
OIL winding and wave winding capacity
available,
considerable
light
assembly
capacity also available—Box 3210. [ 3026
OODWORKING
contracts
of
priority
nature wanted by efficient London firm,
modern machinery, skilled workmen; prompt
replies, all enquiries—Box 3208.
G3024
liA8818 trans. shrouds, clips and many other
fittings quickly made on A.A. benders;
accurate and inexpensive.—Details from A.A.
Tools. 197w, Whiteacre Rd., Ashton-n.-Lyne.
DuntErt stamps made up to yoer special
-Kt requirements and design,
typical example, stamp showing name, address and profession; 9/6 post free.—V.E.B., Radio House,
Ruislip.
[
1884
MANUFACTURERS!!! — Radio wholesaler
-LTA- wishes to increase regular stock lines by
the addition of new types of radio products.—
Will manufacturers please send full particulars to Box 3209.
QYNCHRONOUB Motors, Bangarno, 20(0
30
22
50
5
SC volts a.c., 50e, self starting, fitted reduction gears, ideal movements for time switches,
electric clocks, etc., rotor speed 200 r.p.m.,
final speed 1 rev. 12 minutes approx. ' consumption 214 watts, size 21,4x 21
/ x1%, 22/6;
4
as above but enclosed pattern, consumption
3 watts, 25/-; wirewound non-inductive resistances, 2-watt, ideal for meter shunts, resist
ance boxes, etc., 21,4% accuracy, wound on
bakelite bobbins. Tifix 1/
tin; one of each of the
following ratings, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400. 600.
1,000 and 2.000 ohms, 5/6 Per let. Postage
paid; quantities available; rev, counters, ex
meters, drum type. 0-999, automatic reset to
zero on completion,
3/6
each;
projection
lenses, lin focus, ideal for 9.5 or 18mm films,
sound heads, etc., oxidised mounts. Pain long,
9/16in diameter, 5/- each; terms cash with
older.-13. Franks, Scientific Stores, 58, New
Oxford St., WC.!. Tel. Mils. 9594.
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A BRITISH company manufacturing special.LI.
ised scientific instruments propose to
expand their research and development facilities.
THE new department will be required to
carry ont research and development work
connected with problems in mechanical engineering,
electrical
engineering, aeronautical
engineering,
electronics,
hydraulics
and
physics, as applied to scientific instruments.
THE following personnel are required:—
(A) Chief research engineer to co-ordinate
and
control
the
activities
of
the
department.
Salary up to £ 1.500 per annum.
(B) Research engineers to control sections
dealing
respectively
with
mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering. aeronautical engineering. electronics, hydraulics and
physics. Salaries, £ 750 to £ 1,000 per annum.
APPLICATIONS are invited for the above
posts, which offer unlimited scope immediately and in the post-war period.
Essential
qualifications are a University degree and
current research experience in the particular
field for which the application is made.—Write
Box 1509. c/o White's. Ltd., 72, Fleet St..
London. E.C.4.
ESIGNER
equipment of
and
..
specialised
electronic devices
radio and
for Lanpa.
cashire manufacturers of optical and scientific apparatus.—Applicant should outline experience in first place to Box 3184. (2949
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SPARES

MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
PrImarite 200/260
Secondaries 350-0-310
Type A. 80 m.., 4v. 3a., 4v, 21a
32/6
Type B. 80 ma., 6.3v. Sa., 5v. ale.
32/8
Type O. 100 ma., 4v. 6a., QT., 4v, 21a.
33/9
Type D. 100 ma.. 6.3v. 55., 6v, lie.
33/9
Type E. 120 ma., 4v. 6a., 4v. al..
37/6
Type F. 120 m.a., 6.3v. as., ay. al.
37/6
Type H. 200 m.a., 4v. 6a., QT., 4v. 6a., CT., 4v. 24. 42/6
Type I. 200 ma., 6.3v. 6a., QT., 6.3v, 6a., QT.,
5v. 35.
4E/6
SPECIAL. Type Y. 200 ma. Giving three L.T.. of
6.3v. QT. and 5v. for Rectifia. 500-0-500v. Secondary
H.T
47/6
SPECIAL, Type K. As Type J, but with 4v. heaters 47/6
Please note that owing to axe and weight (approx. 13 tbs.)
of Types H, I, .1and K. add 1,13 for post and packing.
SPEAKERS. Celeetion Sis. P.M. with transformer, 29/6.
10in. with transformer, 43/8. Rola 8in. P.M. with tram.,
29, 6. less trans., 24/.. Goodman 361n. P.M.. les. tram., 30/FIELD COILS, with Hum coil if needed
12/SPECIAL OFFER. Universal 0.P. Trans. bobbins
5/Auto trans., 200/250v.-110v. 70 watts
17/Mains Droppers, .2or .3amp., 950 and 600 ohme, with two
eliding clips and feet for claaseis mounting
4/6
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Class B. and Q.P P., 9/8.
Power pentode, Clare B. and Q.P.P., 11/-. Power peotode,
standard slae, 7/6.
SMOOTHING CHOKES. 20 henrys 100 ma, 12/
1
3. 11
henrys 70 in.a., 9/6.
DRIVER TRANSFORMER.
class B., 9/-.
Bobbin.
only, 13/9.
MAINS TRANSFORMER BOBBINS. Philco, Buoh, EM.!.,
etc.
•
22/LINE CORD. .
3 amp. 3-way, approximately 180 ohme,
per yard
tit.2 amp. 2-way, approximately 180 ohm., per yard
4/11
Order, accepted by post only and those of 10/- or lees should
be accompanied by cash. Please include postage with
order. PRICE LIST lid. stamp.

H. W.
Colchester

FIELD &
Road,

Harold

Park,

SON
Essex.

-PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLSSe/Te
on
gold-alloy,
super-sensitive
to
light, gas-filled, permanent, operate relay
direct or with Valve Amplifier, perfect
reproduction of Speech and Music from
sound track of films ; large tube 34m, from
top to valve pin base, 1
in. diam., 38/- ;
small tube 2in, from top to terminal base,
fin. diam., 30/. ; operate on 40-100 volts,
connections blue print free.
Miniature
Cell, oval glass tube fin. long, /On. wide,
thin flex leads, 24/, PRECISION OPTICAL
SYSTEM, producing fine line of light from
any car headlight bulb, for scanning film
sound track direct into Photo-cell, metal
tube 24m, long, 4ln. diam., tin. focus,
581-, Instructions Free. Goods by return.

CEFA INSTRUMENTS,

38a, York Street,

TWICKENHAM, Middx,

POPesgrove 6597

A limited number of valves
available. State type required.
Repairs to all makes of Battery
Chargers and Conversions to
Metal Rectification. Send for
list RI.12.

—AMERICAN MIDGETS HANDBOOK—
:ht.:Ming with loony circuit diagrams the peculisrite
of small American ( Midget, Radios. Repecially written
for service men, most likely faults and their remedies
with hints, on wartime substitutes for unobtainable
parte are all given. The valve data nation give. Imes
and working characterletice of the 80 or a valeta need
In midget*.

Price 2/6

from booksellers or by post, 2/8.
V.E.S. ( N),
Radlo House, Meltherne Drive, Ruislip, Mddx.

It 1t

F,R,

VALVES
This is part of our current stock of valves.
If all their equivalents
were
mentioned,
it
would be found that
we can supply either
the exact valve or a
suitable
replacement
for almost any type.
Wherever
possible
please order
C.O.D.
Stamp with enquiries
please.
PRICES

Advertisements.
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SWINK
APIS RICAN,
BATTENE
A.G.
•ed
UNIMSAL
TYPES.

STRICTLY

B.O.T. RETAIL
BATTERY -21011 L, 5/10;
P220, P51.2A, 7/4;
210DDT, EID24, TDD2A, 9/2; 2108PT, 31101WA,
210VPT, 220/0T, KT2, KT24. P/d12M, BP2, 8P210.
VP210, VP2B. W21, Z21, Z22. 11/- ; P2, 12/2;
210PG„ F02, DMA, X24, 12/10.
A/0 TYPES--2D4A. (
PS; 1164V, AC/HL, 51114,
IMHIA, 9/2; AZ1, DW2, AZ81, DW4-500, IW4-350,
1.110, 11/..; 402P, A17044, 911141, RHEA, PX4, TDD4,
11/7;
42MP/Pen,
AO/VP1, AC/VP2,
AC/Pen,
A02/Pen, ACS/Pen, KT41, ETZ83, MKT4, M8PertB,
EWSPen, 1,1V8PenB, PanA4, P,m4VA, 8P4, VP4,
VP4B, 12/10; AO/TH1, AC/TI'. FC4, 7,11140, TH4,
VIIT4, 41MPO, 14/-; KISS, KT380, PenE4. 14/8
KTZ41, 018/20, 15/3; 11P/Pen, 16/6; FV1_4000.
KT68, P30244, 18/8;
PX25, PP5/400, 24/4:
Pen428, 30/5.
UNIVERSAL- 2013A, 2D130, 9/2; 071, 1731.
URIC. 01130, 174020, 11/- ; 11D3, TDD1110, 11/7
7111 8D2, 9D2, 138PA, CIA, 0L.33, Penile], 8P15,
01'1320, VP111A, VP130. 12/10;
°ELI, OBL31,
PenDD4020, T11210. 115/3
T11 300, 14/,
MAZDA-ELL23, 5/10; HL21DD, HLSISDD, 9/2;
Pen25, 17175, U176, 17177, U4020, VP23, 11/-;
AC/EILDD, ML41DD, HL133DD, 11/7;
Pen45,
Pen383, 8P41, TI'S), TP26. VP41, VP133. 12/10;
AC/VP, T1141, TH239, 1.4/ -; QP211, PenDD4020,
Pen45DD, 15/8.
E TYPES-EM4, 11/- ; EB03, EBC33, 11/7; 01A,
CUM, EF8, EF9. EL3, EL)). 12/10
00 1136, EOM ,
ECM), 1501135.
EF6, ER% EL2, 14/-;EBL1,
E1331. 15/3; EL35. 18/3.
EVA AMERICAN TYPES-504, 5E4, 6A136, 606.608.
1,08, 6J5, 6J7, 6K8, 6L6, 6117, 18, 26.46. 251,6, 2576
.tad 267.5, C0111,erla011, 25Z4, 42, 47 conversion.
AMERICAN-1A4, 1E44. ICI, 106, 1H6, 2A8, 2.47.
227, 6.44, SAIS, 6.47 conversion, 0.48. 6E6, 8F5, 8F6,
6J8, 6K6, 13L7, 6P), 138F7, 8E5, 10, 12Q7, 128F5,
12E5, 16, 19, 94, 82, 33, 34, 86, 36, 97, 38, 46, 48, 50,
53, 67, 71.4, 75, 76, 81, 82, 85, 89, F0141, 11141D,
Petite..
Texemax-81.5,16/8 ; LD210. 5/10; P215,7/4
DD13, 6/9; WM, 14/- ; 6 K7. 12/10: OK& 141 ;
UGH, 11/7; 6V6, 12/10 ; 61[8.11/-.
VALVES AND ADAPTORS
la the case. where we cannot supply the exact valve
or equivalent, we can get your set going with • valve
and adaptor, the additional cost being 4/6.
SPARES
TESTOSCOPE, the veat pocket Instrument for tracing
'tulle, enables 20 tests AO/DC, 37/6.
FLIK-O-DISK-Volte, ohms, and watts, calculator, 616.
SPEAKERS, 3- inch. 31/3.
LINE CORD-.) amp, 3core 80 ohms per ft extremely
_
tillty, rip per yard
2-. ay, 6/-.

J. BULL dr SONS
(Dept. W. W.)

246 HIGH ST., HARLESDEN, N.W.10

111ANAGER8 and service managers required
by radio and electrical retail organisation
(not combine or chain store) for West London
suburbs and Home Counties; sales and administrative staff will be required later; excellent post-war prospects may make it worth
while applying ( in confidence) now.-Box 3189.
POST-WAR plans.-Radio manufacturer will
X
reserve valuable agency in certain areas
for ex-Servicemen and give every assistance to
ct-establishing business quickly.-In first inaim.) write, giving full details of your prewar business, etc., in confidence, to Box 2,
c/o Victor Stewart and Co., Chartered Accountants, 82, Victoria St., London, & W.1.

A WELL-ESTABLISHED pre-war manufacturer with a national reputation for
quality products desires to employ immediately the best possible engineer with University degree, who is fully qualified to design
modern commercial loud speakers and radio
components; the salary will be entirely satisfactory to the right man.-Write, in the first
instance, giving fullest possible particulars of
position held, age, and include copies only of
references; state salary desired.-Box 3217.
10Iit ROADCAST officer required by- the Gold
-NJ' Coast Government Broadcasting Department, for one tour of 12 to 24 months, with
possible permanency; salary £ 450, rising to
£720 a year.
On salary of £ 450 there is a
local
allowance of £ 30 and a senaration
allowance for married men between £ 84 and
£204, according to number of children. Free
quarters and passages. Candidates should be
of good education and have had a thorough
training in the theory and operation of wireless broadcaat transmitters and in studio technique;
should
understand thoroughly the
system of distributing radio programmes by
wire and have a knowledge of modern super.
heterodyne shortwave receivers.
A knowledge
of gramophone disc recording is desirable.
APPLICATIONS in writing ( no interviews).
stating date of birth, full details of qualifications and experience, including present
employment, also identity and National Service or other registration particulars, and
quoting reference No. 0.8.245, should be addressed to the Ministry of Labour and National
service, Appointments Department, Sardinia
St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
[
3049

SITUATIONS WANTED
ENIOR administrative radio engineer seeks
change to post offering energetic post-war
prospects, gnat. in telev., rx. and ti., r.f.
heating, microwaves and general physics industries, techn. control of labs, or wks.; salary
min. £650 na -Box 3212.
[3057

S

TUITION
Morse code the Candler way.-See
advertisement on page 26.
(1292
lll1) ADIO training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E.
-Li, Diploma; prospectus free. - Technical
College, Hull.
[0611

T

EARN

'Qs ADIO Engineering.-Television and Wire-Nu less Telegraphy, comprehensive postal
courses of instruction.-Apply British School
of Telegraphy, Ltd., 179, Clapham ltd., London, S.W.9 ( Estd. 1906). Also instruction at
school in wireless for ELM. Merchant Navy
and R.A.F.
[9249
" MINGINEERING
Opportunities" - free
224
112 -page
guide
to
training
for
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., and all branches
of engineering and building; full of advice for
expert or novice; write for free copy and make
your peacetime future secure.-B.I.E.T. (Dept.
387B), 17, Stratford Place, London, W.1.
IRELESS Training, marine radio officers,
air radio officers and radio mechanics,
prospectus.-The
North-Eastern
School
of
Wireless, 69, Osborne Rd., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Estab. 1911. Tel. Jesmond 1356.
150 typical P.M.G. technical questions, 10/-; correction any 20. £ 1/1.
[3062

W

LIMITED

Experimental
and
Aeronautcal
Engineers and Scientific Instrument
Makers. Manufacturers of Precision
Mechanical, Electro -Mechanical and
Thermionic Instruments.
Electro Medical and Industrial Apparatus,
Time Interval Measurement and
Counters,
DC
Amplifiers
and
Recorders.
Specialised
Design
Enquiries Welcomed
THE AIRPORT, PORTSMOUTH
T.4phone : 74874.

POSTAL training in electrical engineerIng-power or radio; individual correspondence tuition by highly qualified engineers
with wide teaching and technical experience.
Elementary or advanced courses. Preparation
for recognised examinations. Pre-service training specially arranged.-G. B., 18, Springfield
Mount, Kingsbury, N.W.9.
(1731
THE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of
N.
Practical Radio Engineers have available home study courses covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical, practical and
laboratory tuition In radio and television
engineering;
the text is suitable coaching
matter for I.P.R.E., Serviceentre and progressive exams.; tuitionary fees-at pre-war
rates-are moderate.-The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained post free from
the Secretary, Bush House, Walton Avenue.
Henley-on-Thames. Oxon.
( 1462
A
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1USTERITY

RADIO LIMITED
NEW RADIO

CONSTRUCTORS'

KIT

The WILSON
SUPERHETERODYNE
3 Wave Band Receiver
Short Wave Band -

12- 20 M.

Short Wave Band -

16- 50 M.

Medium Wave Band 200-550 M.
Triode-Hexode frequency changer. V,I11.
H.F. Pen. I.F. amplifier. Double- Diode
L.F. Pentode, for detection, A.V.C. and
L.F. amplification.
Full wave rectification.
I.F. 465 kcs. ALL coils Litz
wound.
Sin. Speaker, Moving Coil,
Mains Energised, or P.M. and Choke.
Simple circuit easy to build and FULL
GUARANTEE if circuit and layout is
followed and care taken to ensure good
soldering, clean joints with non-corrosive
flux.
Chassis size, Sin. x 6*in. X nin
Overall dimensions
Thin.

12 Gns.

Delivery approximately One Month.
your orders now.

Place

Large range of COILS
to suit all circuits
3 WAVE- BAND PERMEABILITY OR MANUAL
TUNED 7- way PUSH BUTTON UNITS, complete
with buttons. Ruperhet 405 kcs., 25/,
A. & S.F. TRANSFORMERS.

M. and L. Small,

10/6 Pr ,
A. & H.F., with ', amt.'', 10 ,6 pair.

MIDGET
A. & H.F. TRANSFORMERS, Red. only. 8/6 pair.
IRON CORED, Med. only, flitt ea. IRON CORED.
M. A L. screened. Sid ea. AERIAL and Odd-.
465 kcs., 10/6 PM,
Blue prints supplied with all roil orders. Let us
know your requirements regarding selectivity
and sensitivity, number of tuned circuits and
H.F. stages.
Our technical nail is at your
service.
STANDARD 2-GANG CONDENSERS, ceramic
insulation . 0005 mounting bracket. 13/6. SMALL
.0005, 14 ,6. STANDARD 3-GANG Condensers,
.0005, 136. REACTION Condensers, . 000) and
.0002 Differential, 3,-each.
111AINICTRANSFORMER989150-0-350. 4v. 4 amp,
4v. 2 amp.
Heater windings, centre tapped,
shrouded, chassis mounting type, SW-.
VOLUME CONTROLS. 10,000, 100,000 ohms
I, 1, 1 and 2 meg. with switch, 6/6 each.
5,000, 10,000, 25,000 and 50,000 ohms, leas switch,
4i - each.
RAINS VOLTAGE DROPPING RESISTANCES.
1,000 ohms, .
2 amp.. 61-. 750 ohms, . 3 amp.,
7/.. Both fitted with two variable sliders and
feet.
CHASSIS.
Undrilled
steel,
sprayed
silver,
105 o 8 o 21in.. 7/8. 8 x 6 x 211n., 4/0 each.
TOGGLE SWITCHES.
pole. 2/6.

Miniature On- Off, single

LOUDSPEAKERS, Sin. and Olin.,
each.
LIRE CORD, 3 ours, . 9 amp.
5/- Per yard.

P.M., 29/6

60 ohms

per it,

FLEXIBLE COUPLERS, ils. spindle, 1/- each

307 HIGH HOLBORN,
Loero)N re

i Ph ule /
101,6orn 463/

32

Wilkgriss Wont)

Advertisements.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
.M.I.E.E., City and Guilds, etc., on " No
pass— no fee" terms; over 90% successes.
For
full details of modern courses in all
branches of electrical technology send for our
112-page handbook, free and post free.—
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 388A), 17. Stratford Place,
London, W.I.
[ 3033
REAT possibilities exist for technically
qualified engineers, key men in wartime
and afterwards.
Through the home- study
courses of The T.I.G.B. take a recognised engineering qualification, such as A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.Chem.E., C.
and G., etc., in which examinations the
T.I.G.B. students have passed 25 FIRST
PLACES and hundreds of passes. Write today for " The Engineer's Guide to Success "—
free—containing the world's widest choice of
engineering courses covering all branches, hi
eluding aeronautical, mechanical, electrical,
wireless, chemical, etc.
THE
TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF
GREAT BRITAIN. 82, Temple Bar House.
London, E.C.4.
[
1403
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COVENTRY RADIO

COMPONENT SPECIAUSTS SINCE 1925.
TRIMMERS. Postage stamp, 3-30 pi
6d.
TRIMMERS. Postage stamp, 30-80 p.i
9d.
H.F. CHOKES. 1.25 mh., wire-end type
2/6
CONDENSERS.
3 + 2 + 2 mfd.,
paper
block
6/.
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS.
70
ma.,
poweripentode
9/9
RESISTORS. ti,, watt, 12 assorted for
2/9
ERIE AND DUBIL1ER RESISTORS
New
stock, best sizes. 20 assorted I, }, 1and 2 watt
for
12/6
CONDENSERS.
New stock, best makes,
350/450 volt. 20 assorted 25 p.f. to .25 rack
for
1216
LATEST LIST OF COMPONENTS, Including
numerous new lines sent on receipt of Id. stamped
envelope.
THE
COVENTRY
COMPANY,

tet

BUSINESSES FOR SALE OR WANTED
ADIO and electrical retail and service
business required, West London preferred; partnership considered.—Box 3190.
BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
lislOR sale, 500 copies " Wireless World"
from 1933-1939; otters.—Havart, The Turret. Woodland Grove, Weybridge. [3027
WEBB'S radio map of the world locates
TV any station heard, size 40 x3Oin., 4/6.
post 6d.; on linen, 10/6. Post free. — * ebb's
Radio, 14, Soho St., London, W.1. Tel. Gerrard 2089.
[9947

R

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

intended for the NOVEMBER issue
can be accepted up to First Post on
Monday, November 9th.

191, DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON.
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WHAT'S " ERG"?

/
BINIT BY SCIENTISTS FOR SCIENTISTS

ERG is the trade mark Identify• ing a line of products that will
be available when we've finished
the biggest lob of all.

BIDEFORD AVENUE PERIVALE•GREENFORD.MIDDX. ERG
TELEPHONE:PERIVALE 4277

1021a,

RESISTORS

FINCHLEY

ROAD,

LTD.-

LONDON,

N.W.11

E R G

-

PHONE: SPEEDWELL 6987

sO UNo

GIRAM011OND
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,

soue

* SPEAKERS
* AMPLIFIERS
* MICROPHONES
WHEN

HAPPY

DAYS

ARE

HERE

AGAIN
ççs

GRAMPIAN

REPRODUCERS

LTD.

HAMPTON

ROAD

HANWOR TH.

MIDDLESEX

Tekohone:FEL

Printed in England for the Publishers. lures *an Boas LTD.. Dorset House. Stamford Street, London. S.E.1. by Tut CORNWALL Passe Lro., Paris Garden, Stamford Street.
London. SES. " Wireless World" esa be obtained abroad from the following—Anarastu and New ZewLeso, Gordon ed Gotch. Ltd. lent&: A. It. Wheeler a Co.
.0.eirene Imperial News Co.; Gordon & Gotob, Ltd. Sours AFRICA : Central News Agency.Ltd; William Dawson & Sons (S.A.), Ltd. Dime° BRAT» The International News Co.
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Made in Three
Principal Materials
FREQUELEX
An insulating material of Low
Dielectric loss. For Coil formers, Aerial Insulators, Valve
Holders, etc.

ROLLERS
THE

WIRELESS WORLD

Dielectric Loss problems in High Frequency
circuits have been solved by the use of Bullers
Radio-Frequency Ceramics.
Many years of research and development in our
Laboratories have brought these materials to a high
degree of efficiency.
They are in constant use for transmission and reception
and play an important part in maintaining communication
under all conditions.
PERMALEX
A High Permittivity Material.
For the construction of Condensers of the smallest possible
dimensions.

Pullers

LTD.,

HALL, OATLANDS DRIVE,
WEYBR1DGE, SURREY.

TEMPLEX
A Condenser Material of medium
permittivity. For the construction of Condensers having aconstant capacity at all temperatures.

LOW

Telephone : Walton-on-Thames 2451
Manchester Office; 146, Deansgate, Manchester

LOSS

CERAMICS

Advertisements.
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Today the output of Osram Valves is devoted to the
war effort of the Unitéd Nations.

Important contri-

butions have been made in research, experiment and
development by scientists and technical experts, in
collaboration with the war services.

But Osram

Valves for maintenance of existing equipments are
available.

fl
we

Consult your usual supplier.

When priority of production is no longer
essential Osram Valves, incorporating many
striking developments in scientific research, will
once more be freely available. Then it will be.
over to you — over 1

grant
. valves
-now

.........7

MADE IN ENGLAND

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd.,

Magnet House, Kingsway, London,

•

e

_

W.C.2
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